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Résumé de la thèse
Dans le contexte d’une exploitation croissante de l’énergie du vent offshore et
du développement de modèles océano-météorologiques de plus en plus précis,
la mise en place de méthodes numériques visant à une description plus fine
des propriétés turbulentes de la couche limite atmosphérique marine sera no-
tamment une étape déterminante dans la réduction des coûts et l’optimisation
des structures pour des rendements de récupération d’énergie améliorés. La
France a pour objectif de porter la puissance de son parc éolien en mer à
6000 MW de puissance éolienne en mer d’ici 2020. L’installation de 500 MW
est d’ores et déjà planifiée par des concessions de parcs offshore d’éoliennes
posées comptant de 60 à 100 machines. Des solutions technologiques sont
également en développement pour l’installation de parcs de machines flot-
tantes afin d’étendre les zones d’implantation potentielles au delà de quelques
dizaines de mètres de profondeur d’eau. Du fait de la taille croissante des ma-
chines et de leur implantation future dans des sites dont les caractéristiques
atmosphériques s’apparenteront de moins en moins à des zones de mers fer-
mées et plus à des domaines océaniques, la description adaptée des conditions
atmosphériques de couche limite océanique va représenter un enjeu croissant.
En ce sens les normes actuelles héritées de l’éolien terrestre ne prennent pas
ou peu en compte les spécificités océaniques, à savoir principalement la forte
capacité thermique océanique, et le couplage spécifique entre la surface libre et
l’écoulement atmosphérique. Que ce soit pour l’estimation de la ressource et
de la production, ou pour le dimensionnement des machines, les implications
de telles hypothèses simplificatrices peuvent ne pas être anodines (Kalvig et
al., 2014).
Une description plus appropriée de la couche limite atmosphérique néces-
site entre autre de dépasser le formalisme statistique à l’œuvre dans la modéli-
sation du couplage et de l’interaction océan-atmosphère tant en météorologie
qu’en science du climat (Chen et al. (2013), Fan et al. (2012)). Une meilleure
description des processus liés aux échanges de quantité de mouvement passe
alors par une description spécifique des évolutions d’écoulements aux échelles
de temps et d’espace qui leur sont propres. Les questions non résolues sont
en outre nombreuses dans la simple description du couplage vent vague ; on
peut notamment mentionner parmi celles-ci l’extension verticale de la couche
limite atmosphérique directement impactée par les vagues sous-jacentes, le
rôle de la houle, la validité de théories de similarités type Monin-Obukhov
pour la prédiction de flux de surfaces, la corrélation entre vagues et vents
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pour des états de mers différents, etc. Le simple mécanisme de croissance des
vagues sous l’action du vent est sujet à de nombreux débats. Si des mesures
in-situ peuvent apporter des éclairages importants, elles n’incluent pas jusque
là une description déterministe de la corrélation entre champ de pression et
profil de surface libre, du fait des échelles et du caractère instationnaire des
écoulements à caractériser.
Une étude préliminaire a été réalisée sur la dissipation visqueuse de la houle
par la contrainte de cisaillement atmosphérique induite par la houle dans le
cas d’un écoulement d’air initialement au repos. La rétroaction de la couche
visqueuse atmosphérique cisaillée, forcée par une houle idéalisée (linéaire,
unidirectionnelle et monochromatique) a été simulée à l’aide d’un modèle
numérique de type RANS (Alessandrini and Delhommeau, 1999). ICARE est
habituellement utilisé pour des applications navales et hydrodynamiques et il
a été modifié pour une toute nouvelle application atmosphérique: l’idée était
de développer un outil performant et évolutif, capable d’aborder une com-
plexité croissante de la représentation d’une partie de la physique du système
océan-atmosphère.
Dans cet effort de meilleure description et représentation de la couche
limite atmosphérique en domaine océanique, l’Ecole Centrale de Nantes et
ses partenaires du LabexMER (Laboratoire d’Océanographie Physique no-
tamment) ont initié une collaboration avec P. Sullivan du NCAR (Boulder,
USA) spécialisé dans la modélisation de la turbulence de couche limite atmo-
sphérique et océanique. Dans le cadre de cette thèse menée au Laboratoire de
recherche en Hydrodynamique, Energétique et Environnement Atmosphérique
(LHEEA, ECN) sur la simulation couplée atmosphère turbulente – état de
mer, un code Large Eddy Simulation (LES) massivement parallèle pour la
simulation des écoulements atmosphériques incompressibles sous hypothèse
de Boussinesq (Sullivan et al., 2008) a été couplé à un code spectral d’états
de mer non-linéaires HOS (High Order Spectral Method, West et al (1987),
Bonnefoy et al. (2010)). Le modèle atmosphérique repose sur une simulation
des grandes échelles qui définit un nombre d’onde de coupure au-delà duquel
l’énergie due aux petits mouvements tourbillonnaires est prise en compte par
un modèle de sous-maille. Une approximation majeure est faite dans la ré-
solution des équations de Navier-Stokes: on néglige l’influence des variations
de température et de la flottabilité en considérant une atmosphère neutre.
L’étude bibliographique montre que, à la fois, la stratification atmosphérique
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et les vagues ont un impact sur la couche limite atmosphérique marine. Cepen-
dant, considérer ces effets de façon indépendante constitue un premier pas
dans la compréhension de ces phénomènes. Ainsi seul l’effet des vagues sera
étudié dans ces travaux. La méthode HOS, développée à l’ECN depuis 2002,
constitue une des méthodes les plus efficaces pour simuler l’évolution non-
linéaire d’états de mer complexes (Ducrozet et al., 2012). Sur la base d’une
méthode potentielle et d’une approche spectrale de résolution des conditions
de surface libre, elle est un moyen efficace de propager de manière détermin-
iste et sur plusieurs heures tous types de conditions de vagues sur des surfaces
de plusieurs centaines de kilomètres carrés (Ducrozet et al., 2008). Dans le
cadre du couplage LES-HOS, elle constitue un outil particulièrement rapide
et efficace afin de fournir des conditions aux limites couplées et dont les temps
de calcul caractéristiques restent négligeables devant la charge imposée par
le code LES. Le couplage implémenté repose sur une communication entre
les deux codes basée sur l’échange d’informations telles que l’élévation de
surface libre et les vitesses orbitales pour le modèle de vague et la pression
atmosphérique à la surface libre pour le modèle LES. Ces échanges ont lieu à
chaque itération temporelle, le pas de temps étant imposé par la simulation
atmosphérique, et une gestion spécifique de la mise à jour de la solution po-
tentielle de l’état de mer est implémentée lors des sous-itérations du schéma
RK3. L’eau ayant une masse volumique beaucoup plus importante que l’air,
l’échelle de temps nécessaire à l’état de mer pour évoluer sous le forçage du
vent est beaucoup plus grande que les échelles temporelles d’advection et de
renouvellement (turnover time scale) des tourbillons turbulents. On considère
alors qu’une unique itération temporelle est nécessaire au couplage entre les
deux codes.
Différents cas d’application sont mis en place afin d’étudier les interactions
vent-vagues. On définit l’âge de vague comme étant le rapport entre la vitesse
de phase de la vague et la vitesse de frottement du vent, avec un rapport à
l’équilibre autour de Cp/u∗ ≈ 15− 20. Premièrement, on considère des cas de
forçage de la simulation atmosphérique par le modèle de vague (on ne prend
pas en compte la rétroaction de la pression sur l’état de mer): un cas de
conditions fortes de vent sur une mer du vent (petit âge de vague Cp/u∗ < 10),
un cas de houle se propageant dans une zone de vent faible (Cp/u∗ = 60) et un
cas de génération d’un jet de vent par la houle (Cp/u∗ = 120). Ce jet de vent
induit par la houle invalide les modèles de vent tels que la loi logarithmique
couramment préconisée par les normes internationales. Finalement, une étude
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préliminaire est réalisée sur le couplage entre les deux codes. En l’absence de
modèle de dissipation au sein du modèle HOS, la prise en compte du terme
de forçage par la pression empêche la stabilité de la simulation. Un filtrage
du signal de pression atmosphérique est introduit afin de dissiper les hautes
fréquences. Dans de telles conditions, les simulations couplées durent de 20
à 100 périodes de vague. Des tests plus poussés seront nécessaires car la
dissipation introduite ici n’est évidemment pas physique et la paramétrisation
de la dissipation de l’énergie constitue une des questions fondamentales dans
l’étude du système couplé vent-vague.
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Introduction
Within the context of a growing exploitation of the offshore wind energy and
the development of metocean models, a refined description of this resource
is a key issue. Solar radiation and Earth’s rotation are the driving forces of
the thermodynamics of the atmosphere. The discontinuities of the thermal
properties (i.e. heat absorption/dissipation) of the ground play an important
role in local weather. The oceans contribute to regulate the temperature in
the lower part of the atmosphere: just the top few metres of the ocean have
a heat capacity equivalent to that of the whole atmosphere! Earth’s rota-
tion and variations in atmospheric temperature create motion of cold/warm
air parcels that generates low/high pressure centres and thus wind systems.
The atmosphere is in large part responsible for the oceanic circulation via the
generation of waves and currents. However, contributions are not quite that
simple. The ocean-atmosphere system is indeed a complex system governed
by two-way interactions and the assessment of the offshore wind resource must
be considered within the whole coupled ocean-atmosphere system.
Figure 1: Schematic representation of the offshore wind energy potential.
Offshore wind energy is a supplement and a growth driver for onshore wind
energy. The wind being stronger and steadier offshore rather than onshore
represents a competitive advantage. Figure 1 shows a schematic represen-
tation of the offshore wind energy potential from onshore to nearshore and
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offshore locations where the turbines are expected to be higher and larger.
According to the European Wind Energy Association (EWEA), the installed
wind power capacity will reach 40 gigawatts (GW) in Europe in 2020, the
equivalent of the household consumption in France. In France, the objectives
for installed capacity in 2020 are 19 GW for onshore wind energy (with a
current installed capacity of 6 GW) and 6 GW for offshore wind energy in ac-
cordance with the objectives outlined by the Ministry of Ecology, Sustainable
Development and Energy. Although offshore wind technology has significant
similarities with onshore wind technology, offshore wind is still considered as
an immature industry in France especially since the offshore environment ad-
dresses very specific problems. The assessment and the forecasting of wind
resource are key points in the different development stages of a wind farm
(Kalvig et al., 2014). The resource estimate on a specific site is crucial for
assessing its economic potential and it allows to select appropriate technology
solutions for this site. Wind turbines and wind farm layout can be designed at
best thanks to a more advanced understanding of the wind features at a local
or regional scale. During installation and decommissioning phases, forecast-
ing accurate meteorological conditions is necessary to identify the appropriate
time windows for the weather-sensitive operations. During the exploitation of
the farm, metocean conditions need to be predicted to optimise the operation
of the farm, to anticipate maintenance work and to assess the power that will
be fed into the grid.
Currently, design standards and methodologies for offshore wind turbines
are similar to those applied for the design of onshore wind turbines. Offshore
wind industry is indeed expected to benefit from knowledge and experience
from onshore and nearshore wind industry: but is an atmospheric boundary
layer over open ocean similar to an atmospheric boundary layer over land?
Indeed little is known about the marine atmospheric boundary layer. Two
major factors have been identified in the literature as key drivers in ocean-
atmosphere interactions: the atmospheric thermal stability or instability due
to the large heat capacity of the ocean (Kristjansson et al., 2011) and the
wave-induced effects (especially the dynamic roughness of the oceanic sur-
face). IEC 61400-3 standard, Wind Turbines Part 3: Design Requirements
for Offshore Wind Turbines, relies on parametric relationships of the wind
profile and the surface roughness. Ocean waves are generally thought to act
as a drag on the surface wind, which is related to a downward momentum
transferred from the atmosphere into the waves. However, field campaigns
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and numerical modelling have suggested that momentum can also be trans-
ferred upward in case of long wavelength waves propagating faster than the
surface wind: this upward momentum transfer causes the surface wind to
accelerate. The existence of low-level wave-driven wind jets is the evidence
that the marine atmospheric boundary layer (MABL) is influenced by the
dynamic offshore surface. Moreover, parametric laws tend to overestimate
the wind velocity at 30-40 metres above the sea surface (Kalvig et al., 2014).
The surface roughness is, on the other hand, generally evaluated through an
empirical expression, the Charnock’s relation. This expression does not fully
take into account the interaction of the sea state with the wind profile and
with the turbulence in the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL).
The aim of this PhD thesis is to develop a deterministic numerical model
for the coupling between an atmospheric flow and a sea state. The PhD work
is part of an overall framework (i.e. ocean-atmosphere interactions) and is
based on a multidisciplinary approach that includes hydrodynamics, atmo-
spheric sciences and computing science. As a hydrodynamicist, a significant
part of my bibliographical study focused on the mechanisms driving the at-
mospheric boundary layer to address gaps in my knowledge of this specific
thematics. The bibliographical work in Chapter 1 will show that both the
atmospheric stratification and the waves have an impact on the marine at-
mospheric boundary layer. However, considering independently theses effects
will constitute a first step in understanding the ocean-atmosphere interac-
tions: the PhD work will then focus on the wave effects. A preliminary study
in Chapter 2 investigates the viscous dissipation of the swell by the wave-
induced atmospheric shear stress in the case of an initially still airflow (i.e.
no mean wind). Gaining insight into the atmospheric dissipation phenom-
ena related to the swell propagation will provide an improvement of the wave
prediction models in which dissipation is not taken into account. In order
to investigate the laminar-to-turbulence dynamics of the air boundary layer,
numerical simulations will be conducted with a modified version of ICARE, a
computational code that has been developed for hydrodynamic applications
at the Hydrodynamics, Energetics and Atmospheric Environment Laboratory
(LHEEA) in Ecole Centrale de Nantes, France. Towards overcoming the cur-
rent case modelled in ICARE (i.e. 1D idealised monochromatic waves propa-
gating in a domain with no mean windfield modelled with a RANS turbulent
approach), a coupling is implemented between an atmospheric Large-Eddy
Simulation and a spectral code that solves the non-linear evolution of sea
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states. The atmospheric code has been graciously provided by Peter Sullivan
from the National Center for Atmospheric Research, USA. Numerical details
about these two codes and the implemented coupling are specified in Chapter
3. The influence of a sea state on the overlying airflow will be numerically in-
vestigated through three cases in Chapter 4: wind forcing over young waves, a
swell underlying a light wind and a case of generation of a wave-induced wind.
An exploratory study will be conducted on the coupling, meaning that the
sea state will evolve under wind pressure forcing. Finally, the pre-conclusion
chapter will place into perspective the logarithmic wind profile commonly
used to predict the vertical wind profile in the governing standards.
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Résumé du chapitre 1
Ce chapitre introduit les concepts généraux des sciences de l’atmosphère
dans le cadre du système océan-atmosphère. L’étude des interactions océan-
atmosphère est complexe et nécessite une approche multidisciplinaire. Les
propriétés thermodynamiques de ces deux milieux sont très différentes, no-
tamment au niveau de leur capacité thermique, et cela introduit un déséquili-
bre marqué dans la rétroaction d’un fluide au forçage de l’autre: en première
approximation, la rétroaction de l’océan au forçage de l’atmosphère est en
général étudiée, alors que l’impact des variations horizontales et temporelles
de la couche supérieure de l’océan sur l’atmosphère est négligé. Toutefois, il
est important de comprendre et de modéliser ce système dans son ensemble,
en incluant notamment les modifications de l’état de mer. Afin de mettre en
place une description appropriée de la couche limite atmosphérique marine, il
est nécessaire de dépasser, entre autres, le formalisme statistique actuellement
à l’oeuvre dans la modélisation du couplage océan-atmosphère en météorologie
et en science du climat (Chen et al. (2013), Fan et al. (2012)). Une meilleure
description des processus relatifs aux transferts de quantité de mouvement
repose donc sur une description spécifique des évolutions des écoulements à
leurs propres échelles de temps et d’espace. De plus, de nombreuses questions
restent non résolues dans le cadre du couplage vent-vague, dont: l’extension
verticale de la couche limite atmosphérique qui est directement impactée par
les vagues sous-jacentes, l’influence de la houle, la validité des théories de
similarités telles que la théorie de Monin-Obukhov pour la prédiction des flux
de surface, ainsi que la corrélation entre le vent et les vagues.
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Chapter 1
Geophysical processes in the
marine atmospheric boundary
layers
This chapter introduces some general concepts about atmospheric sciences
within the context of the ocean-atmosphere system. The study of the ocean-
atmosphere interactions is complex and requires a multidisciplinary approach.
The very different thermodynamic properties of the ocean and the atmosphere
(especially the heat capacity) introduce a strong asymmetry in the feedback
from one fluid to the forcing of the other fluid: in a first approximation, the
ocean feedback to the atmospheric forcing is usually studied, and the impact
of horizontal and temporal variations of the upper ocean on the atmosphere
is neglected. Yet it is the whole coupled system, including the modifications
of the sea surface state, that needs to be understood and modelled. A proper
description of the MABL needs, among others, to overcome the statistical for-
malism currently established in the modelling of the ocean-atmosphere cou-
pling and interactions in meteorology as well as in climate science (Chen et
al. (2013), Fan et al. (2012)). A better description of the processes related
to the momentum transfers thus relies on a specific description of the flows
evolutions at their own time and space scales. Moreover, numerous are the
unresolved questions within the framework of the wind-wave coupling with
for instance: the vertical extension of the ABL which is directly impacted
by the underlying waves, the influence of the swell, the validity of similarity
theories such as Monin-Obukhov theory in the prediction of surface fluxes,
the correlation between wind and waves.
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CHAPTER 1. GEOPHYSICAL PROCESSES IN THE MABL
The approach suggested here is to introduce the general concepts that
govern the ABL over land (turbulence, buoyancy...) in Section 1.1. The ABL
over land has been widely studied and we will try to grab onto it in order
to draw a parallel of the MABL with the ABL. Moreover, insight into this
complex physics is generally helpful and international guidelines presented in
Section 1.2 rely on parametric laws such as power or logarithmic laws. Section
1.3 introduces the specificities of the MABL.
1.1 Atmospheric boundary layer
In fluid dynamics, a boundary layer is the transition zone between a body
and a surrounding fluid in which frictional drag associated with the surface of
the body is significant. In atmospheric sciences, a similar definition is widely
adopted. The ABL is the layer of fluid directly above the earth’s surface in
which significant fluxes of momentum, heat and/or moisture are carried by
turbulent motions whose horizontal and vertical scales are on the order of the
boundary layer depth, and whose circulation timescale is a few hours or less
(Garratt, 1994). Stull (1988) defines the boundary layer as "that part of tro-
posphere that is directly influenced by the presence of the earth’s surface, and
responds to surface forcings with a timescale of about an hour or less". The
ABL thickness over land can extend from hundred metres to a few kilometres
and its structure evolves with the diurnal cycle. The physics governing the
ABL is quite complex but one can draw a schematic representation (adapted
from Stull (1988)) of its structure over land in Figure 1.1 - top. Little is
known about the MABL but one can draw a parallel with the ABL over land
(Figure 1.1 - bottom). Even if similar patterns can be found, the layers in the
lower part of both atmospheres are quite different. The usual way (and it is
mainly the case in the offshore wind industry) of dealing with the MABL is to
consider the wave boundary layer (WBL) as static. Thus the WBL becomes
comparable to the roughness sublayer over land with an equivalent roughness
length which is usually really small (typical values are given in Figure 1.4).
Section 1.3 will show that the WBL is not static but dynamic and can have
an impact far into the MABL: traditionally its height is often considered to
be in the range of the significant height (i.e. a few metres), however it can
extend higher, especially in case of light winds (Grachev and Fairall, 2001).
The motion in the atmosphere is governed by a set of equations, known
as the Navier-Stokes equations. These equations reflect the conservation of
11
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Figure 1.1: Schematic representation of the atmosphere structure over land (top)
and over open ocean (bottom).
mass and of momentum and can be written as (Stull, 1988):
12
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∂ρa
∂t
+ ∂ρaUj
∂xj
= 0
∂Ui
∂t
+ Uj
∂Ui
∂xj
= −δi3g − 2εijkΩjUk −
1
ρa
∂P
∂xi
+ 1
ρa
∂τij
∂xj
(1.1)
I II III IV V VI
with ρa the air density, (i, j, k) ∈ (1, 2, 3)3 the indices representing the three
components of the corresponding vector, the velocity vector U for example,
and:
– Term I describes storage of momentum.
– Term II represents advection.
– Term III allows gravity to act vertically (buoyancy) with g the gravita-
tional acceleration and δij the Kronecker delta.
– Term IV represents the Coriolis effects (influence of earth’s rotation)
with εijk the Levi-Civita symbol and Ω the angular velocity vector.
– Term V describes the pressure-gradient forces with P the pressure.
– Term VI describes the influence of viscous stress τij.
At the top of the ABL, the wind speed is the result of the balance be-
tween pressure and Coriolis forces. This wind is called geostrophic wind, it is
orthogonal to the pressure gradient and not affected by the surface. This re-
gion is sometimes called the "free atmosphere". Coming closer to the surface,
the equilibrium between pressure gradient and Coriolis forces is broken by a
drag force due to the presence of roughness at the earth’s surface. The wind
flow will therefore be weaker and its direction will turn toward low-pressure
zones. This phenomenon is called Eckman spiral. At the surface, the mean
wind speed reduces to zero over land at a height z0, called the roughness
length, which is related to the roughness characteristics of the ground (Stull,
1988): it is not a physical length, but can be considered as a length scale
of the roughness of the surface. Over water, the wind matches the speed of
the surface waves and the surface currents. Hence, over land or over water,
a wind shear develops over the depth of the ABL and dynamically produces
turbulence. This mechanical turbulence produces a flux of momentum from
the atmosphere to the surface of the earth. Depending on the vertical tem-
perature gradient, a heat flux can occur within the ABL. This phenomenon
13
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is explained in Subsection 1.1.1. Close to the surface, the fluxes of heat and
momentum are nearly constant with height: this feature thus defines the sur-
face layer (Stull, 1988). In this layer, frictional effects are dominant compared
to pressure-gradient and Coriolis forces.
The ABL flow is highly influenced by the surface forcings, such as fric-
tional drag, evaporation and transpiration, heat transfer, pollutant emission,
and ground induced flow modification. Mean wind is responsible for the
horizontal transport of quantities such as moisture, heat, momentum, and
pollutants, whereas transport in the vertical is dominated by turbulence. A
common approach for studying turbulence relies on splitting variables, such
as wind speed and temperature, into two parts. It is the Reynolds decom-
position: a mean part representing the effects of the mean variables, and a
perturbation part describing the turbulence effect that is superimposed on the
mean variables. The overbar denotes ensemble (time) average and the prime
notation indicates perturbation from the average:
U = Ū + u′ (1.2)
Usually turbulence consists of eddies of many different sizes superimposed
onto the mean flow. Turbulence is several orders of magnitude more effective
at transporting quantities than is molecular diffusivity (Stull, 1988). Tur-
bulence allows the boundary layer to respond to changing surface forcings.
Driving forces such as buoyancy and stability are presented, and parametri-
sation of the surface layer is introduced with the Monin-Obukhov similarity
theory.
1.1.1 Buoyancy and stability
Buoyancy is one of the driving forces for turbulence in the ABL (Stull, 1988).
As mentioned previously, buoyancy is determined by the vertical gradient of
temperature. The temperature profile of the atmosphere is a result of the
interaction between radiation and convection. The incoming radiation from
the sun is absorbed and reflected by clouds and the earth’s surface. More-
over, according to the first law of thermodynamics, a rising (sinking) parcel
will cool (warm) if there is no additional energy source such as condensation
of water vapour: this follows a dry adiabatic process. Convection comes to
equilibrium when a parcel of air at a given altitude has the same density as
the surrounding air at the same elevation.
14
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In the ABL, under a hydrostatic equilibrium state, a parcel of air affected
by a dry adiabatic process has the following pressure variation:
dP
dz
= −ρag, (1.3)
and the following temperature variation:
dT
dz
= − g
Cp
= −Γd, (1.4)
Cp being the specific heat at constant pressure for dry air and Γd the dry
adiabatic lapse rate. Γd is about 9.8◦C per kilometre. An atmospheric layer
with such a temperature variation is called neutral for dry air. In that case,
the potential temperature defined as
Θ = T
(
P0
P
)R/Cp
, (1.5)
with R the ideal gas constant and P0 a reference pressure, is constant and can
be approximated by
Θ ≈ T +
(
g
Cp
)
z. (1.6)
The potential temperature is an adjusted temperature that discounts the pres-
sure (compressibility) effect. In other words, it represents the temperature
that an air parcel would have if it were brought adiabatically to a reference
pressure P0. The atmosphere usually does not have a temperature distribu-
tion that fits the dry adiabatic lapse rate. Indeed, air normally contains water
vapour, and condensation or evaporation occurs in the air. Latent heat is re-
leased by condensation and consumed by evaporation: this alters the adiabatic
lapse rate. The modified lapse rate is called the moist or saturated adiabatic
lapse rate and is typically about 6.5◦C per kilometre. Adiabatic lapse rates
are commonly different to the surrounding vertical change in temperature at
a given time in a given location, known as the environmental lapse rate. It is
influenced by patterns of heating, cooling and mixing, and the past history of
an air mass (Stull, 1988). A new variable is introduced in order to deal with
the fact that potential temperature is derived based on the assumption of dry
air. Indeed, the presence of water influences the density: the density of water
vapour is lower than the density of dry air. To get this in one variable, the
virtual potential temperature is introduced. It is defined as
Θv = Θ (1 + 0.608q) , (1.7)
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where q = ρv/ (ρd + ρv) is the specific humidity, ρv the density of water vapour
and ρd the density of dry air. In other words, two air samples with the same
virtual temperature have the same density, regardless of their actual temper-
ature or relative humidity (Stull, 1988).
(a) Unstable atmosphere
(b) Stable atmosphere
Figure 1.2: Temperature variation over height (Calmet, 2015). (a) Unstable atmo-
sphere with environmental lapse rate greater than dry adiabatic lapse rate. An air parcel
being displaced from height z1 to height z2 will keep rising as its temperature is greater than
the ambient temperature. (b) Stable atmosphere with environmental lapse rate smaller than
dry adiabatic lapse rate. An air parcel being displaced from height z1 to height z2 will fall
to its original position as its temperature is smaller than the ambient temperature.
The stability of air masses depends on the relative values of the environ-
mental lapse rate and the adiabatic lapse rate of the air parcel as shown in
Figure 1.2. Static stability is often mentioned as a measure of the capabil-
ity for buoyant convection. "Static" means "having no motion": this type
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of stability does not depend on the wind. Air is statically unstable when
a warm air (less dense) underlies a cold air (denser). The flow responds to
this instability by supporting convective circulations such as thermals that
allow buoyant air to rise to the top of the unstable layer, stabilising by that
means the fluid. In the real boundary layer, there are so many triggers (hills,
buildings, trees...) to get thermals started that convection is usually insured
(Stull, 1988). In terms of lapse rate, air is unstable when the environmental
lapse rate is greater than the adiabatic lapse rate. Uplifted air cools relatively
slowly, and will thus be warmer and less dense than its new surroundings along
the adiabatic lapse rate. It will therefore continue to rise. On the other hand,
air is stable when the environmental lapse rate is smaller than the adiabatic
lapse rate. A parcel of air being uplifted will cool to lower temperatures than
its new surroundings. The air parcel will be denser than the surrounding air
and will tend to fall back to its original level.
Stull (1988) points out that the measurement of the local lapse rate alone is
not sufficient to determine the static stability. Either knowledge of the whole
virtual potential temperature profile, Θ̄v, is needed or the measurement of the
turbulent buoyancy flux, w′θ′v, must be made. Stability can then be evaluated
through the potential temperature variation and its vertical turbulent flux
(Wyngaard, 2010). With the Reynolds decomposition Θ = Θ̄ + θ′, averaging
the temperature balance equation in a turbulent boundary layer leads to:
∂Θ̄
∂t
+ Ūi
∂Θ̄
∂xi
+ ∂u
′
iθ
′
∂xi
= µθ
ρaCp
∂2Θ̄
∂xi∂xi
. (1.8)
The molecular diffusion is negligible except in the diffusive sublayer near the
surface. If we consider horizontal homogeneity, meaning that statistics do not
vary in the horizontal, then Ūi =
[
Ū(z, t), 0, 0
]
and Θ̄ = Θ̄(z, t). The previous
equation therefore yields:
∂Θ̄
∂t
= −∂u
′
iθ
′
∂xi
= −∂w
′θ′
∂z
. (1.9)
The time rate of cooling or warming of the air is due to the divergence of
the vertical turbulent heat flux w′θ′. In a neutral boundary layer, the dom-
inant turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) generation mechanism is mechanical
or dynamic, associated with wind shear and surface stress, and the buoyant
production of TKE based on the vertical heat flux is really small. In over-
cast conditions with strong winds but little temperature difference between
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the air and the surface, the boundary layer is often close to neutral stabil-
ity. During fair weather conditions over land, the boundary layer close to
the ground is rarely neutral. If w′θ′ at earth’s surface is positive, then the
whole boundary layer is said to be unstable or convective. It corresponds to
a typical daytime with clear-weather. The buoyant production of TKE adds
up to the dynamic production of TKE. Vertical turbulent temperature flux
w′θ′ and mean temperature Θ̄ profiles during typical daytime are sketched
in Figure 1.3. If w′θ′ is negative at the surface, then the boundary layer is
said to be stable. It characterises the boundary layer during calm nights or
over ice. The stable thermal stratification counteracts the motions induced
by mechanical turbulence and limits the turbulence diffusion processes. This
evolution of convective and stable layers during the course of a day is also
illustrated in Figure 1.1.
Figure 1.3: Profiles of vertical turbulent temperature flux w′θ′ (left) and mean
temperature Θ̄ (right) in a growing convective boundary layer (Wyngaard, 2010).
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1.1.2 Similarity theories: the Monin-Obukhov similarity
The knowledge obtained from similarity theory is applied in many fields of
natural and engineering science, among others in fluid mechanics. In this
field, similarity considerations are often used for providing insight into the
flow phenomena and for the generalisation of results. Indeed, for a number
of situations, the lack of comprehensive knowledge of the governing physics
prevents the scientists from deriving laws based on first principles. In at-
mospheric sciences, boundary layer observations frequently show consistent
and repeatable characteristics, suggesting that empirical relationships can be
established for the variables of interest. Dimensional analysis and similar-
ity theory provide a way to organise and group the relevant variables, and
eventually provide guidelines on how to design experiments to gain the most
information (Stull, 1988). One of the most common classes of similarity scal-
ing is the Monin-Obukhov similarity. It is usually applied to the surface
layer. The surface layer is the part of the boundary layer where the fluxes
vary by less than 10% of their magnitude with height: this layer is said to be
a constant-flux layer. The wind speed slows down and become zero close to
the ground due to the frictional drag, while the pressure gradient forces cause
the wind to increase with height. In statically neutral conditions, the mean
wind speed can be expressed as
Ū(z) = u∗
κ
ln
(
z
z0
)
. (1.10)
This equation comes from the Buckingham Pi Theory by which two dimen-
sionless variables have been established: Ū/u∗ and z/z0 with u∗, the friction
velocity and z0, the roughness length. κ is the von Karman constant. The
friction velocity, u∗, is defined as
u2∗ ≡
[
u′w′s
2 + v′w′s
2]1/2
= |τReynolds| /ρa,
(1.11)
with τReynolds being the Reynolds stress. This stress accounts for turbulent
fluctuations in the fluid momentum. The roughness length, z0, is defined as
the height where the wind speed becomes zero. It is related to the roughness
characteristics of the underlying surface, specific to this surface and does not
change with the wind speed, stability, or stress. Typical values are indicated
in Figure 1.4.
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Figure 1.4: Roughness lengths for typical terrain types according to Stull (1988).
An alternative derivation of the log wind profile is possible using the mixing
length theory (Prandtl, 1961). This theory states that the momentum flux in
the surface layer can be written as
u′w′ = −κ2z2
∣∣∣∣∣∂Ū∂z
∣∣∣∣∣∂Ū∂z . (1.12)
Since the surface layer is assumed to be a constant layer, the momentum
flux is approximately constant with height, u′w′(z) = u′w′(z = z0) = u2∗.
Substituting this into the mixing length expression and taking the square
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root of the whole equation gives:
∂Ū
∂z
= u∗
κz
. (1.13)
Integrating over height from z = z0 where Ū = 0 to any height z gives the
equation 1.10.
From the expression of the log wind profile, a dimensionless wind shear,
ΦM , can be defined. This wind shear is equal to unity in the neutral surface
layer:
ΦM =
(
κz
u∗
)
∂Ū
∂z
= 1. (1.14)
The mean wind speed expression (1.10) can be extended to include non-
neutral surface layers. The Monin-Obukhov similarity theory generalises the
mixing length theory in non-neutral conditions by using so-called "univer-
sal functions" of dimensionless height to characterise vertical distributions of
mean flow and temperature. The Obukhov length, L, is a characteristic length
scale of surface layer turbulence derived by Obukhov (1971). It is used for
non-dimensional scaling of the height. This length parameter characterises
the relative contributions to TKE from buoyant production and shear pro-
duction. It is defined as
L = − u
3
∗
κ g
θ̄v
w′θ′v
. (1.15)
The Obukhov length acts as a criterion for the static stability of the surface
layer. When L < 0, the surface layer is statically unstable, and when L > 0,
it is statically stable. The absolute magnitude of L indicates the deviation
from statically neutral state, with smaller |L| values corresponding to buoyant
processes dominating the production of turbulent kinetic energy compared
with shear production. By definition, under neutral conditions, L → ∞.
A stability function, which corresponds to the dimensionless wind shear (cf
Equation 1.14), has been empirically determined by Businger et al. (1971)
and Dyer (1974) who independently estimated:
= 1 +
(
4.7z
L
)
for z
L
> 0 (stable)
ΦM = 1 for
z
L
= 0 (neutral) (1.16)
=
[
1−
(15z
L
)]−1/4
for z
L
< 0 (unstable).
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The Businger-Dyer relationships can be integrated over height to yield the
wind speed profiles:
Ū = u∗
κ
[
ln
(
z
z0
)
+ ψM
(
z
L
)]
(1.17)
where the function ψM is given for stable conditions (z/L > 0) by:
ψM
(
z
L
)
= 4.7z
L
(1.18)
and for unstable conditions (z/L < 0) by:
ψM
(
z
L
)
= −2 ln
[1 + x
2
]
− ln
[
1 + x2
2
]
+ 2 tan−1(x)− π2 (1.19)
where x = [1− (15z/L)]1/4. This last equation was presented by Paulson
(1970), although alternative expressions that are more easily solved numeri-
cally were presented by Nickerson and Smiley (1975) and Benoit (1977). The
so-called Businger-Dyer stability correction functions ΦM
(
z
L
)
have proved
successful in fitting numerous experiments including the results of the classic
Kansas experiments shown in Figure 1.5 (Katul et al., 2011).
Figure 1.5: Determination of ΦM (z/L) from the Kansas experiment (Katul et al.,
2011).
The design of offshore wind turbines relies heavily on standard procedures
that have been defined for onshore wind turbines. As a result, simplifications
regarding the marine boundary layer are made: neutral stratification and a
flat, smooth and static sea surface are commonly used as assumptions in wind
energy calculations.
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1.2 Boundary layer simplifications in the international
guidelines
A standard is an established norm or requirement in regard to technical sys-
tems. It is usually a document developed from best practices and research,
which establishes engineering or technical criteria, design methods, processes
and practices. This document is used by consensus of the stakeholders.
During the early 1990s, the International Electrotechnical Commission
(IEC) introduced international standards for the wind energy industry. Until
2009, offshore wind turbines were designed according to national design rules
and international standards for the onshore wind industry. The principal
standard for wind turbine structural design requirements is the IEC 61400-1,
Wind turbines - Part1: Design Requirements. This standard addresses nu-
merous key project aspects, including safety, site condition assessment, design
evaluation of turbines, blades and support structures, manufacturing, trans-
portation, installation, commissioning and operation: all these aspects are
directly affected by the external environmental conditions. One aim of the
standard is therefore to provide a comprehensive definition of the turbulent
wind environment from an engineering point of view.
In 2009, the IEC and its Technical Committee 88, which focuses on wind
energy generation systems, established an offshore wind turbine standard,
Wind turbines - Part 3: Design Requirements for Offshore Wind Turbines,
IEC 61400-3, in connection with IEC 61400-1. It was intended to address re-
quirements for offshore wind turbines that were not previously covered. IEC
61400-3 assumes that the turbine will be certified to a set of design classes
specified in IEC 61400-1 with regard to the engineering integrity of the rotor-
nacelle assembly. It is a usual approach within the guidelines to define a
reference and average wind speed for certain classes together with parameters
for different turbulence regimes. Nevertheless, IEC 61400-3 states that the
structural integrity should not be compromised by the offshore site-specific
external conditions. IEC 61400-1 describes three wind turbine classes and "a
further wind turbine class, class S, is defined for use when special wind or
other external conditions are required by the designer and/or the customer.
In addition to wind speed and turbulence intensity, which define the wind tur-
bine classes, several other important parameters, notably marine conditions,
are required to specify completely the external conditions to be used in the de-
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sign of an offshore wind turbine" (IEC 61400-1). These additional parameters
are extreme wind speed averaged over three seconds and the extreme wave
height, normal marine conditions and extreme marine conditions, and normal,
severe and extreme sea state. Table I.1 specifies the basic parameters defin-
ing the wind turbine classes. The parameter values apply at the hub height,
Vref being the reference wind speed average over 10 min, Iref the expected
value of the turbulence intensity at 15 m.s−1 and A, B and C designate the
category for higher, medium and lower turbulence characteristics respectively.
Wind turbine class I II III S
Vref (m/s) 50 42.5 37.5
Values
specified by
the
designer
A Iref 0.16
B Iref 0.14
C Iref 0.12
Table 1.1: Basic parameters for wind turbine classes in IEC 61400-1.
Previous structural standards and guidelines for offshore oil and gas struc-
tures, including those developed by the American Petroleum Institute (API),
the International Organization for Standardization (ISO), Det Norske Ver-
itas (DNV) and Germanischer Lloyd (GL), were used as the basis for the
new IEC 61400-3 requirements. Indeed, standards and guidelines are interna-
tional, national or industry-specific. IEC and ISO are international standard
organisations, and API an industry-specific standard: although it is not spe-
cific to the wind industry, it covers the design and construction of offshore
structures. The most relevant design standards for the offshore wind industry
are:
– IEC 61400-1, Wind turbines - Part 1: Design requirements
– IEC 61400-3-1, Wind turbines - Part 3-1: Design requirements for off-
shore wind turbines (forecast publication date: 2016-11)
– IEC 61400-3-2, Wind turbines - Part 3-2: Design requirements for float-
ing offshore wind turbines (forecast publication date: 2017-01)
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– IEC 61400-22, Wind turbines — Part 22: Conformity testing and certi-
fication
– ISO 19900, General requirements for offshore structures
– ISO 19902, Fixed steel offshore structures
– ISO 19902, Fixed steel offshore structures
– ISO 19903, Fixed concrete offshore structures
– ISO 19904-1, Floating offshore structures - monohulls, semisubmersibles
and spars
– ISO 19904-2, Floating offshore structures - tension leg platforms
– API Series 2, Offshore structures
A guideline is a recommended practice document established by a classifica-
tion society. It consists of recommended (non-mandatory) controls that help
to support standards or serve as a reference when no applicable standard is
in place. The most relevant guidelines in offshore wind industry are:
– American Bureau of Shipping (ABS): ABS 176, Guide for building and
classing offshore wind turbine installations (2010)
– ABS 195, Guide for building and classing floating offshore wind turbine
installations (2015)
– Bureau Veritas (BV): BV-NI 572 DT R01 E, Classification and certifi-
cation of floating offshore wind turbines (2015)
– Det Norske Veritas: DNV-OS-J101, Design of offshore wind turbine
structures
– Germanischer Lloyd: GL2, Guideline for the certification of offshore
wind turbines (2012)
In Europe, a European-funded project, Recommendations for design of
Offshore Wind Turbines (RECOFF), included comparisons of these various
standards and assessed their suitability for wind turbine design. The RE-
COFF study concluded that for the vast majority of support structure re-
quirements, standards such as those of API and ISO could be used. Offshore
wind turbines are, however, subject to wind and wave stochastic loadings that
are nearly equal in importance with respect to the dynamic excitation of the
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wind turbine (Musial and Ram, 2010). In the United States, the National
Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) pointed out in a technical report that
there are inherent differences in atmospheric, oceanic, and lake conditions
between Europe and the United States (Sirnivas et al., 2014). For exam-
ple, hurricanes and extra-tropical cyclones correspond to severe storms whose
characteristics and return periods can affect wind development and drive dif-
ferent key design and operational criteria. Such events, as well as freshwater
ice, are not commonly treated in Europe. Therefore international offshore
wind standards and guidelines do not provide specific guidance for offshore
wind project design in the United States.
As stated in the IEC 61400-3, the designer has to specify values for the
parameters defining the wind turbine class S, such as reference wind speed
average over 10 min at the hub height and the turbulence intensity. If a site-
specific metocean database is available, data can be used in order to perform
the analysis for the load cases specified in the standards. This site-specific
database can be established from offshore measurements, or by hindcasting
(numerical model integration of a historical period when no observations have
been assimilated) (Obhrai et al., 2012). Concerning the duration of the mea-
surements, the IEC standards suggest that it should be long enough to obtain
reliable parameters but they do not specify a time period. The GL guidelines
state that a time period of six months is required, but it should account for
the seasonal variations if they have an impact on the wind conditions. The
DNV standard recommends that the 10-minute mean value of wind speed
should be obtained from several years of data. When no database is available
or when wind speed data are available for heights other than the reference
height, the standards recommend different wind profile models to evaluate the
vertical structure of the marine boundary layer. The wind speed at 10 metres
is often used as the reference height in all the standards. The assumed wind
profile is eventually used to define the average vertical wind shear across the
rotor swept area.
1.2.1 Simplified models for wind profile estimations
IEC 61400-3 refers to IEC 61400-1 for the estimation of the wind speed using
the power law:
U(z) = Uhub
(
z
zhub
)α
(1.20)
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The mean profile, U(z), denotes the average wind speed as a function of
height, z, over the still water level, Uhub is the wind speed at the hub height,
zhub, and α is the power law exponent. For normal wind conditions at off-
shore locations, α is set to 0.14. The GL guideline also refers to Equation
1.20 for wind speed estimations. This model assumes the neutral stability
based on a constant roughness length of 0.002 m over the sea. The power
law in Equation 1.20 has no real theoretical basis: it is just known to fit the
logarithmic wind profile. Compared to the logarithmic law, the power law can
easily be integrated over a height: this profile is widely used for engineering
purposes. Despite the empirical variation of α to take into consideration a
specific roughness, this law does not really account for any roughness effects
due to the waves and thermals effects due to the atmospheric stability.
In strong wind conditions, the most accurate theoretical expression is the
logarithmic law. It was originally derived from the turbulent boundary layer
on a flat plate by Prandtl (1932) and it has been found to be valid in an
unmodified form in strong wind conditions in the ABL near the surface. Under
neutral conditions and in the surface layer, the Monin-Obukhov similarity
theory leads to the logarithmic wind profile as stated in Subsection 1.1.2:
U(z) = u∗
κ
ln
(
z
z0
)
. (1.21)
DNV guidelines note that the logarithmic wind profile should be modified in
order to include the stability corrections ΨM as stated in Subsection 1.1.2
(Obhrai et al., 2012).
1.2.2 Parametrisation of the sea surface roughness
In the logarithmic wind profile, the roughness length z0 accounts for the rough-
ness characteristics of the terrain. It represents the height above the surface
where the mean velocity is zero when extrapolated towards the surface using
the Monin-Obukhov theory (Stull, 1988). Above the sea surface, the rough-
ness length is expressed through Charnock’s relation:
z0 =
αcu
2
∗
g
, (1.22)
where the empirical constant αc is the Charnock parameter (Charnock, 1955).
Charnock (1955) argued that the short gravity waves are mainly responsible
for the momentum transfer from air to ocean. Measurements resulted in an
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estimate of the Charnock parameter: αc = 0.0112. According to Stull (1988),
αc = 0.016. This relationship expresses the dependence of the roughness
on the surface stress through the friction velocity. Stronger wind produces
higher waves due to stronger wind stresses, which results in a greater rough-
ness length (Obhrai et al., 2012). In IEC 61400-3, αc = 0.011 is recommended
for open sea and αc = 0.034 for near coastal waters (IEC 61400-3).
To sum up, the governing standards and international guidelines for the
offshore wind industry rely on standards and methodologies that have first
been addressed to the onshore wind industry. The design of a turbine is
based on specified design load cases and on turbine classes that were initially
defined over land in terms of average and extreme wind speed, and turbulence.
Log law, or power law, is commonly used to predict the vertical wind profile
and waves are regarded as a roughness length included in the log law. This
sea surface roughness is estimated through the Charnock’s relation based on
a constant that may have different values. But there is no consideration
about how the waves interact with the wind and how it can affect the wind
profile. Moreover, the logarithmic wind profile is only valid in the surface layer
under neutral atmospheric stratification. Field experiments and numerical
simulations reveal that atmospheric stability and wave effects, including the
dynamic sea surface roughness, are two major factors affecting flow over sea.
1.3 Influence of the waves on the atmospheric layer
Transfers of momentum, heat and mass between the earth’s ocean and atmo-
sphere play an important role in weather and climate. For example, energy
from the wind blowing over the surface of the ocean produces waves and cur-
rents. The problem of wind-wave interaction is a challenging research topic.
Predicting the evolution of sea states under wind forcing in the ocean through
atmosphere-ocean coupled systems requires a fundamental understanding of
the mechanisms of wind-wave interaction. Moreover, ocean waves are gener-
ally thought to act as a drag on the surface wind with a downward momen-
tum transfer from the atmosphere into the waves. Recent observations during
conditions where long wavelength waves propagate faster than the wind have
reported that momentum can also be transferred from the waves into the at-
mosphere. This upward momentum transfer leads to an acceleration of the
wind near the free surface and the occurrence of low-level wind jets. Cur-
rently, the ocean-atmosphere models only allow the momentum transfer to
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be directed from the atmosphere to the ocean. Due to the complexity of the
physics, our current understanding of the problem remains quite incomplete.
1.3.1 Wave generation
The wind-generated waves are surface waves that result from the wind blowing
over an area of fluid surface. In the ocean, theses waves are directly generated
and affected by local winds and their generation is influenced by some factors
as the wind speed (wind strength), its direction, the fetch (uninterrupted dis-
tance over which the wind blows without significant change in direction), the
wind duration and the water depth. The longer the fetch and the faster the
wind speed, the more wind energy is imparted to the water surface and the
larger the resulting sea state will be (see Figure 1.6). Assuming linear theory
(i.e. small steepness, dispersive waves), the wave field can be seen as a su-
perposition of random waves of various periods, lengths and amplitudes. The
free surface elevation can be described by its variance: the discrete variance
(or energy) spectral density (i.e. Sh (f) = 1/2a(f)
2
∆f (m
2.s) with a(f) the am-
plitude of the wave at frequency f) describes how energy is distributed over
frequencies. Several parametric formulations for synthetic wave spectra have
been proposed by researchers and they depend on a number of parameters
such as wind speed, fetch, etc. One example of wave energy spectrum is the
parametric Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum presented in Figure 1.6: it gives a
quite realistic estimate of a fully developed sea (i.e. the waves have eventu-
ally reached a point of equilibrium with the wind) even if its existence remains
theoretical. The distribution of the wave spectral density (i.e. the variance of
the wave elevation) is plotted over frequency and the five curves represent the
wave spectra for different wind speeds measured at 19.5 m above the sea sur-
face in the North Atlantic (Moskowitz, 1964). The peak wave frequency, fp,
is defined as the wave frequency with the highest energy, as well as the peak
wave period, Tp = 1/fp, and, if linear waves in deep water are considered, the
peak wavenumber, kp, is defined through the dispersion relation:
ω2p = gkp (1.23)
with ωp = 2π/Tp the peak angular frequency. Peak wavelength is then defined
as λp = 2π/kp.
The first attempt to introduce the concept of wave generation was in 1874
by Lord Kelvin. He described wave growth through a mechanism called the
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Figure 1.6: Wave spectra of a fully developed sea for different wind speeds according
to Moskowitz (1964).
Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. This mechanism has been given up as an expla-
nation for surface waves, but is accepted today as one of the main causes of
clear-air turbulence (Sekioka, 1970).
In 1925, Jeffreys (1925) assumed that air flowing over ocean surface was
sheltered by the waves on their lee side. He introduced the first plausible
mechanism in order to explain the phase shift of the atmospheric pressure
necessary to the energy transfer from wind to waves. An instability can ap-
pear at the interface between two fluids experiencing a difference in velocities.
Small capillary waves are thus generated by a sudden increase in the wind ve-
locity due to this instability. The wave growth is then due to flow separation.
This separation occurs downstream of the crest with a reattachment upstream
the following wave: this is called the separated sheltering mechanism. The
growth rates related to this mechanism were nevertheless not in accordance
with laboratory measurements on water waves: the pressure difference was
much too small to account for the observed growth rates.
In the 1950s, Miles (1957) and Phillips (1957) provided the basis of our
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theoretical understanding of wind-wave generation. Their independent and
complementary works focused on the dynamic wind-wave interaction depend-
ing on the pressure field at the surface. Phillips considered the resonant forc-
ing of surface waves by turbulent pressure fluctuations in the wind field: the
turbulent atmospheric pressure fluctuations are unrelated to waves and are
advected over the sea surface at some velocity related to the wind speed. Res-
onance mechanism accounts for the excitation and the initial growth of waves
on an undisturbed water surface. This mechanism leads to a linear growth
rate of capillary waves, but it is weak and can only account for the early
stages of wave generation. According to Miles (1957), wave growth is due to
the resonant interaction between the wave-induced pressure fluctuations and
the free surface waves. Miles’ approach assumes that the atmospheric flow
over a wave is inviscid and turbulence only serves to maintain the shear flow
(quasi-laminar approach): the turbulence does not participate explicitly in
the momentum transfer to sea surface. The deformations of the critical layer,
where the wind speed is equal to the phase velocity of the wave, induce a
variation in the pressure field which is out of phase with the surface wave.
Work occurs and waves grow exponentially. Indeed the wave-induced pressure
fluctuations lead to the generation of a turbulent layer of variable thickness
at the critical height. A physical explanation of the energy transfer in terms
of the vortex forces acting on the fluid particles near the critical layer has
been given by Lighthill (1962). Experimental studies showed that this critical
layer mechanism predicts energy transfers that are similar (sometimes lower)
to energy transfers observed in wave tanks. But Miles’ theory is mainly criti-
cised because non-linear effects, such as wave-mean flow interactions, are not
considered and it ignores the effects of turbulence on the wave-induced mo-
tion: it neglects a possible change of wind profile while the ocean waves are
evolving (Janssen, 2004).
More recently, there have been several attempts to overcome these short-
comings by means of numerical modelling of the turbulent boundary layer
flow over a moving water surface, e.g. Townsend (1972), Gent and Taylor
(1976), Chalikov (1978), and no resonance mechanism was found to occur.
It has been shown that wave-induced turbulence is responsible for the pres-
sure phase shift leading to an energy transfer from wind to waves. It should
be noted that growth rates predicted by these different theories strongly de-
pend on the closure of turbulence models. Jacobs (1987) and van Duin and
Janssen (1992) used a mixing length model to calculate the modulations of the
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Reynolds stress caused by the wave-induced motions. They pointed out that
this approach is not justified for low-frequency waves which interact with large
eddies whose eddy-turnover time may become larger than the period of the
waves: indeed, mixing-length modelling assumes that the momentum trans-
port caused by turbulence is the fastest process in the fluid. Gent and Taylor
(1976) and Chalikov (1978) used a one-equation e-model (with e the turbu-
lent kinetic energy). Owing to their simplicity, the turbulence schemes based
on the eddy viscosity concept, such as the mixing length model, have been
widely used in the past. Mastenbroek et al. (1996) showed that the local equi-
librium assumption underpinning the eddy viscosity models does not hold in
the airflow over waves. In the bulk of the flow, the advection of the turbulence
disturbs the local balance of production and dissipation that is essential for
the eddy viscosity models to be valid. Belcher and Hunt (1993) also pointed
out that mixing-length modelling is inadequate for slow waves. Far away from
the surface, turbulence is slow with respect to the wave, so that again, large
eddies do not have sufficient time to transport momentum. They identified
an inner layer and an outer layer in the airflow over waves: the turbulence
in the layer close to the wave surface called the inner region is considered to
be in equilibrium with local velocity gradients and a simple mixing length
model can be used. Above this layer, in the outer region, the advection of
turbulence cannot be neglected any more. The distortion effects of turbulent
eddies are described by the rapid distortion theory (Batchelor and Proudman,
1954). Belcher and Hunt (1993) applied this theory to shear flows over waves
propagating slowly compared to the wind. They identified a non-separated
sheltering effect associated with the thickening of the boundary layer on the
leeward side of the wave. This thickening of the boundary layer leads to an
asymmetric pressure and then to the growth of the wave. Cohen and Belcher
(1999) extended this theory to flows over fast waves. These studies complete
the theory of Miles and give a theoretical explanation to the growth of slow
waves and to the damping of fast waves under wind forcing.
A sea state actually results from the combined effects of these locally wind-
generated waves and swells. Swell waves are the remains of wind waves that
have moved away from the area where they were generated. They are long
waves that contain a lot of energy and are able to travel long distances (thou-
sands of kilometres). Their energy should be conserved or weakly dissipated,
but little information is available. Ardhuin et al. (2009) observed that steep
swells can lose a significant fraction of their energy, up to 65%, over 2800 km.
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The state of development, or maturity, of the waves is usually defined by the
wave age:
χ = Cp
U10
(1.24)
where Cp is the phase speed at the spectral peak, Cp = ωp/kp. U10 corresponds
to the wind speed measured at 10 m above the mean free surface. This pa-
rameter enables to split the wind sea which is actively generated by the wind
(young, or developing, waves) from the swell on which the wind does nearly
have no effect (old, or mature, waves). Donelan et al. (1992) have shown that
wave growth stops, or at least becomes slower, for χ > 1.2 which confirms the
analysis from Pierson and Moskowitz (1964). Wave age can also be defined by
wind velocities at other reference height, for example wind speed at 8m height
U8 (Smedman et al., 1999) (Högström et al., 1999), at a height equal to the
wavelength Uλ (Nilsson et al., 2012), or by the geostrophic wind Ug (Sullivan
et al., 2008). Sullivan et al. (2008) also define the wave age as Cp/(U10 cos θ)
in case of waves propagating in a different direction than the wind, with θ
the wind-wave misalignment angle. Another definition of the wave age also
relies on the friction velocity, Cp/u∗: Cohen and Belcher (1999) predict fast
waves, or swell, when Cp/u∗ is larger than 20, and Sullivan and McWilliams
(2010) note that wind and waves reach equilibrium at Cp/u∗ ≈ 30. Typical
values of wave age range from Cp/u∗ = 5 to several hundred (Emeis, 2013):
in 2005, in the North Sea near the major offshore wind farms, the FINO1
research platform has measured an average wave age of 55.3. Within this
document, various wave ages will be tested and attention will be focused on
high wave ages (i.e. superior to 20). Indeed research in this field has mainly
addressed wind-wave generation and, to the best of my knowledge, very few
studies have focused on cases corresponding to the average wave age measured
at the FINO1 research platform.
The wave effects are commonly thought to have a limited impact on the
ABL and they are usually considered in terms of aerodynamic roughness
height. This roughness height is typically treated as a constant or as a function
of the wind stress through the Charnock’s relation, regardless its dependency
on the sea state. Field observations and numerical modelling have shown that
the influence of the waves on the ABL might be stronger.
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1.3.2 Wave boundary layer
The wave boundary layer is the lowest part of the constant-flux atmospheric
layer where the wave-induced fluctuations are very substantial. One can recall
the schematic representation of the MABL described at the bottom of Figure
1.1. According to Chalikov and Rainchik (2011), the height of the wave
boundary layer is in the range of the significant height, i.e. a few metres, and
the Monin-Obhukhov theory is verified above. However, the wave boundary
layer may extend higher for light winds (Grachev and Fairall, 2001).
1.3.2.1 Wave-induced momentum flux
Within the wave boundary layer, the motion is influenced by the waves and,
since the wave boundary layer is responsible for wave drag, its structure
changes the dynamic of the entire constant-flux layer. Previous studies of the
boundary layer over the ocean were based mostly on the theory of a boundary
layer above an infinite flat and rigid surface. The influence of the waves was
interpreted in terms of roughness. One significant difference between the air-
flow above the sea compared to the air flow over land is the dynamic motion
of the sea surface. Indeed, the profiles of wind velocity and stress over sea
waves deviate from similar situations over land due to the fact that the surface
waves modulate the velocity and the pressure perturbations coming from the
surface. Over surface waves, the total wind velocity can then be separated
into three parts: the mean, turbulent, and wave-induced components of the
flow (Phillips, 1966). This wave-induced motion gives an additional Reynolds
stress to the turbulent and the viscous stresses:
τtot(z) = τturb(z) + τwave(z) + τvisc(z) (1.25)
where τtot is the total stress at the sea surface, τturb the turbulent shear
stress, τwave the wave-induced stress, and τvisc the viscous stress (Hanley and
Belcher, 2008). The viscous stress is usually assumed to be negligible in the
wave boundary layer as it is only important in the O (1) mm viscous sublayer
above the surface. The influence of the waves disappear with height and, well
above the surface, τwave = 0. The wave boundary layer is hence that part of
the atmosphere where the wave-induced stress is a significant part of the total
stress. The stress at the surface is the tangential force per unit area exerted
by the wind on the surface. It results in a transfer of horizontal momentum
between the air and sea via vertical momentum flux (Grachev and Fairall,
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2001):
τtot = −ρa (〈uw〉 i + 〈vw〉 j)
τturb = −ρa (〈u′w′〉 i + 〈v′w′〉 j) (1.26)
τwave = −ρa (〈ũw̃〉 i + 〈ṽw̃〉 j) ,
where angle brackets are time and/or spatial averaging operators, the primes
and the tildes denote turbulent and wave-induced fluctuations (respectively)
of the (u, v, w) velocity components, and i and j are the longitudinal and
lateral unit vectors. The stress is thus a horizontal vector whereas its mag-
nitude is the vertical momentum flux and can be seen as directed upward
or downward. The wave-induced momentum flux, τwave, is described by the
pressure-wave slope correlation at the surface (Hare et al., 1997): it is also
called the form drag. Janssen (1989) showed that τwave may be described at
the free surface h by the wave spectrum S(ω):
τwave (h) = ρw
∫ +∞
0
βgC−1p S(ω)dω, (1.27)
where ρw is the water density, ω = 2πf the angular frequency, and β the
dimensionless wind-wave interaction parameter (or wave growth parameter).
The wave-induced momentum flux shows strong dependence on wave age.
Sullivan et al. (2000) demonstrated that the wave effects depend on the wave
age and the wave slope in a region confined in kz < 1. For young waves
(small wave age), the wave-induced momentum flux is directed downward,
i.e. τwave > 0, and the surface roughness z0 tends to increase: the vertical
velocity profile shows a longer logarithmic region. While increasing the wave
age, the surface roughness z0 tends to decrease and τwave decreases, reaches
zero, and reverses sign: τwave < 0. Since the turbulence momentum flux
τturb is always positive, the increase of the wave age tends to enhance the
negative portion of the total momentum flux, and, at some point, leads to a
sign reversal of τtot. This sign reversal indicates a transfer momentum from
the ocean to the atmosphere.
1.3.2.2 Parametrisation of the wind stress
From a modeller’s point of view, it is natural to try to identify relevant pa-
rameters in order to describe physical phenomena with a relation between
these parameters. The air-sea coupling in the atmospheric numerical models
is usually parametrised in terms of the drag coefficient CD for a given wind
stress (Edson, 2008):
τ = ρau2∗ = ρaCDU2, (1.28)
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where U is the wind speed measured at a certain height. The atmospheric
numerical models and their parametrisation are often based on numerous field
experiments in various oceanic areas, such as the COARE (Coupled Ocean
Atmosphere Response experiment) model (Fairall et al., 2003). As reviewed
by Komen et al. (1998), correct parametrisation of the drag over ocean has
a significant impact on a synoptic scale and on the climate. But in the lit-
erature, different experiments give contradictory results. The choice of the
reference wind speed has obviously an impact on the quantitative and quali-
tative properties of CD. Many publications refer to a wind speed measured at
the height of 10 m. Nevertheless, the dynamic understanding of this height in
the marine boundary layer is rather vague and despite enormous efforts, the
scatter of experimental data is very significant and a consistent parametri-
sation for CD10 has not been established. For a fixed wind speed at 10 m
height, Donelan (1982) found that the drag coefficient may vary by a factor
2 depending on the sea state. Hwang (2004) introduced the λ/2 reference
height in order to define the drag coefficient CDλ/2 : he considered that the
dynamic influence of the waves decay exponentially with height, and that the
decay rate is inversely proportional to the wavelength λ. Babanin et al. (2012)
argue that the wind speed does not determine such coupling, but the momen-
tum and energy fluxes. Some measurements have confirmed the dependence
of the drag coefficient on wave age (Donelan, 1982) (Smith et al., 1992), but
many studies demonstrate that the drag coefficient can be significantly influ-
enced by swell waves (Drennan et al. (1999), Kudryavtsev and Makin (2004),
Högström et al. (2009)).
1.3.2.3 Influence of the sea surface roughness
The surface roughness of the sea is low compared to land surfaces. However,
the roughness is not constant with wind speed unlike the roughness over land
surfaces, but depends on the underlying wave field, which in turn depends
on wind speed, upstream fetch, water depth, etc. Different models have been
proposed to describe these dependencies.
Under neutral conditions, the drag coefficient, CD10 , is usually given by
CDN =
(
κ
ln(10/z0)
)2
with z0 the roughness length over waves. For open sea sites, z0 is often
assumed to be a constant (0.2 mm). In the literature (Smith (1988), Fairall
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et al. (1996)), the sea surface roughness length z0 is often parametrised as
z0 = z0s + z0w . (1.29)
Here, z0s is the roughness for a smooth surface, z0s = 0.11νa/u∗ with νa be-
ing the kinematic viscosity of the air. z0s is often assumed to be negligible
compared to z0w . z0w is the roughness corresponding to the surface waves:
previous studies showed that short waves are responsible for the roughness
(Makin et al., 1995), and are often assumed to be in equilibrium with the
local wind. The typical parametrisation scheme for the sea surface roughness
z0w is based on Charnock’s relation z0w = αu2∗/g, in which the Charnock pa-
rameter α varies in different experiments. Many experimental investigations
indicated that the sea surface roughness is related to wind wave features. Tay-
lor and Yelland (2001) proved that sea surface roughness is related to wave
steepness, whereas Oost et al. (2002) reported that it could be related to wave
age and frictional speed. For example, Komen et al. (1998) compared field
data from Lake Ontario (Donelan, 1990) and from the Humidity Exchange
Over the Sea (HEXOS) experiment in the North Sea (Smith et al., 1992)
with estimations from the wave model WAM and showed that α increases
with decreasing inverse wave age for very young waves (u∗/Cp > 0.2) and
decreases rapidly for smaller values as suggested by observations from Lake
Ontario and HEXOS. Smedman et al. (2003), Drennan et al. (2005) and Pot-
ter (2015) also showed the influence of those parameters on z0 for pure wind
seas. Yang et al. (2013) proposed a dynamic modelling of sea-surface rough-
ness within the framework of numerical simulation. Indeed, direct numerical
simulation (DNS) enables the study of airflow over waves without any tur-
bulence modelling (Sullivan et al., 2000), (Yang and Shen, 2010). However,
the applications of DNS are limited to low Reynolds number flows due to its
high computation cost. There are numerous applications of the turbulence-
resolving modelling with large-eddy simulation (LES) to planetary boundary
layer research and climate studies (Deardorff (1973), Moeng (1984), Sullivan
et al. (2008)). In LES, large eddies are explicitly solved whereas small eddies
are modelled through a subgrid-scale model. Yang et al. (2013) used a dy-
namic modelling of the sea surface roughness necessary for the surface-layer
model. In Sullivan et al. (2014), z0 is assigned the constant value of 0.2 mm,
which does not account for any dependencies on wave dynamics. To con-
clude, a universal parametrisation - valid for pure wind sea, mixed sea/swell
or swell - remains a challenge. However, it seems that offshore wind profiles
are governed more by the atmospheric stability than by the roughness length
(Obhrai et al., 2012). Lange et al. (2004) showed that the choice of method
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for deriving z0 offshore has little impact on the predicted mean wind speed
profiles. Motta et al. (2005) compared two approaches - the 0.2mm constant
z0 and the Charnock’s relation - and found that no significant differences re-
sulted between those two approaches.
1.3.2.4 Influence of the atmospheric stability
The models for the estimation of the sea surface roughness were found to lead
only to little differences. For the purpose of wind resource assessment, the
assumption of a constant roughness was found to be sufficient. But studies
showed the influence of the atmospheric stratification on the wind-wave in-
teractions under certain conditions.
The design standards in offshore wind industry rely on the logarithmic law
(Equation 1.10) and the power law (Equation 1.20) to define a wind velocity
profile, but both assume homogeneous and neutral wind conditions. Accord-
ing to Chalikov and Rainchik (2011), the direct influence of stratification on
the wind-wave interaction is negligible since the height of the wave boundary
layer does not exceed the height of a dynamic sublayer in most cases. Smed-
man et al. (2003) studied the dependence of drag on the ocean of wave state
parameters for near-neutral conditions measured in the Baltic Sea. For devel-
oping sea states, the drag (thus the roughness length) depends on wave age
and the logarithmic wind law is valid. For mixed sea states and swells, the
logarithmic wind profile is no longer valid and the drag coefficient depends on
the wave age and on the ratio E1/E2 being the ratio of the energy of the rela-
tively long waves on the short wave energy. They showed that the very young
and slow waves behave like rigid roughness elements on the airflow whereas
for the longer waves, a dynamic coupling with the atmospheric turbulence
seems to occur. Motta et al. (2005) investigated the role of atmospheric sta-
bility on the vertical wind profile by using four-year data from three Danish
offshore meteorological masts. They found that the usual diurnal variation of
stability (see Figure 1.1) is extremely smoothed for open sea locations, owing
to the large thermal capacity of the ocean. They noticed that the use of the
stability-corrected logarithmic law results in a generalised reduction of the
deviations from the observations. On the other hand, Högström et al. (2013)
compared wind profiles and momentum exchange in the Baltic Sea (BASE
experiment) and at a trade-wind site in the Pacific (RED experiment). Dur-
ing the RED experiment, slightly unstable conditions with wind speeds of
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moderate magnitude and swell of 1-2 m height travelling in the mean wind
direction occurred. During the BASE experiment, stable conditions occurred
during 25% of the time, and unstable conditions with growing sea, mixed sea
and swell conditions occurred for 25% of the time each. They found that
during unstable conditions and swell, the wind profile in light winds (less
than 3 m.s−1) shows a wind maximum at 7-8 m above the sea surface, with a
quasi-constant wind speed above. This feature proves that Monin-Obukhov
similarity is no longer valid and that the use of the logarithmic wind profile
in such cases can result in misleading results. Moreover, they concluded with
the fact that attempting to correct the wind profile for stability was not likely
to improve the results.
Within the context of offshore wind industry, energy yield and fatigue
damage vary when accounting for the atmospheric stability. Lange et al.
(2004) and Motta et al. (2005) showed that power output estimations im-
prove if stability-corrected logarithmic law is considered. Concerning the
fatigue damage, stable conditions contribute to higher fatigue damage than
neutral conditions. By performing a time-domain analysis of the structural
response of the wind turbine with data from the FINO3 platform in the North
Sea, Eliassen et al. (2012) showed that the fatigue loading on the rotor blade
increases by a factor of 1.4. Moreover, as the offshore wind turbines tend to
be larger than those over land, precise assessment of the wind profiles over
60-100 m is needed and at these heights, tips of blades may emerge from the
surface layer where the Monin-Obukhov theory is supposed to hold.
Numerous studies have shown that the effects of the wave field on the
MABL were not always negligible and may have a significant impact on the
airflow. Hence, air-sea interactions must be looked at from a broader perspec-
tive than the traditional overview of wind forcing waves without any feedback
from the wave field on the overlying airflow, especially under swell conditions.
1.3.3 Air-sea interactions in the swell regime
The wave effects are commonly thought to be confined within a small region
above the water surface and are usually considered as an aerodynamic rough-
ness length (see Subsection 1.3.2.3). However, field observations and numeri-
cal modelling have shown that the atmospheric surface layer can be strongly
disturbed by waves, especially nonlocally generated waves (i.e. swell). Ac-
cording to Semedo et al. (2011), the presence of swell-dominated sea states is
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higher than 70 % almost everywhere in the global oceans and the wave field
is practically swell-dominated 100 % of the time at low latitudes.
The most striking effect of the swell on the MABL is the presence of a
low-level wave-driven wind maximum (i.e. wind jet) at heights of the order of
5-10 m observed by Smedman et al. (1999). Indeed, several field campaigns
showed that swell generates a wave-driven wind component: the influence of
wave-induced wind affects the overall energy exchange between the sea and the
atmosphere. But these observations are relatively rare and sparse. The first
observation of a wave-driven wind was during indoor wave tank experiments
during which Harris (1966) found that progressive waves in water drive the
airflow in the direction of the wave propagation, inducing a wave-driven wind.
Figure 1.7 illustrates this swell-driven wind, which is quite pronounced for a
lower wind, and whose bump disappears as the wind increases.
Figure 1.7: Vertical profile of the wind velocity normalised on the wind speed U10
in the presence of swell with the slope ak = 0.1 and phase velocity Cp = 15 m.s−1
(Kudryavtsev and Makin, 2004). Solid lines: U10 = 0.5 m.s−1; dashed: U10 = 1.0
m.s−1; dotted: U10 = 2.0 m.s−1; dashed-dotted: U10 = 4.0 m.s−1.
The presence of this wave-driven wind is correlated to an upward transport
of momentum from water to air, corresponding to a negative wind stress τ and
a negative drag coefficient CD. Eddy-correlation flux observations confirmed
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an upward momentum flux in the Mediterranean Sea by Volkov (1970), on
Lake Ontario by Drennan et al. (1999), in the Baltic Sea by Smedman et al.
(1994) and in the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans by Donelan et al. (1997) and
Grachev and Fairall (2001) in high wave age conditions: fast-travelling ocean
swells aligned with weak wind. Figure 1.8 shows that, from 8 to 13 hours, an
upward momentum flux has been observed from a height range of 0 to 200
m in the Baltic Sea. This was correlated to really weak winds (less than 2
m.s−1). The physical explanation for this behaviour is that ocean waves sup-
ply momentum to the atmosphere instead of extracting momentum as they
do in the case of equilibrium or increasing wind conditions. As stated in
Subsection 1.3.2.1, the momentum flux above the sea surface has two major
components: the positive turbulent shear stress, which is directed downward,
and the swell-induced stress, which becomes negative (i.e. out of the waves)
with increasing wave age. For sufficiently high wave age, the air-sea momen-
tum flux will be directed upward as the wave-induced component becomes
dominant. Computations by Hanley and Belcher (2008) indicated that the
sign reversal of the total momentum flux from positive to negative occurs
when the inverse wave age U10 cos θ/Cp drops below the range 0.15-0.2, which
agrees with oceanic observations (Grachev and Fairall, 2001). Often consid-
ered as an exotic case, the upward momentum transfer is now associated with
the swell regime correlated to the light-wind-speed regime (less than 2 m.s−1).
According to Grachev and Fairall (2001), this wind regime occurs about 16%
of the time in the equatorial west Pacific Ocean.
Figure 1.8: Height-time cross sections of wind speed (left) and streamwise mo-
mentum flux (×103 m2.s−1) (right) from 30 May 1989 based on mast and aircraft
measurements (Smedman et al., 1994).
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Several numerical simulations have been carried out to study the observed
wave effects on the wind field during field campaigns. Sullivan et al. (2000)
and Rutgersson and Sullivan (2005) modelled the airflow over idealised waves
using DNS with a focus on the turbulent structure and the kinetic energy
budgets. Later, LES simulations by Sullivan et al. (2008) have shown that
the generation of a low-level jet results in a near collapse of turbulence in the
overall ABL, beyond the upper limit of the wave boundary layer. In these
conditions (here a neutrally stratified ABL was considered), the wind profile
no longer follows a logarithmic shape because of the acceleration of the flow in
the surface layer, thus invalidating the Monin-Obukhov similarity theory. The
LES results showed good agreement with the measurements from the Coupled
Boundary Layers Air-Sea Transfer (CBLAST) field campaign. As illustrated
in Figure 1.9, the majority of the values of the bulk drag coefficient CD are
lower than the standard TOGA COARE parametrisation in case of high wave
ages. For light winds following swell, the bulk drag coefficient CD is about 50%
lower than the values from standard parametrisations that have no coupling
with the sea state, and CD can be negative in the case of extreme light winds
with an underlying fast-moving swell.
Figure 1.9: Variation of neutral drag coefficient with wind speed for wind-following
waves in CBLAST (Sullivan et al., 2008). Squares correspond to z = 4 m; diamonds:
z = 6.5 m; circles: z = 10 m. Solid line is the TOGA COARE 3.0 parametrisation.
Nilsson et al. (2012) investigated the MABL during wind-following swell
and various stability conditions using LES modelling: an increase in upward
momentum flux has been observed during slightly unstable or convective con-
ditions compared to neutral state.
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Measurements from field campaigns and numerical simulations have re-
cently brought insight to the understanding of wind-wave interactions. They
resulted in improved coupled atmosphere-ocean climate models (Carlsson
et al., 2009) and mesoscale forecasting models (Jenkins et al., 2012), and
proved that wave-induced winds have an effect on offshore wind resource as-
sessment. Recently, several studies addressed this issue within the framework
of the applications in wind energy. Yang et al. (2014) carried out a numerical
study based on the modelling of an offshore wind farm through a hybrid nu-
merical simulation combining an atmospheric LES model and a spectral model
for the wave propagation. Their results will be compared to the present re-
sults in the following sections. AlSam et al. (2015) studied the influence of
sea waves on offshore wind turbine aerodynamics by using large-eddy simu-
lations and actuator-line techniques: they focused on the old sea with high
wave ages (Cp/u∗ = 45, 60 and 90) and showed that the swell-induced stress
reduces the total wind stress resulting in higher wind velocity, less wind shear
and lower turbulence intensity level. They showed that for a same hub height
wind speed, the turbine power extraction rate is increased by [3− 8] % when
the presence of swell is accounted for.
From the perspective of investigating the influence of waves on the MABL,
a deterministic model based on the coupling between an atmospheric code
and a wave model has been developed during this PhD thesis. The aim
of this deterministic approach is to address wind-wave interactions at the
scales specific to wind turbines in an offshore wind farm. A preliminary study
has been carried out on the swell dissipation by induced atmospheric shear
stress in the case of no mean wind. This study is based on the intention
of developing modular and scalable tools for the investigation of wind-wave
coupled phenomena.
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Résumé du chapitre 2
La modélisation du couplage dynamique du système océan-atmosphère néces-
site une compréhension approfondie et quantitative des mécanismes gouver-
nant les interactions vent-vague: malgré de nombreuses études, le sujet reste
assez complexe. Dans le cadre du développement d’un modèle numérique
déterministe représentant le couplage entre un écoulement atmosphérique et
un état de mer, l’objectif de ce second chapitre est d’étudier la dissipation
visqueuse de la houle par la contrainte de cisaillement atmosphérique induite
par la houle dans le cas d’un écoulement d’air initialement au repos. La
rétroaction de la couche visqueuse atmosphérique cisaillée, forcée par une
houle idéalisée (linéaire, unidirectionnelle et monochromatique) a été simulée
à l’aide d’un modèle numérique de type RANS. ICARE est habituellement
utilisé pour des applications navales et hydrodynamiques et il a été modifié
pour une toute nouvelle application atmosphérique: l’idée était de développer
un outil performant et évolutif, capable d’aborder une complexité croissante
de la représentation d’une partie de la physique du système océan-atmosphère.
Entre autres, ICARE permettrait des développements numériques tels que
l’utilisation de surfaces réalistes avec des états de mer irréguliers, le forçage
par la pression de ces états de mer, la prise en compte d’un écoulement atmo-
sphérique réel, la modification des modèles de turbulence..., développements
qui n’auraient pas été possible avec un code commercial tel que STARCCM+.
Considérant un domaine périodique selon la direction de propagation de
la vague, les propriétés de l’écoulement sous des conditions stationnaires
ont été étudiées. Un ensemble de simulations numériques a été mené pour
une fourchette usuelle de périodes et d’amplitudes de houle caractéristiques.
On y retrouve la dépendance de l’écoulement atmosphérique au nombre de
Reynolds comme pour le problème de couche limite oscillante sur plaque plane
(Gundogdu and Carpinlioglu, 1999). Tandis que le travail de l’écoulement ci-
saillé dans des conditions laminaires montre un écart faible par rapport à
l’expression analytique de Dore, on retrouve, à partir d’un Reynolds critique
(105 < Re < 2 × 105), un état de transition vers un développement pleine-
ment turbulent de la couche limite visqueuse cisaillée. La série de simulations
numériques permet de quantifier de façon cohérente l’augmentation du tra-
vail quand la turbulence se développe au-dessus d’une fraction croissante de
la longueur d’onde. Un paramétrage de cette augmentation est exprimé en
fonction du coefficient de dissipation visqueuse calculé à partir du travail du
cisaillement moyenné sur une longueur d’onde. Pour le cas le plus turbulent,
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l’augmentation atteint moins de 3.5µDore ce qui correspond à une distance
caractéristique d’atténuation 1/µ de l’ordre de 20 000 km pour une houle
océanique. Ardhuin et al. (2009) ont déterminé à partir de leurs observations
des dissipations de près de 56µDore. Nos calculs ne montrent pas de telles
valeurs de dissipation mais nous avons négligé l’effet du vent moyen ainsi que
les effets thermiques, et nous avons travaillé avec une surface non rugueuse de
la mer et des vagues périodiques. Nous n’avons pas non plus analysé le travail
de la contrainte de pression. En effet, le moindre déphasage par rapport à la
théorie potentielle influencerait fortement le travail lié à la contrainte de pres-
sion. Ce travail n’est pas aussi facilement capté que le travail de la contrainte
de cisaillement et notre configuration périodique n’est pas capable de fournir
une estimation quantitative correcte de ce mécanisme.
Par conséquent, il reste à ce jour à éclaircir et étudier les autres mécan-
ismes impliqués dans la dissipation de la houle. Considérer une circulation
atmosphérique exacte et son influence sur la houle reste un défi avec les outils
de calcul actuels. S’il est actuellement très difficile de modéliser l’ensemble
du système couplé océan-atmosphère, on choisit de se concentrer sur les inter-
actions vent-vagues dans la suite du document. Un couplage entre une simu-
lation atmosphérique de type LES et un code spectral qui résout l’évolution
non-linéaire d’états de mer est implémenté afin d’étudier l’impact de l’état de
mer sous-jacent sur la couche limite atmosphérique marine.
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Chapter 2
Swell dissipation by induced
atmospheric shear stress: a case
with no wind
Modelling the dynamic coupling of ocean-atmosphere systems requires a fun-
damental and quantitative understanding of the mechanisms governing the
wind-wave interaction: despite numerous studies, this topic remains quite
complex. Within the framework of the development of a deterministic nu-
merical model representing the coupling between an atmospheric flow and a
sea state, the aim of this second chapter is to investigate the viscous dissipa-
tion of the swell by the wave-induced atmospheric shear stress in the case of
a initially still airflow.
Gaining insight into the atmospheric dissipation phenomena related to the
swell propagation will provide an improvement of the wave prediction models
in which dissipation is not taken into account. Indeed, in case of usual storms,
such models currently overestimate the significant wave heights of about 20%
in a radius of more than 4000 km from the centre of the storm (Collard et al.,
2009). In the ocean, an idealised wave underlying a constant airflow (i.e. a
constant wind) is subject to a balance between the energy injected by the
wind and the dissipation losses: a constant balance of energy can be observed
over very long distances. However, satellite observations of the swell (SAR
measurements by Ardhuin et al. (2009)) demonstrated that an important loss
in energy can occur, especially for steep waves. Stochastic wave models take
into account transfer in energy such as: wind input leading to wave genera-
tion, non-linear effects, and losses due to dissipation. Many processes remain
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to be identified and their influence on the closure of the energy balance to
be quantified: for example the interaction of swell with the turbulence in the
ocean (Phillips, 1961) or the coupling with the atmosphere (Harris, 1966).
The work presented in this second chapter falls within the investigation
of the viscous dissipation induced by atmospheric shear stress. The interac-
tion between a wave-induced flow and an atmospheric flow is neglected here
(i.e. the mean wind is not taken into account). Indeed, the feedback of the
wave-induced atmospheric shear stress is not well quantified, especially when
water orbital velocity and particle displacement reach a turbulent threshold
for the motion they impose in the air side (Collard et al., 2009). The char-
acterisation of this atmospheric turbulent regime and the magnitude of the
wave-induced dissipation remain a major question to be answered. When ne-
glecting the curvature of the surface, one can recover known results for an
oscillating boundary layer on a fixed bottom (Gundogdu and Carpinlioglu,
1999). An increase in the shear stress, and thus its work on the surface, is
observed and needs to be investigated in order to characterise the turbulent
flow regime above waves. The detailed structure of the turbulent flow near
the wavy surface is, however, hard to observe by experiment because of the
complexity of the environment and there is limited information on the over-
all environmental parameters. Indeed, the viscous air boundary layer whose
characteristic thickness is δ =
√
2ν/ω ≡ O (10−3m) needs to be studied over
a wavelength O (100m) on a height of vertical displacement corresponding
to an amplitude O (1m). In order to investigate the laminar-to-turbulence
dynamics of this boundary layer, numerical simulations have been conducted
with simulation softwares handling problems governed by the Navier-Stokes
equations (i.e. Computational Fluid Dynamics, or CFD). The evolution of
the shear stress is investigated for a large rank of swell conditions and the
increase in the wall shear stress and its associated dissipation rate due to
turbulence is quantified. This study is based on the intention of developing
numerical tools for the investigation of wind-wave coupled phenomena. The
LHEEA’s in-house code ICARE (Alessandrini and Delhommeau, 1999) is val-
idated through a comparative study with the commercial code StarCCM+
(Perignon et al., 2014). This study provided a proper test case for the devel-
opment of a modular and scalable tool where the environment of development
does not prevent access to the sources and enables the numerical implemen-
tation of key aspects such as the remeshing, the turbulence model and the
coupling with other codes (e.g. wave model).
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2.1 Theoretical solution for small amplitudes
While studying the problem of a swell propagating under a viscous atmo-
spheric layer at rest, the oceanic layer can be considered as a strong forcing
on the atmospheric layer, and the atmospheric layer as a weak forcing on the
free surface. Here is detailed a study of a sheared atmospheric flow in order to
evaluate the feedback of the large-scale forcing on an idealised wave. For sim-
plicity reasons, the wave is considered as unidirectional and monochromatic.
As stated before, a first simplification can be done with the surface curvature
being neglected (Collard et al., 2009) if amplitudes are small compared to
wavelengths. A Reynolds number based on the double velocity and double
displacement is introduced by analogy with oscillatory boundary layer on a
flat plate:
Re = 4uorbitala
ν
, (2.1)
uorbital and a being respectively the amplitude of the surface velocity and the
amplitude of the displacement h. For linear waves in infinite depth, one can
consider the solution of the Euler equation:
h (x, t) = a cos (k · x− ωt) (2.2)
and the velocity below the free surface is:
uorbital (x, t) = aω cos (k · x− ωt)
worbital (x, t) = aω sin (k · x− ωt) (2.3)
with ω = 2π/T the angular frequency and ~k the wavenumber.
The flow is supposed to be turbulent above Re ≈ 105 (Jensen et al.,
1989) and the atmospheric shear stress at the free surface is then expected
to deviate from the analytical laminar solution of Dore (1978). The laminar
solution can be written as the sum of a potential flow and a viscous sublayer
which connects the velocity profiles between both media. The viscous layer in
the water can be neglected since the water inertia is larger than the air and
large wavelengths are considered here. The Euler solution for the atmospheric
velocity profile verifies the same solution of potential flow as in the oceanic
layer:
upotential (x, z, t) = −aωe−k(z−h) cos (k · x− ωt)
wpotential (x, z, t) = −aωe−k(z−h) sin (k · x− ωt) , (2.4)
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with a connection to the oceanic layer through a viscous boundary layer:
ujunction = 2aω exp (−z+) cos (k · x− ωt) , (2.5)
with
z+ =
z − h√
2ν/ω
. (2.6)
The mean work of the wall shear stress Wv under laminar conditions is
defined as:
Wv =
〈
ρaνu+ (z = h)
∂u+
∂z
∣∣∣∣∣∣
z=h
〉
, (2.7)
u+ being the sum of the potential solution and the junction solution in the
air.
This work normalised by the linear power of the wave gives the viscous dissi-
pation coefficient:
µ = − Wv
Cgρwga2/2
(2.8)
with Cg the group velocity of the wave. Replacing the analytical formulation
of the wall shear stress under laminar conditions yields the "Dore coefficient":
µDore = −
ω2
gCg
ρa
ρw
√
2νω. (2.9)
This analytical expression rectifies by a factor 2 the equation A8 from Collard
et al. (2009) and the equation 5 from Ardhuin et al. (2009). While studying the
turbulent air flow, a low-Reynolds asymptote is expected, wave steepness and
Reynolds number being subject to the aforementioned hypotheses. However,
since the oceanic swell conditions often exceed the turbulent threshold of
theoretical Reynolds, the characterisation of the dissipation coefficient for a
large range of flow regimes needs to be investigated.
2.2 Numerical model
2.2.1 Geometry
One of the challenges of the numerical modelling of the atmospheric shear
stress above the waves is the detailed representation of the flow in the vicinity
of the moving free surface. In an absolute frame of reference, the displacement
of the free surface requires a meshing process which is expensive in terms of
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CPU (i.e., central processing unit) time and precision. In case of swell, es-
pecially unidirectional and monochromatic wave, the flow modelling is easier.
Solving the flow in a frame of reference linked to the displacement of the
crest of the wave (i.e., a frame moving at the phase velocity of the monochro-
matic wave, Cp, compared to the absolute frame) leads to simpler governing
equations and boundary conditions, and the most interesting advantage is
that no remeshing is needed. The relative frame of reference is moving with
a constant linear velocity in the x-direction, Uref = Cp, and the phase of
the wave elevation in this frame is simplified to a space function satisfying
k ·x−ωt = k · (xref + Cpt)−ωt = k ·xref . Under the hypothesis of a strong
forcing of the ocean on the atmospheric boundary layer and a weak feedback
on the other hand, the fluid domain can be limited to the atmosphere, with
a suitable boundary condition in accordance with the oceanic forcing and the
motion of the reference frame attached to the crest.
The wave elevation is set periodic in the x-direction (Equation 2.2). Nu-
merical simulations have been carried out in a domain of a wavelength λ of
the order of 100 metres. The transverse extension is set to be λ/16 for prac-
tical reasons: a sensitivity analysis has shown that there is no influence of
the width, and with the chosen width, several simulations of turbulent flow
can be undertaken with a reasonable mesh size for the largest wavelengths
considered here. The vertical extension is set to H = λ/4.
A kinematic boundary condition is applied at the top and bottom bound-
aries, satisfying:
– the condition of forcing by the orbital velocity at the bottom (cf Equation
2.3):
u− = uorbitali + worbitalk−Uref ,
– the potential solution at the top (cf Equation 2.4):
u+ (z = H) = upotential (z = H) i + wpotential (z = H) k−Uref .
i and k are the unit vectors in the horizontal and vertical directions as shown
in Figure 2.1. Lateral boundaries are defined as symmetry boundary condi-
tions (i.e., scalar fluxes set to zero).
In the atmospheric fluid domain, the initial condition of a still air in the
absolute frame of reference is easily transposable to the relative frame with
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an initial velocity, −Uref , associated with the condition of an inlet mass flow
at the upstream boundary of the domain. A periodic condition is imposed at
upstream and downstream boundaries.
Figure 2.1: Absolute velocity field in the central section of the air domain and its
vertical profile at the wave crest for a wave of period T = 17.5 s and amplitude
a = 2.55 m (Re = 5 × 105) (top). Detailed field in the vicinity of the free surface
(bottom). Note that the XZ ratio is not respected.
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2.2.2 Solver
The modelling strategy and the choice of turbulence closure are related to the
nature of the studied flow. For this specific case of a viscous sheared flow, a
Reynolds-Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) approach seems to be appropriate
for the modelling of the near-wall area with reasonable CPU costs. Moreover,
in the relative frame of reference previously described, the mean flow is sup-
posed to reach a stationary state: stationary RANS simulations can then be
carried out (Perignon et al., 2014).
ICARE is a hydrodynamic computational code that solves Navier-Stokes
equations with free surface equations. It has been developed in LHEEA
laboratory in the 1990s for resistance, propulsion, manoeuvrability and sea-
keeping applications. The first idea was to use this in-house tool in order to
investigate the viscous airflow above the waves. Despite its hydrodynamic ap-
plications, this code solves Navier-Stokes equations which govern the motion
of a viscous fluid, and after various modifications, it has been transformed
in order to address the specific problem of the swell dissipation by induced
atmospheric shear stress.
2.2.2.1 Hypotheses and equations
In ICARE, the fluid is supposed to be incompressible. The continuity equation
yielding the mass conservation is reflected in the fact that the divergence of
the velocity field U becomes zero:
Dρ
Dt
+ ρdivU = 0 ⇒ divU = 0 (2.10)
In the Navier-Stokes equation (see Equation 1.1), term IV is neglected: as
the domain is of the order of one wavelength O (100)m, the Coriolis effect is
not significant. Term VI representing the viscous stress can be written as:
τij = 2µ
(
∂Ui
∂xj
+ ∂Uj
∂xi
)
(2.11)
since the fluid behaves as a Newtonian fluid, i.e. the deformations and the
stresses are related within an incompressible fluid. The viscosity µ is a prop-
erty of the fluid and the kinematic viscosity ν is defined as:
ν = µ
ρ
. (2.12)
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As mentioned in the previous chapter, it is convenient to analyse the flow
in two parts, a mean component and a fluctuating component. Thus an
instantaneous quantity can be written as:
U = Ū + u′. (2.13)
This Reynolds decomposition leads to the following Reynolds-Averaged Navier-
Stokes equation, where the overline notation is omitted:
∂Ui
∂t
+ Uj
∂Ui
∂xj
= −1
ρ
∂P
∂xi
+ 1
ρ
∂τij
∂xj
−
∂u′iu
′
j
∂xj
(2.14)
Closing the RANS equation requires modelling the Reynolds stress u′iu′j
in order to solve the mean part of the velocity. Thus, the correlations of the
fluctuating velocities u′iu′j are expressed through a Newtonian type closure,
often referred as an "eddy" or "turbulent" viscosity model:
u′iu
′
j =
2
3k − νt
(
∂Ui
∂xj
+ ∂Uj
∂xi
)
. (2.15)
This turbulence closure involves a turbulent viscosity νt and the TKE k =
1
2u
′
iu
′
j. A transport equation for k is then necessary to close the whole system.
A k − ω turbulence model is implemented in ICARE.
Eventually, the RANS equation becomes:
∂Ui
∂t
+ Uj
∂Ui
∂xj
= −1
ρ
∂p
∂xi
+ (ν + νt)
∂2Ui
∂xj∂xj
+
(
∂Ui
∂xj
+ ∂Uj
∂xi
)
∂νt
∂xj
(2.16)
with the "pressure" term p = P + ρgz + 23ρk.
From a numerical point of view, RANS equations are written into convec-
tive form with a partial transformation from the Cartesian space (x1, x2, x3)
to a curvilinear space (ξ1, ξ2, ξ3), which follows the deformation of the free
surface at each time. The equations are discretised using a finite-difference
method, and implicit and second-order discretisation schemes in time and
space. A structured mesh following the free surface is implemented.
The Cartesian components of velocity, turbulence kinetic energy and tur-
bulence dissipation rate are located at the nodes of this mesh, whereas the
pressure is located at the centre of the cells. The Rhie and Chow method
(Rhie and Chow, 1983) is implemented in order to get, from the continuity
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equation, an equation on the pressure p and to eliminate the chequer-board
pressure problem by introducing a momentum interpolation at the cell faces.
More details on the numerical implementation in ICARE can be found in
Alessandrini and Delhommeau (1999).
2.2.2.2 Modifications introduced in ICARE for modelling an airflow
As stated in the previous section, ICARE is a hydrodynamic computational
code that has been developed for naval applications. In order to address the
modelling of an airflow above waves, it is natural to consider the water surface
as the rigid body and the air as the fluid. No physical modifications have
been actually introduced inside the equations. The main change occurs in the
module calculating the metrics: while the (x, y, z) system was considered with
a z-axis directed downward, the new system has been reversed with a z-axis
directed upward. New boundary conditions have also been implemented in
order to model our specific problem as specified in 2.2.1:
– periodicity has been implemented in x and y-direction,
– orbital velocity u− and potential solution u+ have been implemented at
the bottom and top boundaries (cf Equations 2.3 and 2.4).
2.2.2.3 Flux across the free surface
As stated at the beginning of this chapter, we focus on an Airy wave, which
is monochromatic and unidirectional, and has the following properties:
h (x, t) = a cos (k · x− ωt)
uorbital (x, t) = aω cos (k · x− ωt)
worbital (x, t) = aω sin (k · x− ωt)
Considering a flow with a free surface, the following free surface boundary
conditions must be satisfied:
– the kinematic condition expresses the fact that there is no material flux
across the free surface:
∂h
∂t
+ uorbital
∂h
∂x
− worbital = 0 on z = h (x, t) , (2.17)
– the dynamic condition expresses the fact that the pressure is constant
across the free surface interface.
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Here the kinematic boundary condition is not satisfied as is. Indeed, if we
write out the equations:
∂h
∂t
+ uorbital
∂h
∂x
− worbital
= aω sin (k · x− ωt)− a2ω cos (k · x− ωt) sin (k · x− ωt)− aω sin (k · x− ωt)
= − a2ω cos (k · x− ωt) sin (k · x− ωt)
6= 0.
Thus, a new wave condition needs to be implemented as a boundary con-
dition or the fluxes at the free surface must be numerically removed. Three
simulations with two kinds of boundary condition are compared:
1. one simulation is set with the usual velocity components for a Airy wave
(i.e. uorbital and worbital),
2. one simulation is set with the usual velocity components for a Airy
wave, but fluxes at the free surface are neglected and set to zero in the
numerical equations,
3. one simulation is set with a corrected velocity component (i.e. uorbital
and worbital − a2ω cos (k · x + ωt) sin (k · x− ωt)).
Figure 2.2 shows the comparison of the usual vertical component of an
Airy wave and the "no flux"-corrected vertical component. Red line is the
first simulation specified above, green line is the second one where fluxes at
free surface have been numerically removed and blue line is the third one
where the correction on the vertical component is implemented in order to
get no physical fluxes at the free surface. Simulations 1 and 2 have the exact
same Dirichlet boundary conditions (i.e. uorbital and worbital). A very small
difference appears when implementing the corrected vertical component of the
Airy wave.
The most striking evidence that the presence of fluxes at the free surface
plays an important role can be noted on Figure 2.3. This figure displays the
vertical derivative of the horizontal component of the velocity ∂U/∂z at the
free surface for the three simulations plus the analytical solution calculated
from ujunction in the air at the free surface. As it was mentioned previously,
the work of the wall shear stress depends on this quantity (Equation 2.7) and
influences the estimation of the viscous dissipation coefficient (Equation 2.8).
It is thus necessary to correctly model the airflow and the influence of the
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Figure 2.2: Comparison of the vertical component of an Airy wave and the "no
flux"-corrected vertical component for a wave of period T = 10 s and amplitude
a = 0.87 m (Re = 1× 105). Note that the wave crest is located at X = 0.
wave in the vicinity of the free surface.
Imposing an Airy wave at the lower boundary leads to an odd shape of ∂U/∂z
along x at the free surface (red curve). If the fluxes are numerically removed
at free surface in order to satisfy the kinematic boundary condition, then the
shape of the derivative is closer to the analytical solution (green curve). The
trend is really similar when imposing a wave whose vertical velocity satis-
fies the "no flux across the surface" condition (blue curve). It can be noted
that the amplitude of the curves are slightly larger for the numerical models
compared to the analytical solution, but the phase is satisfied. It can be due
to the near-wall treatment and the turbulence model used in the numerical
simulation.
In Figure 2.4, the vertical profile of the horizontal component of the ve-
locity of the airflow is plotted in the vicinity of the wave crest. The difference
in ∂U/∂z at the free surface has a significant impact in the layer near the free
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Figure 2.3: Comparison of the vertical derivative of the horizontal component of the
velocity in the air at the free surface for a wave of period T = 10 s and amplitude
a = 0.87 m (Re = 1× 105). Note that the wave crest is located in X = 0.
surface.
Afterwards, all the simulations are then conducted considering a slightly
modified wave condition: the vertical component of the wave orbital veloc-
ity is modified in order to take into account the fact that no fluxes across
the interface is required to model the viscous air-sea boundary layer. Un-
der such modified wave boundary conditions, the numerical simulations give
good results. It has been demonstrated that Airy waves do not satisfy the
free surface boundary condition: in order to overcome this specific problem,
non-linear monochromatic waves will be modelled with the Rienecker&Fenton
method (Rienecker and Fenton, 1981) in the following chapters by solving for
the non-linear free surface conditions.
2.2.3 Near-wall specifications and meshing approach
The aim of this numerical modelling is to examine the properties of the viscous
air-sea boundary layer driven by an idealised swell in order to characterise the
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Figure 2.4: Detailed vertical profile of the horizontal component of the velocity in
the air in the vicinity of the wave crest for a wave of period T = 10 s and amplitude
a = 0.87 m (Re = 1× 105).
induced atmospheric flow regime and its associated viscous dissipation over
swell. In this numerical modelling, the free surface (i.e. bottom boundary) is
seen as a wall moving at the phase velocity of the wave regarding the airflow.
The presence of walls or surfaces allows the existence of turbulence even in the
absence of density fluctuations. Indeed, vorticity can actually be generated at
surfaces by an on-coming flow, which is suddenly brought to rest, or to tend
to the velocity phase in this case, to satisfy the no-slip condition. A boundary
layer grows near the surface and the vorticity generated can then be diffused,
transported and amplified.
In the case of a laminar flow, the laminar boundary layer is characterised
by huge velocity gradients and viscous forces, and is defined by its thickness
δ. The velocity can be described by:
U = U∞f
(
y
δ
)
, (2.18)
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with U∞ the velocity outside the boundary layer and y the distance normal
to the surface. Outside the boundary layer, the flow is considered as inviscid.
In the case of a turbulent flow, the laminar boundary layer becomes tur-
bulent as shown in Figure 2.5:
Figure 2.5: Developing turbulent boundary layer on a flat plate (Solliec, 2013).
Two parameters are used to characterise the turbulent boundary layer:
– the inner velocity scale, or friction velocity:
u∗ =
√
τwall
ρ
(2.19)
with τwall the wall shear stress,
– a new length scale, the dimensionless distance to the wall:
y+ =
yu∗
ν
(2.20)
The total shear stress is defined by the sum of the viscous (Navier) stress
and the turbulent (Reynolds) stress:
τ
ρ
= ν ∂Ū
∂y
− u′v′
At the wall, the turbulent stress is zero and the total shear stress equals the
viscous stress. The wall shear stress is therefore defined by
τwall ≡ µ
∂U
∂y
∣∣∣∣∣
y=0
.
The turbulent boundary layer is characterised by two zones as shown in
Figure 2.5:
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1. The inner or viscous turbulent boundary layer represents 20% of the
total thickness. The flow is governed by the boundary conditions at the
wall, the turbulent stress is small compared to the viscous one. The
shear stress is almost constant in this region. The velocity profile is
described by a wall function. The inner boundary layer is defined by:
– the viscous sublayer (1% of the total thickness):
– the linear sublayer (y+ <3): the viscous stress dominates the
Reynolds stress and the flow is laminar. The velocity is defined
by a universal law
Ū(y)
u∗
= yu∗
ν
– the buffer layer (3< y+ <30): the Reynolds stress begins to
evolve. There is no universal law describing the velocity in this
layer.
– the logarithmic sublayer (30< y+ <500): the velocity follows a
logarithmic law of the wall U
u∗
= 1
κ
ln(y+)+C with κ the von Karman
constant. The Reynolds stress dominates.
2. the outer turbulent boundary layer represents 80% of the total thickness.
The velocity gradient normal to the surface is small and the velocity
profile depends on the fluid and flow characteristics. The velocity defect
law is
U∞ − Ū(y)
u∗
= 1
κ
ln(y
δ
) +B
with B a non-universal constant.
In CFD, it is possible to specify the wall treatment in RANS models.
While using a "high"-Re RANS model, the viscous sublayer is modelled by
one cell where a wall function is implemented (see Figure 2.6). The value of
y+ at the top of this first cell should be 30. If a "low"-Re RANS model is
implemented, no wall function is used to resolve the flow near the wall. A
really fine mesh is therefore necessary near the wall. A value of one at the
top of the first cell is usually required for y+.
In order to correctly model the shear in the vicinity of the free surface, the
currently implemented k − ω turbulence model is activated with the option
"low-Reynolds". y+ ≈ 1 is used as a posteriori criterion in order to validate
the mesh refinement.
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Figure 2.6: Mesh near the wall for a low-Re RANS model and a high-Re RANS
model.
Figure 2.7: Structured mesh.
A mesh convergence study has been carried out. Three criteria have been
selected:
– y+ ≈ 1 imposes the height of the first cell at the free surface,
– as mentioned in 2.1, a connection occurs between the oceanic layer and
the potential airflow through the viscous layer (see the velocity profile
in Figure 2.1) and an acceleration/deceleration of the wind is observed
compared to a log profile: a certain number of cells is imposed in this
area where the junction occurs,
– the mesh is graded in geometric progression: the common ratio is set to
be less than 1.1.
For example, the mesh convergence for the case presented in Figure 2.1
(T = 17.5 s and a = 2.55 m) gives:
– the height of the first cell ∆z0 ≈ 5× 10−4 m,
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– 50-60 cells discretise the height where an acceleration/deceleration of
the wind is observed at the crest of the wave (Figure 2.8),
– the grading ratio is 1.088.
Figure 2.8: Detailed vertical profile of the horizontal velocity U at the crest of the
wave (T = 17.5 s and a = 2.55 m). Symbols are the vertical nodes of the grid.
Gray dashed line marks the 0.8 m-height above the crest.
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2.3 Air-sea interface modelling
A set of simulations has been carried out in order to evaluate the features
of the airflow in an infinite homogeneous domain. Similar simulations have
been carried out by Perignon et al. (2014) using the commercial CFD code,
StarCCM+. The numerical domain has a length of one wavelength and its
upstream and downstream boundaries are periodic. 36 numerical simulations
are conducted, corresponding to airflows with Reynolds numbers in the range
of 0.1× 105 to 12× 105 overlying waves whose period ranges from 10 to 17.5
s, in order to characterise the behaviour of the flow.
T (s) 10.0 12.5 15.0 17.5
λ (m) 156 244 351 478
R
e
=
0.
1
×
10
5
a (m) 0.28 0.31 0.34 0.36
uorbital (m/s) 0.17 0.16 0.14 0.13
ak 0.01 0.008 0.006 0.005
R
e
=
5
×
10
5 a (m) 1.93 2.15 2.35 2.55
uorbital (m/s) 1.21 1.08 0.98 0.91
ak 0.078 0.055 0.042 0.034
R
e
=
12
×
10
5 a (m) 3.00 3.30 3.60 4.00
uorbital (m/s) 1.88 1.66 1.51 1.43
ak 0.12 0.08 0.06 0.05
Table 2.1: Characteristics quantities for Re = 0.1 × 105, 5 × 105, and 12 × 105
simulations for four setup of different wave periods.
For a given Reynolds number (for example, Re = 0.1 × 105, 5 × 105 or
12×105 - Table 2.1), the wave steepness ak of the lower boundary layer varies
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with the wavelength. All the simulations therefore provide an estimation of
the airflow characterisation by the previously defined Reynolds number in
Equation 2.1. Stationary RANS simulations have been carried out until 1000
iterations and the time convergence has been a posteriori verified considering
the residuals. Convergence in space has also been verified and the first cell of
the mesh above the free surface and the grid spacing satisfies y+ > 1 at high
Reynolds numbers as mentioned in the previous section.
2.3.1 Characterisation of the work of the wall shear stress
Similarly to the characterisation of the oscillation flow on a flat plate (Jensen
et al., 1989), the wall shear stress along a wavelength (or during an oscillatory
period in Jensen et al. (1989)) shows a laminar-turbulent transition in the
sheared flow. The region in the vicinity of the lower boundary is supposed
to be the most Reynolds-Number-dependent part of the flow. The wall shear
stress and its work above a moving free surface are indeed sensitive quantities
for the study of the flow characterisation. Normalising the work of the total
shear stress by the characteristic amplitude of the Dore expression (aω2
√
ω in
Equation 2.9) and plotting this quantity against the relative position x along
the wavelength exhibits a scalability at any given Reynolds number in Figure
2.9.
Whereas simulations for Re = 0.1× 105 show a good agreement with the
Dore analytical expression (black line), the transition to turbulence in the
airflow seems to appear around Re = 0.5 × 105. A very similar study has
been carried out by Perignon et al. (2014) with the commercial CFD code,
StarCCM+ (Figure 2.10). In their study, the Airy wave propagates along
negative x direction. The mesh is a polyhedral grid with a prismatic layer in
vicinity of the free surface whose height and number of prismatic cells verify
the y+ > 1 condition. A low-Reynolds k−ε turbulence model is implemented
with the low-y+ option active.
In Perignon et al. (2014), the transition to turbulence appears later atRe =
2× 105. This transition exhibits a strong deviation compared to the laminar
solution over two quarters of wavelength. This effect is in good agreement
with the observations from Jensen et al. (1989) and the DNS simulations from
Spalart and Baldwin (1989) in which the transition starts between Re = 1.6×
105 and Re = 2.9×105 for the oscillatory flat plate. The turbulence initiation
appears upstream the maximum of the horizontal orbital velocity and affects
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Figure 2.9: Evolution of the normalised work of the wall shear stress at the free
surface over the relative position X/λ, from laminar (Re = 0.1 × 105) to fully
developed turbulent cases (Re = 12× 105) for four waves periods (coloured lines).
The laminar analytical solution (black line) is plotted as a reference.
the work of the shear until the horizontal orbital velocity reverses sign. When
the Reynolds number increases, the initiation of the turbulent behaviour is
shifted downstream. This initiation of turbulence does not seem to occur in
the simulations carried out with ICARE and the transition occurs for lower
Reynolds numbers (Re = 0.5 × 105). The laminar-turbulent transition is
indeed very sensitive to the turbulence model and different turbulence models
are implemented in both codes. But apart from this specific point, the features
of the evolution of the work of the wall shear stress are fairly consistent in both
computational codes. These dimensionless plots also show the influence at low
order of the wave steepness over the properties of the turbulent shear. For
a given Reynolds number, and for different steepnesses at each wavelength,
the deviation of the work of the shear stress seems negligible. Perignon et al.
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Figure 2.10: Evolution of the normalised work of the wall shear stress at the free
surface over the relative position X/λ with the computational code StarCCM+,
from laminar (Re = 0.5× 105) to fully developed turbulent cases (Re = 12× 105)
for four waves periods (coloured lines). The laminar analytical solution (black line)
is plotted as a reference. The wave is propagating along negative x direction.
(2014) investigated the influence of the domain length on the work of the
shear stress and a really low sensitivity to the length of the periodic domain
has been found.
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2.3.2 Parametrisation of dissipation rates in turbulent flows
The mean work of the wall shear stress over the length of the computational
domain (i.e. one wavelength λ) normalised by the energy of the wave defines
the viscous dissipation coefficient µ according to Equation 2.8. The previ-
ous RANS simulations give an estimation of this coefficient for different flow
regimes. The ratio between this coefficient and the laminar analytical coeffi-
cient µDore (Equation 2.9) is plotted over Reynolds number in Figure 2.11.
Figure 2.11: Evolution of the viscous dissipation coefficient normalised by the Dore
coefficient over the Reynolds number. Coloured cross symbols represent the ICARE
simulations while black symbols and black line is the mean interpolation of Star-
CCM+ simulations.
As mentioned before, one can recover the gap in the initiation of the
laminar-turbulent transition between the simulations carried out with ICARE
and StarCCM+. The deviation of the RANS laminar coefficients compared
to the Dore laminar coefficients shows a slight overestimation of 2% for the
case Re = 0.1× 105 with ICARE and 3.8% and 8.4% for cases Re = 0.5× 105
and Re = 1 × 105 with StarCCM+. From simulations, where the transition
occurs, to fully turbulent simulations, the computed dissipation coefficients
deviate from the low Reynolds number laminar asymptote as expected. One
can also notice that the higher the Reynolds number is, the larger is the dis-
crepancy between the wave periods, which might be due to the difference in
wave steepness.
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Even if Ardhuin et al. (2009) supposed that turbulent shear can be re-
sponsible for a wave dissipation of order 56µDore, the shear stress computed
here contributes to a dissipation of 3.5µDore. Perignon et al. (2014) showed
that the dissipation rate can be approximated by:
µ =

µv ,Re ≤ 1.5× 105
1.42µv
(
Re
1.5×105
)0.41
,Re > 1.5× 105.
(2.21)
Assuming that the hypotheses considered in this study, i.e. oceanic and at-
mospheric conditions, are valid, it is obvious that the dissipation related to
the turbulent shear stress is not the only mechanism responsible in the dissi-
pation rates observed by Ardhuin et al. (2009).
The description of a fully realistic airflow above swell in the ocean, includ-
ing the coupling between the turbulent sheared flow in the vicinity of the free
surface and an atmospheric circulation was not the point of this first study.
Indeed, even light wind conditions involve a coupling mechanism between the
wave-induced shear and the wind shear which requires a more detailed analy-
sis in terms of numerical modelling, and theoretical extension of Kudryavtsev
and Makin (2004). The following chapters will present another numerical con-
figuration in order to take into consideration the sensitivity of some of these
current hypotheses.
2.3.3 Discussion and conclusions
The feedback of the atmospheric sheared viscous layer driven by a monochro-
matic 1D idealised wave has been investigated with an in-house RANS com-
putational model. To sum up, the idea behind the modification of ICARE
from its usual hydrodynamic applications to a new atmospheric application
is to develop an effective and evolving tool that would be able to address an
increasing complexity of the representation of a part of the ocean-atmosphere
physics. Among others, the use of ICARE would allow numerical develop-
ments such as the use of realistic water surfaces with irregular sea states,
pressure forcing of these sea states, inclusion of a real atmospheric flow (i.e.
wind), tuning of turbulence models..., developments that will not be possible
with the use of a commercial code such as StarCCM+.
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The properties of the flow under stationary conditions have been stud-
ied within a periodic domain along the wave direction. A set of numerical
simulations has been carried out for a common range of wave periods and
amplitudes. In the same way as the case of an oscillatory boundary layer
flow over a flat plate, the study shows a dependence on Reynolds number of
this specific wave-induced airflow. Whereas the computed shear work under
laminar conditions reveals a weak deviation compared to the Dore analytical
expression, a transitional state grows, leading to a fully turbulent boundary
layer. The initial stage of the transition based on a critical Reynolds num-
ber depends on the turbulence model: StarCCM+ and its low-Reynolds k− ε
model reveals a transitional state around 105 < Re < 2×105, while for ICARE
and its k−ω model, this initial stage of transition has not been observed even
if a turbulent behaviour of the boundary layer occurs after Re = 0.5 × 105.
The set of numerical simulations provides a consistent quantification of the
increase in work when the turbulence is developing over an increasing frac-
tion of wavelength (in StarCCM+). A parametrisation of this increase is ex-
pressed through the viscous dissipation coefficient calculated from the mean
work of the shear stress over a wavelength. For the most turbulent case (i.e.
Re = 12× 105), the increase reaches less than 3.5µDore which corresponds to
a e-folding decay (1/µ) of the order of 20 000 km for an oceanic swell. Ard-
huin et al. (2009) determined, from their observations, dissipations of about
56µDore. In the model presented here, either the effect of the mean wind has
been neglected or thermal effects and roughness effects since smooth idealised
periodic waves have been considered. Pressure work has not been investi-
gated either while it seems that any phase shift from the potential theory
would greatly influence the work related to the pressure stress. This work is
not as easily detectable as the work of the shear stress and the periodic con-
figuration is not able to provide an accurate quantitative estimation of this
mechanism (this configuration is similar to a pressure drop in an infinite pipe).
Therefore, to date, other mechanisms involved in the swell dissipation still
remain to be investigated. Considering a proper atmospheric circulation and
its actual influence on the swell remains a challenge with the current compu-
tational tools. If it is currently highly difficult to model a whole atmosphere-
ocean coupled system, a focus on the wind-wave interactions is proposed in
the next chapters: a coupling between an atmospheric Large-Eddy Simulation
(LES) and a spectral code that solves the non-linear evolution of sea states
is implemented in order to investigate the impact of the underlying sea state
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on the marine atmospheric boundary layer.
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Résumé du chapitre 3
La prédiction de l’évolution des états de mer due au forçage par le vent né-
cessite une compréhension fondamentale des mécanismes d’interactions vent-
vagues. Le transfert d’énergie influençant l’écoulement atmosphérique tur-
bulent a lieu à travers le travail relatif aux contraintes surfaciques incluant
les variations de pression corrélées à la pente de la vague et les variations
de contrainte de cisaillement corrélées à la vitesse orbitale. Parallèlement,
la dynamique de la vague est affectée par les conditions de vent en entrée
principalement à travers le forçage de la pression à la surface de l’eau. On
pense généralement que les vagues océaniques ralentissent le vent en surface
en agissant comme une traînée, ce qui se manifeste par un transfert de quan-
tité de mouvement descendant: actuellement, les modèles océan-atmosphère
permettent seulement un transfert de quantité de mouvement dirigé vers le
bas, de l’atmosphère vers l’océan. Des observations récentes (Grachev and
Fairall, 2001) ont rapporté que la quantité de mouvement peut aussi être
transférée des vagues vers l’atmosphère. Notre compréhension actuelle reste
assez parcellaire due à la complexité de la physique.
Ce chapitre présente l’outil numérique qui a été implémenté afin d’étudier
les interactions vent-vagues. Dans une première partie, le modèle potentiel
de vague est introduit avec le modèle High-Order Spectral. Les conditions de
surface libre résolues par HOS permettent de résoudre les interactions non-
linéaires et l’évolution des vagues, mais les hypothèses de fluide parfait puis
d’écoulement potentiel sont incompatibles avec l’étude d’une couche limite du
côté eau, qui sera alors négligée par la suite. En parallèle de la pression qui
force l’état de mer, la contrainte tangentielle est responsable de la formation
d’une couche cisaillée dans la couche limite atmosphérique marine. Cepen-
dant, cette contrainte de cisaillement ne peut pas être transmise au modèle
de vague dû à l’hypothèse d’écoulement potentiel dans l’eau. De plus, la dis-
sipation d’énergie en chaleur est très faible pour des ondes de gravité, et pour
des vagues de période supérieure à 1.3 s, l’effet de la viscosité de l’air est plus
important.
La deuxième partie détaille le modèle numérique de l’écoulement via une
modélisation des grandes échelles (LES). L’utilisation de ce code CFD a été
rendue possible grâce à un séjour d’un mois au National Center for Atmo-
spheric Research aux Etats-Unis. Peter Sullivan a offert son expertise et son
code de simulation (Sullivan et al., 2014) pour ce couplage LES-HOS. Dans
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un souci de simplification et afin de fournir un premier code pour l’étude du
couplage entre le code atmosphérique et le code HOS développé au LHEEA,
le domaine atmosphérique est modélisé par des conditions de soufflerie avec
une masse d’air considérée comme neutre. C’est une hypothèse majeure de
négliger les effets de la stratification atmosphérique et les effets de flottabilité,
surtout dans le cas de très faibles vents (Grachev and Fairall, 2001). Cepen-
dant, cela constitue un premier pas dans la compréhension numérique des
interactions vent-vagues.
La troisième partie introduit le couplage numérique qui a été implémenté
entre les deux codes. Ce couplage repose sur une procédure de communica-
tion comme illustré dans la Figure 3.5. Le code atmosphérique a besoin de
l’élévation de surface libre à chaque pas de temps afin de faire évoluer le mail-
lage au cours du temps, ainsi que de la vitesse orbitale de la vague comme
condition limite. Cette vitesse orbitale doit satisfaire la condition de non-flux
à la surface libre. De plus, au cours d’un pas de temps temporel (3 sous-pas
de temps RK), l’élévation de surface libre est requise au sous-pas de temps
futur afin de déterminer la vitesse verticale de déplacement des noeuds du
maillage. En retour, l’état de mer évolue, se propageant et grossissant sous le
forçage de la pression du vent dans le modèle HOS.
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Chapter 3
Modelling of wind-wave
interactions
Predicting the evolution of sea states under wind forcing in the ocean through
atmosphere-ocean coupled systems requires a fundamental understanding of
the mechanisms of wind-wave interaction. The energy transfer influencing
the turbulent airflow occurs through the work related to the stresses at the
surface involving the variations of the pressure correlated to the wave slope
and the variations of the shear stress correlated to the orbital velocity. In the
meantime, the wave dynamics is affected by the wind input mainly through
the pressure forcing at the water surface. Ocean waves are generally thought
to act as a drag on the surface wind with a downward momentum transfer:
currently, the ocean-atmosphere models only allow the momentum transfer
to be directed from the atmosphere to the ocean. Recent observations during
conditions where long wavelength waves propagate faster than the wind have
reported that momentum can also be transferred from the waves into the at-
mosphere. Due to the complexity of the physics, our current understanding
remains quite incomplete.
This chapter details the numerical tool that has been implemented to study
the wind-wave interactions. In a first part, the potential wave model is intro-
duced with the High-Order Spectral model. The assumptions of perfect fluid
and potential flow enable to solve the non-linear interactions and evolution of
the waves, but they are not compatible with the study of a boundary layer
in the water, which will be neglected thereafter. The tangential shear stress,
which is responsible for the formation of a stress layer in the MABL will not
be assimilated in the wave model. Moreover, the conversion of mechanical
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energy to heat is related to the work of the shear stress on the orbital ve-
locity (Ardhuin, 2012): this dissipation is very small for gravity waves, and
for waves with periods larger than 1.3 s (λ ≈ 2.6 m), the effect of the air
viscosity is more important. The second part details the numerical modelling
of the airflow through LES. The use of this CFD code has been made possible
by a one-month stay in May 2015 at the National Center for Atmospheric
Research in Colorado, USA. Peter Sullivan kindly offered his expertise and
his PBL code (Sullivan et al., 2014) for this LES-HOS coupling. With the
aim of simplification and in order to provide a first tool to study the two-way
coupling between his atmospheric code and the HOS code developed in the
LHEEA laboratory, the air domain is considered as a neutral air mass in a
wind channel. It is a major assumption to neglect the effects of the atmo-
spheric stratification and the buoyancy, especially in the case of very light
winds (Grachev and Fairall, 2001). However, considering independently the
effects of the waves and the atmospheric stratification constitutes a first step
in the numerical understanding of the wind-wave interactions. The third sec-
tion introduces the numerical coupling that has been implemented between
the HOS wave model and the LES atmospheric code.
3.1 Wave model
3.1.1 Principle and formulation
We describe here the assumptions underpinning the usual models of wave
propagation. A closed wave tank or the open sea is represented by a fluid
domain D. The coordinates system is expressed in Figure 3.1.
The fluid considered here is water and is assumed to be incompressible and
inviscid. The flow is also considered as irrotational. Under these assumptions,
the potential flow theory can be applied and the velocity U derives from a
potential φ such as:
U (x, z, t) = ∇φ (x, z, t) . (3.1)
The continuity equation then becomes the Laplace equation:
∆φ = 0 in D. (3.2)
The momentum equation can be written as the non-stationary version of
Bernoulli equation:
P
ρw
+ ∂φ
∂t
+ gz + 12
∣∣∣∣∇φ∣∣∣∣2 = c(t) in D, (3.3)
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Figure 3.1: Sketch representing the numerical domain of the model. The grey
surface represents the free surface of the domain.
with c(t) a time-dependent constant called the Bernoulli constant. This con-
stant is usually set to the atmospheric pressure (i.e. the superficial stress is
neglected). ∇φ is the horizontal gradient.
At the free surface z = h (x, t), this equation yields:
Patm
ρw
+ ∂φ
∂t
+ gh+ 12
∣∣∣∣∇φ∣∣∣∣2 = P atm at z = h (x, t) , (3.4)
with the decomposition of the atmospheric pressure such as Patm = P atm +
p′atm.
The dynamic free surface boundary condition comes from this pressure
continuity equation supposing that the free surface represents a univalent
function (i.e. no wave breaking):
∂φ
∂t
= −gh− 12
∣∣∣∣∇φ∣∣∣∣2 − p′atmρw at z = h (x, t) . (3.5)
The fluctuating atmospheric pressure term is usually set to zero. It will be of
key importance for the further development of the coupling between the wave
model and the LES atmospheric model.
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On the other hand, expressing the fact that the free surface is a material
surface, the kinematic free surface boundary condition gives:
∂h
∂t
= −∂φ
∂z
−∇φ · ∇h at z = h (x, t) . (3.6)
This system of equations (3.5) and (3.6) constitutes the system to be solved
for the free-surface conditions. Two kinds of problems arise in the numerical
treatment of the free surface boundary conditions (Ferrant, 2013):
– first of all, free-surface conditions have to be verified at a moving bound-
ary, the location of which is unknown and part of the solution: these are
the non-linearities of position;
– moreover, free-surface conditions are non-linear partial differential equa-
tions: these are the non-linearities of structure.
The boundary conditions express the conditions at the boundaries of the do-
main. In our specific case of the study of wind-wave interactions, we consider
an open ocean with:
– a flat bottom:
∂φ
∂z
(x, z = −d, t) = 0, (3.7)
– periodic boundaries in x and y:
φ (x = 0, y, z, t) = φ (x = Lx, y, z, t)
φ (x, y = 0, z, t) = φ (x, y = Ly, z, t)
h (x = 0, y, z, t) = h (x = Lx, y, z, t)
h (x, y = 0, z, t) = h (x, y = Ly, z, t) .
(3.8)
3.1.2 High-Order Spectral method
The fundamental principle of resolution by spectral methods is that a numer-
ical solution f is expressed as a finite expansion of some set of basis functions,
ψi, such as:
f (x) =
∑
i
aiψi (x) . (3.9)
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Periodic and non-periodic problems are respectively dealt with trigonomet-
ric and algebraic polynomials. Some of the methods commonly used in the
literature are the Fourier collocation methods for periodic domains and the
Jacobi polynomials for non-periodic domains, with the Chebyshev and Legen-
dre polynomials as special cases. In the specific case of sea state propagation
in the open ocean, the potential velocity and the free surface elevation can be
written using Fourier series:
φ (x, z, t) =
+∞∑
i=−∞
+∞∑
j=−∞
aφij (t) exp(ikij · x)
cosh(|kij |(z+d))
cosh |kij |h
h (x, z, t) =
+∞∑
i=−∞
+∞∑
j=−∞
ahij (t) exp(ikij · x)
(3.10)
where d is the water depth. kij = kii+kjj with ki = 2iπ/Lx and kj = 2iπ/Ly
are the wavenumbers associated with the (i, j) mode. aφij and ahij are the modal
amplitudes of the velocity potential and the wave elevation and they are the
unknowns of the system of equations. Several methods can be implemented
depending on the ratio between the numbers of collocation nodes (i.e. the spa-
tial discretisation of the domain) and the numbers of selected modes (i.e. the
truncation of the series of basis functions, Nx and Ny in x and y-directions).
Whatever the method used, spectral methods are quite fast compared to ap-
proaches such as Boundary Element Methods for example. Moreover, the
basis functions used here are orthogonal exponential functions, allowing the
use of Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithms, but requiring a constant
spatial discretisation. Whereas a direct inversion between the physical and
modal spaces requires a CPU time of the order O (N2) where N = NxNy, an
inversion using FFTs has a reasonable CPU cost of O (N logN). FFT is thus
a computationally efficient method with really good convergence properties.
Concerning the accuracy of the numerical solution, dissipative and disper-
sive errors can be numerically limited as the physical space is discretised by
means of a sum of elementary functions. Theoretically, the precision then
only depends on the order of truncation of the series. With pseudo-spectral
methods, very high accuracy can be obtained on the collocation nodes of the
domain as explained further below. Le Touzé (2003) reviewed the various
spectral approaches used in the field of naval hydrodynamics. One method
has been retained here, the High-Order Spectral method for irregular waves.
The High-Order Spectral (HOS) method was initially developed by West
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et al. (1987) and Dommermuth and Yue (1987). Its development has been the
basis of successive PhD theses in the Laboratory of Fluid Mechanics (LMF)
at Ecole Centrale de Nantes (ECN). The model has been evolving with the
implementation of lateral tank walls, a potential modelling a real wave maker
(Le Touzé, 2003 and Bonnefoy, 2005), the modelling of sea states in the open
ocean (Ducrozet, 2007) and more recently a variable bathymetry (Gouin et al.,
2016).
The basis of this model is the formulation in surface quantities of the
free-surface conditions (Equations 3.5 and 3.6) based on the spectral model
developed by Zakharov (1968). In the HOS model, the free-surface conditions
are written with h and the free surface potential φS defined as:
φS (x, t) = φ (x, z = h (x, t) , t) . (3.11)
This leads to new free-surface conditions:
∂φS
∂t
= −gh−12
∣∣∣∣~∇φS∣∣∣∣2+12
(
1 +
∣∣∣∣~∇h∣∣∣∣2
)
W 2−p
′
atm
ρw
at z = h (x, t) (3.12)
and
∂h
∂t
=
(
1 +
∣∣∣∣~∇h∣∣∣∣2
)
W −∇φ · ∇h at z = h (x, t) (3.13)
with the vertical velocity W such as:
W (x, t) = ∂φ
∂z
(x, z = h (x, t) , t) . (3.14)
The free surface elevation and the free surface potential are advanced in
time through a time-integration scheme of order 4 (Runge Kutta - RK4) with
an adaptive step size control. The quantity that remains unknown is the ver-
tical velocity W . It should be noted that W is a bulk quantity. This quantity
is evaluated through a high-order iterative process, i.e. the HOS model.
The first step consists in decomposing in power series the potential φ:
φ (x, z, t) =
+∞∑
m=1
φ(m) (x, z, t) . (3.15)
This sum is truncated at a finite value, M the order of non-linearity, i.e. the
HOS order. Each potential φ(m) is expanded in a Taylor series with respect
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to the mean water level z = 0, yielding a triangular set of Dirichlet problems
that can be solved by means of a spectral method:
φS (x, t) =
M∑
m=1
M−m∑
n=0
hn
n!
∂nφ(m)
∂zn
(x, z = 0, t) . (3.16)
The vertical velocity can then be reconstructed:
∂φ
∂z
(x, z = h, t) = W (x, t) =
M∑
m=1
m−1∑
k=0
hk
k!
∂k+1φ(m−k)
∂zk+1
(x, z = 0, t) . (3.17)
Eventually the system of equations 3.12 and 3.13 can be marched in time.
The method is numerically interesting with the use of FFTs which makes the
computation very efficient.
3.1.3 Initialisation of the wave fields
The aforementioned model only solves the evolution of sea states whose initial
conditions still remain to be defined. This essential aspect is detailed in this
section. A non-linear regular wave will be initialised with the Rienecker&Fenton
method, whereas an irregular sea state will be initialised as a linear super-
imposition of spectral components based for instance here on the JONSWAP
spectrum.
3.1.3.1 Nonlinear monochromatic wave: the Rienecker and Fenton method
Rienecker and Fenton (1981) presented a method for solving non-linear water
wave problems. They proposed a spectral solution to calculate the non-linear
profile of the regular wave of any wave steepness. In the frame of reference of
the wave, the wave has a stationary profile. From the Airy solution (i.e. the
first-order Stokes wave), successive estimations are obtained with the New-
ton’s iterative method. The potential is expressed through a direct spectral
development, but unlike Equation 3.10, a stream function is used. The system
unknowns are then the modal amplitudes of the stream function and the free
surface elevation at the collocation nodes. The system of equations includes,
besides the non-linear free-surface conditions and Laplace equation, additional
equations such as the wave steepness specification or the conservation of the
volume. Indeed, the wave frequency is considered as an additional unknown
as its non-linear solution is different from its starting linear estimation: from
the third order of the Stokes wave, the wave period is modified. More details
about the numerical implementation of this method can be found in Ferrant
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(1996).
This approach is convenient to implement as it provides a solution for a
wide range of amplitudes, wavelengths (in the limit of wave breaking) and
depth (in the limit of the soliton). Figure 3.2 shows wave profiles of various
wave steepness until akmax = 44.14% which is very close to the Stokes limit
akmax = 44.35%.
Figure 3.2: Wave profiles with successive wave steepnesses with the Rienecker &
Fenton method until akmax = 44.14%.
The quality of the generated waves only depends on the order of truncation
of the series: 16 modes are usually enough to reach an accuracy of the order
of the machine epsilon. For large wave steepness, more modes are needed in
order to get a good accuracy. The wave steepness akmax = 44.14% has been
obtained with 64 modes.
The Rienecker & Fenton model enables the generation of a non-linear
monochromatic wave for a large range of amplitudes, wavelengths and water
depths.
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3.1.3.2 Irregular wave: the JONSWAP spectrum
The initial sea state can be defined by a directional wave spectrum Φ such as:
Φ (ω, θ) = ψ (ω)×G (θ) (3.18)
where the JONSWAP spectrum is defined as:
ψ (ω) = αg
2
ω5
exp
(
−54
(
ωp
ω
)4)
γr (3.19)
with r = exp
(
− (ω−ωp)
2
2σ2ω2p
)
. ωp is the angular frequency at the peak of the
spectrum. The JONSWAP spectrum is defined as:
α = 3.279E, γ = 3.3, σ =

0.07 ω < 1
0.09 ω ≥ 1
with E the dimensionless energy density of the wave field. The significant
wave height can be estimated by Hs ≈ 4
√
E. For the North Sea, the usual
set of parameters can be chosen as Emin = 0.0005 and Emax = 0.005. The
JONSWAP spectrum is a Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum multiplied by an ex-
tra peak enhancement factor γr. Indeed, Hasselmann et al. (1973) found that
the wave spectrum is never fully developed. It continues to develop through
non-linear wave-wave interactions even for very long times and distances.
The directionality function can be defined by:
G(θ) =

An cosn θ |θ| ≤
π
2
0 |θ| > π2
(3.20)
with θ the wave direction and
An =

(2p!)2
π(2p)! if n = 2p
(2p+ 1)!
2(2pp!)2 if n = 2p+ 1.
(3.21)
The free surface elevation is related to the wave spectrum through the
following expression on the modal amplitude:
1
2 |a
h
ij|2 = Φ (ω, θ) ∆kx∆ky (3.22)
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with ∆kx = 2π/Lx. |ahij(t = 0)| is calculated since the initial JONSWAP wave
spectrum is imposed, and for any (i, j) the phases are randomly selected in
[0, 2π]. The initial wave field is then built with inverse Fourier transforms.
This initialisation process corresponds to a superposition of linear compo-
nents. Dommermuth (2000) demonstrated that initialising a fully non-linear
computation with a linear initial wave field leads to numerical instabilities
in the sea state that evolve during a transitional period (5-10 peak periods),
transforming the initial stationary waves into progressive waves due to the
non-linearities. He introduced a relaxation scheme allowing the use of such
linear initial conditions during a transitional time period Ta:
∂φS
∂t
+ gh = F (1− exp(−(t/Ta)n)) (3.23)
and
∂h
∂t
−W (1) = G (1− exp(−(t/Ta)n)) (3.24)
where F and G stand for the non-linear parts of equations 3.12 and 3.13. Ta
is usually set to 10 Tp and n = 4.
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3.2 Airflow modelling: air flowing in a wind tunnel
Large-eddy simulation (LES) represents a good compromise between DNS
and RANS simulations. LES is a popular technique based on the fact that
the contribution of large scales of turbulence in the process of energy and
momentum transfers is directly calculated. The effect of the small scales
of turbulence is, however, modelled. A LES simulation is therefore three-
dimensional, non-stationary and costly in terms of CPU resources. There is
an increased precision in LES compared to the RANS approach since LES
attempts to provide more detailed information about non-stationary features
of a flow by describing existing detached eddies, non-stationary forces, noise
sources... LES is usually applied in a wide variety of engineering applications
including combustion, acoustics, and simulations of the atmospheric bound-
ary layers. Large-scale parallel computing has permitted LES simulations of
turbulent planetary boundary layers (PBL) coupling small and large scales
in realistic outdoor environments, for example, atmosphere-land interactions
(Patton et al., 2005), boundary layers with surface water wave effects (Sullivan
et al., 2014) and tropical boundary layers beneath deep convection (Moeng
et al., 2009).
The principal idea behind LES is to reduce the computational cost of DNS
by modelling the smallest length scales via a low-pass filtering of the Navier-
Stokes equations. The large eddies of the flow are considered to be dependent
on the geometry while the smaller scales tends to be more isotropic and homo-
geneous than the large ones. Thus modelling the subgrid-scale (SGS) motions
is easier than modelling all scales within a single model as in the RANS ap-
proach. Therefore, large eddies will explicitly be solved, whereas the small
eddies will implicitly be accounted through a SGS model. Mathematically,
this corresponds to a separation of the quantities of interest into a resolved
part and a subgrid part. This section presents the governing equations for a
dry PBL under the Boussinesq approximation (Sullivan et al., 2014). The nu-
merical code developed by Sullivan et al. (2014) has numerous applications,
but requires large computational resources. With the aim of simplification
and in order to provide a first tool to study the two-way coupling between the
atmospheric code and a code of sea state propagation, a neutral atmosphere
has been considered in a first approach. The general equations are presented
in order to offer a broader perspective for the future work on this thematic,
but a major simplification lies in the fact that the air domain will be consid-
ered as a neutral air mass in a wind channel, meaning no buoyancy effect and
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a wall-type boundary condition at the top of the domain.
3.2.1 Governing equations
The set of spatially filtered LES equations applicable to a turbulent flow in
the atmospheric boundary layer under the Boussinesq equations is given be-
low. The Cartesian velocity components are denoted by ui = (u, v, w) and θv
is the virtual potential temperature. p∗ is the fluctuating pressure normalised
by the air density and deviating from the hydrostatic state ∂p̄/∂z = −ρ̄g.
Considering an incompressible fluid of density ρ, the continuity equation
is:
∂ui
∂xi
= 0, (3.25)
and the momentum equation:
∂ui
∂t
+ ∂ujui
∂xj
= −∂p
∗
∂xi
− 2εijkΩjuk + δi3βb (θv − θ0)−
∂P
∂xi
− ∂τij
∂xj
, (3.26)
where the buoyancy parameter is βb = g/θ0 with θ0 the reference virtual po-
tential temperature. The large-scale external pressure gradients normalised
by the density, ∂P/∂xi, drive the boundary layer winds. τij represents the
SGS momentum flux and its modelling is addressed in the following section.
Comparing this equation to Equation 1.1, we focus on the vertical compo-
nent of the momentum to study the role of gravity, pressure and density:
Dw
Dt
= −g − 1
ρ
∂P
∂z
+ ∂τ3j
∂xj
(3.27)
with Dw/Dt the total derivative of the vertical velocity. The density and
pressure variables are decomposed into a mean part and a fluctuating part
(i.e., ρ = ρ̄+ ρ′ and P = p̄+ p′) leading to:(
1 + ρ
′
ρ̄
)
Dw
Dt
= −ρ
′
ρ̄
− 1
ρ̄
∂p′
∂z
− 1
ρ̄
[
∂p̄
∂z
+ ρg
]
+ ∂τ3j
∂xj
. (3.28)
Considering that the air is in hydrostatic equilibrium, the term in square
brackets is zero. Moreover (1 + ρ′/ρ̄) ≈ 1 since ρ′/ρ̄ is of the order of −3.33×
10−3 (this comes from the linearised perturbation ideal gas law where the
pressure term is neglected under the shallow convection approximation (Stull,
1988)). The process of neglecting the density variations in the inertia (i.e.
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storage) term but retaining it in the buoyancy (i.e. gravity) term is called the
Boussinesq approximation:
Dw
Dt
= −ρ
′
ρ̄
g − 1
ρ̄
∂p′
∂z
+ ∂τ3j
∂xj
. (3.29)
and the buoyancy term is rewritten as g/θ0 (θv − θ0).
A transport equation on the temperature variable θv is implemented in
the original model (Sullivan et al., 2014), but as we consider a neutral atmo-
sphere in a first approach, the temperature variation is thus constant and the
terms based on it are neglected in the momentum equation (i.e. no buoyancy
term). An explanation for considering neutral atmospheric conditions lies in
the fact that this thesis focuses on the processes occurring inside the thin wave
boundary layer. In this context, we made an assumption concerning density
stratification and Coriolis effects. In the first chapter, the bibliographical
study has shown that both the atmospheric stratification and the waves have
an impact on the MABL. However, considering independently these effects
constitutes a first step in the understanding of such phenomena: only the
wave effects will be modelled, and the effects of the temperature variations
and the Coriolis force will be deactivated in the numerical model in a first
stage.
3.2.2 Subgrid-scale turbulence modelling
In order to close the system of Equations 3.25 and 3.26, the SGS momentum
flux τij requires modelling in the flow and at the lower boundary. A Deardorff
turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) subgrid-scale (SGS) is implemented with e
the SGS energy (Moeng, 1984):
∂e
∂t
+ ∂uie
∂xi
= −τijSij + βτ3θ +
∂
∂xj
(
2νt
∂e
∂xj
)
− ε, (3.30)
where the time evolution of e and its advection by the resolved field de-
pend on the shear production (with the resolved scale strain rate Sij =
1/2(∂ui/∂xj +∂uj/∂xi) ), the SGS buoyant production that will be neglected
here since we consider neutral atmospheric conditions, turbulent diffusion
with νt the subgrid-scale turbulent viscosity, and viscous dissipation ε.
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The SGS turbulence model employs the Boussinesq hypothesis to parametrise
the SGS momentum flux:
τij = −2νtSij, (3.31)
with the subgrid-scale turbulent viscosity νt = Ck∆
√
e and the Lilly-Kolmogorov
model for the viscous dissipation:
ε = Cε
e3/2
∆ . (3.32)
The constant Cε is set to 0.1 (Moeng, 1984) and the filter length scale ∆
is computed from the averaging cell volume. To reduce the reliance on the
SGS model, a fine resolution is used near the surface. More information
about the SGS model can be found in Sullivan et al. (2014). We note that
the "real" viscosity of the fluid is neglected in the governing equations since
high-Reynolds situations will be considered and the effects of viscosity will be
modelled through the SGS turbulent viscosity.
3.2.3 Terrain-following coordinate system
The investigation of the wave boundary layer turbulence is essential to the
comprehensive understanding of its impact on the mean wind profile and the
estimation of sea-state dependent drag coefficients in parametrisation mod-
els. Indeed, Hara and Sullivan (2015) noted that the wind stress may de-
viate significantly from the bulk parametrisation when the wave field is not
in equilibrium with local wind forcing and requires a sea-state dependent
parametrisation with concurrent predictions of surface wave fields. Neverthe-
less, turbulence observations are difficult to carry out very close to moving
water surfaces. Moreover, some definitions such as the definition of the wave-
induced stress in terms of wave-correlated velocity components (Makin and
Kudryavtsev, 1999), break down below the level of the wave crests. Hence
numerical studies such as DNS and LES may be of interest because compu-
tations can then be carried out in a surface-following coordinate system over
wavy surfaces. Through a coupled model formulated in a wave-following co-
ordinate system, Chalikov and Rainchik (2011) showed that the momentum
flux due to pressure acting on sloped surfaces becomes important very close
to the free surface.
The air domain is illustrated in Figure 3.3. The coordinates are denoted as
xi∈{1,2,3} = (x, y, z) where x and y are the horizontal coordinates and z is the
vertical coordinate with z = 0 being the mean sea surface. A transformation
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of wind turbulence over a linear monochromatic wave. Con-
tours of instantaneous streamwise velocity u are plotted on two representative (x, z)
and (y, z)-planes.
is applied to the physical space coordinates in order to get a surface following,
non-orthogonal and time varying mesh defined by a flat computational system
ξi∈{1,2,3} = (ξ, η, ζ). Any three-dimensional time-dependent lower boundary
with a shape h(x, y, t) can thus be mapped applying the following mesh trans-
formation: 
τ = t,
ξ = ξ(x) = x,
η = η(y) = y,
ζ = ζ(t, x, y, z).
(3.33)
The vertical gridlines translate vertically following the time-dependent eleva-
tion h(x, y, t) of the surface and are defined for any (x, y) location and any
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time by:
z = ζ + h(x, y, t)
(
1− ζ
ZL
)3
(3.34)
with ZL the height of the computational domain. With this prescription,
the grid cells near the surface are squeezed (stretched) at the wave crests
(troughs) by approximately 20%. At the top of the domain, the horizon-
tal gridlines are completely flat. Figure 3.3 illustrates this surface-following
mesh for a linear wave of wavelength λ = 0.23 m and wave steepness ak = 0.2.
The equations governing the airflow have been presented previously. These
equations are expressed in the physical space, but one needs to be aware that
the complete set of LES equations is actually expressed in terms of compu-
tational curvilinear coordinates under the time-dependent surface-following
transformation in (3.33). The transformation is based on differentiation of
compositions of functions using the chain rule. The differential metrics ∂ξi/∂xj
are connected to ∂xi/∂ξj through the mapping transformation in (3.33):
ζt = −ztJ ,
ξx = ηy = 1,
ζx = −zξJ ,
ζy = −zηJ ,
ζz = 1/zζ = J ,
(3.35)
with J the Jacobian of the transformation. zt = ∂z/∂t represents the grid
speed, i.e. the vertical velocity of individual grid points. The metric identity
(Anderson et al., 1984) is also frequently invoked:
∂
∂ξj
(
1
J
∂ξj
∂xi
)
= 0. (3.36)
3.2.4 Numerical method
3.2.4.1 Geometric conservation law
The critical importance of mesh adaptation in the numerical solution of par-
tial differential equations is related to the difficulties with global conservation
and with computation of the local volume element under time-dependent map-
pings that result from the boundary motion. A differential geometric conser-
vation law is introduced and must be satisfied by the numerical discretisation
so that the numerical scheme is conservative (Thomas and Lombard, 1979).
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This law derives from the incompressible continuity equation, and for our
boundary-conforming mapping, it reduces to:
∂
∂t
( 1
J
)
+ ∂zt
∂ζ
= 0. (3.37)
The GCL is automatically solved along with the flow conservation laws using
conservative difference operators.
3.2.4.2 LES equations in the surface-following coordinates system
The complete set of LES equations in computational coordinates is then (Sul-
livan et al., 2014):
∂Ui
∂ξi
= 0 the continuity equation,
∂
∂t
( 1
J
)
+ ∂zt
∂ζ
= 0 the geometric conservation law,
∂
∂t
(
ui
J
)
+ ∂
∂ξj
(
(Uj − δ3jzt)ui
)
= Fi
J
the momentum transport equation,
(3.38)
∂
∂t
(
e
J
)
+ ∂
∂ξj
(
(Uj − δ3jzt)e
)
= Ri
J
the SGS energy transport equation,
∂
∂ξi
(
1
J
∂ξi
∂xj
∂ξm
∂xj
∂p∗
∂ξm
)
= S the pressure Poisson equation.
The pressure equation represents the core of the numerical scheme. This
Poisson equation results from the divergence-free flow modelled here. It comes
from the combination of the continuity equation and the time-stepping scheme
detailed in the further section. An iterative method is implemented in order
to solve the pressure equation. More details can be found in Sullivan et al.
(2014).
3.2.4.3 Spatial discretisation and time integration
The variable layout uses a collocated arrangement at the cell centres for
the variables (ui, p∗, e) in the computational mesh as specified in Figure 3.4.
Collocated grids are more suitable for the implementation of general geome-
tries and they result in a compact differencing stencil. But their use requires
the enhancement of the pressure-velocity coupling. The contravariant flux
velocity Uf = (Uf , Vf ,Wf ) is introduced in the momentum and SGS energy
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Figure 3.4: 3D sketch illustrating the layout of the cell-centred variables, the Carte-
sian velocity components (u, v, w) with the pressure p∗ and the SGS energy e. The
contravariant flux velocities U and V are cell-centred whereas W is located at a
cell face.
transport equations: advective terms are compactly written in strong-flux
conservation form using Ui defined by:
Ufi =
uj
J
∂ξi
∂xj
. (3.39)
Ufi components are normal to a surface of constant ξi as shown in Figure
3.4, and Uf , Vf are located at cell centres whereas Wf is located at cell faces.
This configuration tends to a staggered storage which prevents odd-even de-
coupling between the pressure and velocity.
The horizontal spatial derivatives in (ξ, η) computational coordinates are
estimated using pseudo-spectral approximations. Vertical derivatives are dis-
cretised with centred second-order finite-difference schemes.
Concerning the time advancement, it is based on a fully explicit third-
order Runge-Kutta scheme, with αn and βn the associated weights. This
scheme uses a dynamic time stepping with a fixed Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy
(CFL) number. It makes use of a fractional step method in order to enforce
the incompressibility constraint: the scheme fully recognises at which point
in the time integration the pressure is solved. The general rule for marching
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in time a cell-centred velocity variable from an old time level (n−1) to a new
time level (n) over a time step ∆t is:
ui
J
∣∣∣∣n = ûiJ
∣∣∣∣n−1 −∆tαn ∂∂ξj
(
p∗
J
∂ξj
∂xi
) ∣∣∣∣n (3.40)
where the intermediate velocity ûi/J at current time level (n − 1) is the
discrete sum of the current velocity and the full right-hand-side of the mo-
mentum equation from the previous stage (n− 2) weighted by ∆tαn and the
partial right-hand-side (i.e. minus the pressure contribution) from the current
time (n− 1) weighted by ∆βn. More information about this time integration
process can be found in Sullivan et al. (2014).
3.2.5 Wave propagating in a wind tunnel
This section presents the intrinsic methods implemented in the original at-
mospheric model in order to define a wave field that will be considered as the
lower boundary of the air domain. To complete the LES model, wave infor-
mation is prescribed at the bottom of the LES domain. Three information
are needed:
– the wave height h(x, y, t) and its spatial derivatives in order to prescribe
the mesh deformation;
– the wave orbital velocities uorbital and vorbital which will impose the kine-
matics at the lower boundary;
– the time derivative ht, i.e. the vertical boundary speed, which will be
used to determine how rapidly the grid nodes in the mesh move to their
new locations.
In the original LES code (i.e. before the development of the two-way cou-
pling), the description of a surface wave field can be obtained by two ways.
Firstly, the wave field can be built based on typical empirical fits of measured
two-dimensional wave spectra:
E(k, ω) = S(k)D(k, θ) (3.41)
where the amplitude S(k) and directional D(k, θ) spectra depend on the
magnitude of the wavenumber k = |k| and wave direction θ. The Pierson-
Moskowitz spectrum and Donelan spectrum are implemented: these spectra
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are similar to the JONSWAP spectrum (Equation 3.19) and they depend on
bulk environmental parameters such as the reference average wind U10 at 10
m above the free surface, the phase speed at the peak of the spectrum Cp,
the wave age Cp/U10 and the mean direction of wave propagation. The wave
elevation, its orbital velocity, and time and spatial derivatives are constructed
in physical space using two-dimensional FFTs to compute future values of the
wave field, which are needed to construct the moving mesh and the surface
boundary conditions. This leads to a wave field h(x, y, t) constructed as a
sum of linear waves:
h(x, t) =
∑
k
a(k) exp (i (k · x− ω(k)t+ ϕ)) (3.42)
where each wave is characterised by its amplitude a(k) such as
a2(k) = S(k)D(k, θ)dkxdkx,
its wave number k and its frequency ω(k), related through the linear disper-
sion relation k = ω(k)2/g, and a random phase ϕ.
Another way to obtain a surface wave field comes from wave tank experi-
ments. In this case, a file with wave elevation and orbital velocities is read at
t = 0 and the wavelength and phase speed are also given as an input to the
LES code. Data are then interpolated into a spline function at the surface
grid nodes. Fourier coefficients are eventually evaluated at t = 0 and they will
be used in building the new shape, its orbital velocity and its time derivative
at t > 0 assuming that the shape moves with uniform phase speed. This
practice is possible when dealing with non-dispersive waves, which is the case
here.
3.2.5.1 Boundary conditions
The wind and the wave fields are assumed to be spatially periodic in compu-
tational ξ-η planes. The air domain is thus modelled by a finite horizontal
domain of dimensions XL × YL as illustrated in Figure 3.3.
The shape of the wavy surface and its movement form the boundary con-
ditions for the motion of the grid. The total time rate of change of the wave
height is:
dh
dt
= worbital = ht + hxuorbital + hyvorbital. (3.43)
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Therefore, the boundary condition for the grid speed is:
zt = ht = worbital − hxuorbital − hyvorbital at ζ = 0. (3.44)
Requiring no flow across the wavy boundary also implies a boundary condition
on the contravariant velocity Wf :
Wf − ht = 0 at ζ = 0. (3.45)
At the top of the domain, gradient conditions are imposed on (ui, e, U, V )
and a "no flow through the boundary" condition requires that the vertical
contravariant velocity Wf is set to:
Wf = zt at ζ = ZL. (3.46)
These boundary conditions represent a channel flow type simulation.
Concerning the pressure, the iteration scheme implemented to solve for
the pressure term is based on a linear preconditioner and a source term
∂Ufk(p∗)/∂ξk accounting for the divergence-free condition (Sullivan et al.,
2014). The proper boundary condition at the wavy surface is ∂p∗/∂ζ = 0
for the linear part (it is the usual condition applied in a flat-wall LES). The
non-orthogonality of the mesh is taken into account in the pressure boundary
condition ∂p∗/∂ζ of the source term. To evaluate the vertical pressure gra-
dient at the first level above the wavy boundary using a 2nd-order centred
finite-difference scheme, the pressure field is needed below the wavy bound-
ary. The ghost-point pressure is thus evaluated with the equation of time
advancement for the contravariant velocity Wf :
Wf
J
∣∣∣∣n = ŴfiJ
∣∣∣∣n−1 −∆tαn ∂∂ξj
(
p∗
J
∂ξj
∂xi
) ∣∣∣∣n (3.47)
whereWf is known at ζ = 0 as a no-flow condition is imposed at the boundary.
The intermediate contravariant velocity Ŵf is defined by
Ûfi =
ûj
J
∣∣∣∣
I
∂ξi
∂xj
(3.48)
where (·)|I denotes an interpolated value and ûi is defined in Equation 3.40.
With the iterative scheme on the pressure, and knowing the pressure
field above the water level and the horizontal pressure gradients ∂p∗/∂ξ and
∂p∗/∂η, the system is rearranged to solve for the ghost pressure at each iter-
ation (Sullivan et al., 2014).
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3.2.5.2 Surface fluxes
Donelan (1998) showed that under high wind conditions, the ocean surface
can be assumed to be in a fully rough regime where the contributions from
the molecular viscous sublayer are negligible. Under these conditions, the
surface fluxes of momentum can be represented in terms of law-of-the-wall
relationships (Belcher and Hunt, 1998): to compute the total surface stress
τsurface (i.e. the surface momentum flux), Monin-Obukhov similarity theory
and the bulk aerodynamic formulas are invoked:
τsurface = −u2∗ = −CD|usurface|2 (3.49)
where CD is the bulk transfer coefficient, u∗ the friction velocity and usurface
the relative wind vector at the surface, i.e. usurface = u1st cell − uorbital. It is
assumed that the surface stress acts parallel to the surface and depends on
the relative motion between the wind and the surface. The friction velocity
is computed from the Monin-Obukhov similarity theory:
|usurface| =
u∗
κ
ln
(
zsurface
z0
)
(3.50)
with z0 the surface roughness and zsurface the normal distance from the distance
to the first gridpoint. Sullivan et al. (2014) chose a fixed surface roughness
of z0 = 2 × 10−4 m. Yang et al. (2013) attempted to implement a dynamic
modelling approach in order to reduce the sensitivity to the grid resolution.
τsurface is then imposed along the wavy boundary and it accounts for the
effects of the unresolved waves (i.e., small-scale, less-energetic waves that are
below the cut-off scale of the LES).
3.2.6 Initialisation of the airflow
The initialisation procedure is carried out on the same domain and mesh as
for the neutral wind-wave simulation, but on a flat bottom. A constant heat
flux is imposed at the lower boundary of the domain, and the temperature and
buoyancy variations are activated during this initialisation. The surface heat
flux is set to the value 30 K.m.s−1. The top of the MABL, zi, is marked by
a steep stable gradient in the potential temperature. This addition of surface
heating helps to initiate the turbulence and by that means it skips the long
spin-up time of a purely neutral simulation. A LES simulation is then started
and runs until the turbulence reaches a near statistical equilibrium. After the
initialisation process, the surface waves are introduced at the bottom of the
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air domain by means of a linear ramp. This strategy significantly decreases
the CPU cost and also reduces the non-physical transient state due to the
sudden introduction of surface waves into the air domain. A study on the
influence of the initialisation on the wind-wave simulations will be carried out
in the next chapter.
3.3 Coupling procedure
In order to study the interaction between wind turbulence and dynamically
evolving surface waves, the two previous models, i.e. an atmospheric model
based on LES approach and a wave model based on a potential flow (HOS
method), are dynamically coupled.
The LES simulation of wind turbulence and the HOS simulation of sea-
surface wave field are coupled using a fractional-step scheme. At each time
step, the wave field is forced by the wind: the HOS advances the wave field to
the next time step using the surface air pressure patm obtained from LES at the
previous time step as specified in Equation 3.5. With the updated sea-surface
elevation h and its orbital velocity uorbital, the grid nodes of the air domain
move vertically in order to map the free surface distortion, and the relative
surface wind is calculated and used to compute the surface momentum fluxes
in Equations 3.49 and 3.50. The LES simulation of wind turbulence then
advances in time to the next time step. The water density being much larger
than the air density, the airflow is supposed to see the water surface as a mov-
ing wavy wall. Indeed, Liu et al. (2003) demonstrated that the interface acts
as a solid wall to the air motions for a coupled air-water turbulent Couette
flow. Moreover, the time scale for the wave to evolve under the wind forcing
is supposed to be much larger than the advection and turnover time scales of
the turbulent eddies so that only one iteration is needed in the time marching
to correctly represent the coupling (Liu et al., 2010). The small time steps
being constrained by the Courant condition, the error of time integration is
therefore small and having one iteration has a negligible effect on the flow
physics. This procedure is repeated for every time steps as illustrated in Fig-
ure 3.5.
From a numerical point of view, the time steps are imposed by the time
stepping in LES. The spatial discretisation of the free surface is also imposed
to be the same in order to prevent any numerical disorders introduced by
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Figure 3.5: Illustrative sketch of the coupling procedure between the LES simulation
of the airflow and the HOS model propagating the sea state.
some interpolation. This choice falls in a simplification approach but it will
lead to specific considerations in the HOS model that will be tackled in the
following.
This procedure has also been implemented by Yang and Shen (2011): they
conducted studies about interaction between wind turbulence and water wave
field through DNS-HOS coupled simulation. They focused on the growth of
a single wave train and a JONSWAP wave field under wind pressure forcing.
They also developed a coupled DNS-DNS method, so that the effect of vis-
cosity for both fluids can be accounted for: they examined the interaction
between surface waves and interfacial waves below through the damping of
water surface waves by a highly viscous mud flow at the bottom. Recently,
they carried out a numerical study based on the modelling of an offshore wind
farm through a hybrid numerical simulation combining an atmospheric LES
model and a HOS model for the wave propagation (Yang et al., 2014).
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3.3.1 Communication through an MPI implementation
Since the LES and HOS codes exchange information, a global parallel world is
needed for the communication between the two codes. This procedure requires
a Message Passing Interface (MPI) implementation. The LES code currently
runs in parallel using MPI, whereas the HOS code is here used as a serial
code. The global parallel world actually gather the parallel world defined in
the LES code and the one-processor world of the HOS code. This global MPI
communicator is named mpi_comm_world. The command
mpi_comm_split ( mpi_comm_world , color , myGlobalRank ,
+ comm_world , ierr)
creates a new communicator, comm_world based on color which controls the
subset assignment (i.e., processes with the same color are in the same new
communicator). This command is implemented in both codes with a different
color for each code.
Concretely, all the communication processes are done via the global par-
allel world and all quantities are exchanged in physical dimensions. As men-
tioned above, the spatial discretisation of the free surface is the same in both
codes for simplicity and rapidity reasons. The HOS processor sends the wave
field information to the LES master processor via the global MPI communi-
cator. In the LES code, the root processor broadcasts the data to the other
processors. The same process is implemented when LES sends the pressure
to HOS: the root processor gathers the pressure field at the free surface and
sends it to the HOS processor via the global MPI communicator.
3.3.2 Wave field information
As previously detailed in 3.1, the HOS method solves the wave elevation
h(x, t) and the free surface potential φS(x, t): the orbital velocity uorbital is
reconstructed from the velocity potential at the free surface. A subroutine
has been implemented in the LES code in order to receive the wave field
information from the HOS code.
3.3.2.1 Validity of the free-surface condition
The previous section details the modelling of the airflow as a wind channel.
Both upper and lower boundaries are implemented as slipping wall boundary
conditions, which are reflected by the fact that there is no normal flow crossing
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the boundaries. At the free surface, as the HOS method solves the kinematic
free surface boundary condition in Equation 3.6, this condition should be
verified while being exchanged between the two codes. Special care must
really be taken in order to fully respect this condition at the lower boundary
in the LES code. At each time step, the spatially discretised kinematic free-
surface condition is calculated inside the LES code after LES receives the
wave field information from HOS, and its value is printed in the log file if it
exceeds 10−10. Usually, ∀(x, y) and ∀t
ht + hxuorbital + hyvorbital − worbital ≈ 1× 10−15
which is of the order of the machine accuracy. The free-surface condition is
thus always satisfied and no flux normal to the boundary enters the air do-
main.
Another question that needs to be addressed is the validity of the free-
surface condition during the initialisation of the wave field in the domain.
Indeed, a ramp function is usually used to initiate the wave field in the domain.
The wave field variables are multiplied by a ramp coefficient r in order to
introduce the wave field as growing bumps into the domain. But the kinematic
boundary is not satisfied when multiplying all the variables by r:
r × ht + (r × hx)(r × uorbital) + (r × hy)(r × vorbital)− r × worbital
6= r × (ht + hxuorbital + hyvorbital − worbital)
6= 0
(3.51)
During the initialisation stage, it has been decided to reconstruct the verti-
cal velocity worbital using the free-surface condition on the modified variables
(ht, hx, hy, uorbital, vorbital) as illustrated in Figure 3.6:
worbital = r × ht + (r × hx)(r × uorbital) + (r × hy)(r × vorbital). (3.52)
At the end of the ramp, LES uses worbital from HOS since the HOS model
satisfies the free-surface condition and negligible artificial error is introduced
while spatially discretising the condition in the air domain.
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Figure 3.6: Vertical orbital velocity at the free surface. (Left) During the ramp
initialisation, worbital is imposed using the free-surface condition (red line) and is
different from the velocity calculated in HOS (green). (Right) After the initiali-
sation, worbital corresponds to the variable calculated in HOS. The HOS solution
satisfies the free-surface condition. Note that the magnitude of the velocity is smaller
in the upper graph since growing waves are gradually introduced in the domain during the
initialisation stage.
3.3.2.2 Time-stepping and update in HOS
In the LES model, the time advancement is a fully explicit RK3 scheme that
uses a dynamic time stepping with a fixed CFL number. It employs a frac-
tional step method to enforce the incompressibility constraint. In the HOS
model, the free surface elevation and the velocity potential at the free surface
are advanced in time through a RK4 scheme with an adaptive step size control.
The LES model imposes its time stepping to the HOS model. Indeed, the
adaptive step size control of the HOS model allows the model to deal with
the time advancement as needed. If a bigger time step is imposed by LES,
then several iterations in time will occur in HOS for one LES time step as
the HOS model will adapt its time advancement. If a smaller time step is
imposed by LES, the HOS model will take this LES time step as its own. For
example, the air simulation will approximately need 50 time steps per wave
period for an airflow propagating above a wave of period T = 8 s, wave steep-
ness ak = 0.1 and wave age Cp/u∗ = 100 (swell propagating in light winds)
whereas the HOS model will need between 50 and 70 time steps per wave pe-
riod depending on the discretisation of the spectrum and the order of resolved
non-linearities. On the other hand, for a smaller wave age Cp/u∗ = 10 with
a wave of period 1.3 s and a steepness of 0.2 (i.e. a case of wind forcing), the
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air simulation will need around 300 time steps per wave period, compared to
80-110 time steps for the HOS model.
The main key issue in this coupling procedure lies in the time advancement
of the geometric conservation law (GCL) presented in Equation 3.37. The
GCL is satisfied using the same time advancement scheme as for the velocity
in Equation 3.40. The whole process of GCL time advancement lies in the
fact that the wave field h(x, y, t) is known at current and future time steps
(n− 1, n). Jacobians J (n−1,n) are then built using the transformation metrics
in Equation 3.35. The future grid speed z(n)t is then calculated so that the
GCL is obeyed discretely:
∂zt
∂ζ
∣∣∣∣n−1 = 1αn∆t
[
1
J
∣∣∣∣n − 1J
∣∣∣∣n−1 −∆tβn∂zt∂ζ
∣∣∣∣n−2
]
. (3.53)
In Sullivan et al. (2014), the grid was stored at three time levels at each
RK3 stage. In our case, a subtlety has been introduced in the HOS code:
at time t = t(n−1), the wave field is known. During the time advancement
from t = t(n−1) to t(n) = t(n−1) + ∆tLES, the LES code asks for the wave field
at tstage and tstage+1, with the subscript stage being the current stage of the
RK3 scheme. This is needed to get the position of the grid nodes in the mesh
and to determine how rapidly they move to their new location. During this
whole procedure, the atmospheric pressure at the free surface at time t(n−1)
will be sent to the HOS code and HOS will conduct its computation without
updating the wave field at the end. At the end of the three RK3 stages,
the atmospheric pressure has been solved at the new time t(n), but the HOS
simulation needs to update its wave field: the global time step ∆tLES and the
pressure at time t(n−1) are sent to HOS and the wave field will be updated
from time t(n−1) to t(n). Thus, Figure 3.7 illustrates that, for one time step
in LES (i.e. three inner iterations), HOS will conduct six iterations without
updating the wave field (and a certain number of inner iterations depending
of the wave field steepness, the discretisation and the order of resolved non-
linearities) and one final iteration where the wave field will be updated.
Two arguments support the implementation of this procedure:
1. as stated before, the water density being much larger than the air density,
the time scale for the wave to evolve under the wind forcing is much
larger than the advection and turnover time scales of the turbulent eddies
2. the wave is more affected by the wind pressure forcing when the wave
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Figure 3.7: Illustrative sketch of the coupling procedure during the different stages
of the RK3 scheme.
age is small. In case of small wave age, the aforementioned example
shows that the number of time steps per wave period needed in the LES
calculation is way bigger than the actual number of time steps needed
to solve for the propagation of a sea state in HOS. When the wave age
is large ( Cp/u∗ >> 20), the ratio between the time steps needed in LES
and in HOS decreases but, under this wind-wave ratio, the wind impact
on the wave tends to be negligible and the wave begins to force the wind.
3.3.2.3 Interpolation
For simplicity reasons, it has been chosen to work with the same surface grid
in LES and in HOS. In HOS, the spatial discretisation Nx×Ny has an impact
on the resolution of the wave spectrum since the spatial domain is related to
the wavenumber domain through Fourier transforms.
The HOS orderM describes the resolved non-linearities. Nevertheless, the
number of modes has to be sufficient in order to describe these non-linearities.
In a domain of one wavelength, the M harmonics will be correctly solved for
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if the following relationship between the number of modes N and the HOS
order M is satisfied:
M = N2 − 1 (3.54)
This relationship can be adapted in a domain of xλ wavelengths:
M = N/2
xλ
− 1 (3.55)
where kmax = N/2 is the cut-off wavenumber and comes from the Nyquist-
Shannon theorem. Figure 3.8 shows the discretisation of the wave elevation
spectrum: it illustrates the influence of the spatial discretisation Nx on the
cut-off wavenumber. For a given kp and a spatial discretisation Nx = 32,
the spectrum is solved until kmax = 0.25 whereas for Nx = 64, it will be
solved until 0.5. The xλ-component in the spectral discretisation represents
the wavenumber at the peak kp.
Figure 3.8: Discretisation of a JONSWAP spectrum for a wave of period Tp = 8
s and significant height Hs = 4.5 m (i.e., steepness of kpA = 0.1). In the spatial
domain are modelled four wave periods. Red symbols represent a spatial discretisa-
tion Nx = 32 whereas for green symbols Nx = 64. Note: these are discrete spectra,
lines are plotted for a better visualisation.
Ducrozet (2007) studied the influence of the HOS order on the phase shift
during the propagation of a monochromatic wave (direct propagation and
then reverse propagation) over 1000 wave periods. He showed that the ob-
served phase shift is less than 3o for M ≥ 7 which proves the convergence of
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the result.
In our case, typical simulations are conducted over a domain representing
four wavelengths discretised by 256 points in the x-direction. If the previous
relationship is applied, this configuration will allow to solve for 31 orders of
non-linearities, which is going to introduce numerical instabilities at the tail
of the spectrum, hence, the necessity of decreasing the number of modes. In
order to keep the same surface grid between both simulations, an interpolation
is implemented in the frequency domain. The resolution of the HOS system
will be done with 32 or 64 modes in the frequency domain and the resolved
wave spectrum will be completed with zero padding before being transformed
by inverse FFT into the physical domain. Figure 3.9 illustrates the impact
of the zero-padding in the spectral domain on the resolution of the wave
elevation in the physical domain. A lower discretisation leads to a decrease
in the resolution of the wave elevation but this can be overcome with the
interpolation process implemented in the frequency domain.
Figure 3.9: Wave elevation over position for a monochromatic wave of period T = 8
s and steepness ak = 0.2.
3.3.3 Pressure forcing at the free surface
The coupling relies on the exchange of information between the wave field and
the airflow in the vicinity of the free surface. In order to take into account
the influence of the wind on the sea state, the atmospheric pressure is needed
as shown in Equation 3.5 where the last term p′atm/ρw represents the wind
pressure forcing. In order to evaluate the atmospheric pressure fluctuations
at the free surface, one recall the procedure to get the ghost pressure in
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Equation 3.47: the time advancement of the contravariant velocity Wf
Wf
∣∣∣∣n = Ŵf ∣∣∣∣n−1 −∆tαn
(
ζ2x + ζ2y + ζ2z
J
∂p∗
∂ζ
+ ζx
J
∂p∗
∂ξ
+ ζy
J
∂p∗
∂η
)n
(3.56)
is rearranged at ζ = 0 and solved using an iterative method where the super-
script i denotes the iteration index:
ζ2x + ζ2y + ζ2z
J
p∗
(
ξ, η, ∆ζ2
)
− p∗ (ξ, η, ζ = 0)
∆ζ
2
i
= Ŵf −Wf (ζ = 0)∆tαn
−
(
ζx
J
∂p∗
∂ξ
+ ζy
J
∂p∗
∂η
)i−1
. (3.57)
The pressure at the free surface is then reconstructed and its value is sent at
each time step to the HOS computation in order to take into account the wind
forcing on the sea state propagation. When one-dimensional monochromatic
waves are considered, the mean pressure at the free surface is calculated in
the y-direction in the LES code in order to get a 1D pressure signal forcing
the 1D monochromatic wave. In Figure 3.10 are plotted the wave elevation
and its modal amplitude for a 1D monochromatic wave of period T = 0.39
s and steepness ak = 0.2. Four periodic waves are modelled in the domain
and the domain has a surface resolution of Nx × Ny = 128 × 128. The red
line represents the case where the HOS code propagates the sea state without
any pressure forcing consideration. The coupling with an overlying airflow is
represented by the green line: a case with a strong wind forcing is considered
as the ratio between wind and wave velocity is very small (i.e. wave age
Cp/u∗ = 1.58). The pressure term is implemented in the dynamic free surface
boundary condition in the HOS code, hence the sea state evolves under the
pressure forcing. These curves correspond to the free surface elevation and its
modal amplitude after half a wave period from the moment when the pressure
coupling has been activated between the two codes. At this stage, where no
dissipation is introduced into the wave model, the solution instantaneously
diverges at high frequencies (around kx = 200− 400 m−1).
This first test indicates that it seems unrealistic to couple the two codes
without any parametrisation of the dissipation into the wave model. There
is ongoing research about this thematics in LHEEA laboratory (Seiffert and
Ducrozet, 2016). Filtering the atmospheric pressure signal at the free surface
appears to be an alternative for dissipation into the wave model, though it is
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Figure 3.10: Wave elevation and its modal amplitude for a 1D monochromatic wave
of period T = 0.39 s and wave steepness ak = 0.2. Red line represents a case where
the pressure term is not active whereas the pressure forcing is active for the green
line.
not a physical solution.
The first idea is then to filter the pressure signal in order to select the low
frequencies that will force the wave spectrum and to get rid of these high fre-
quencies that appear in the spectrum. Two tests have been conducted: firstly,
a filter nfilter_pressure = Nx/2 is applied to the pressure signal. The results are
the same as the case with no filtering, i.e. high frequencies are developing in
the wave elevation spectrum. A second filter is applied to the pressure signal,
nfilter_pressure = Nx/8: the coupled computation crashes after 25 wave periods
from the moment when the pressure coupling has been activated between the
two codes. Figure 3.11 illustrates the impact of the atmospheric pressure fil-
tering on the evolution of the sea state.
The effect of the pressure filtering has to be cautiously considered: indeed,
the transfer of energy from wind to the waves occurs at high frequencies, so
a certain amount of energy might be filtered while applying this filter to the
pressure signal. Two exploratory cases on this two-way coupling will be car-
ried out in the following chapter.
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Figure 3.11: Wave elevation and its modal amplitude for a 1D monochromatic wave
of period T = 0.39 s and wave steepness ak = 0.2. Red line and green line represent
cases without pressure coupling and with pressure coupling but without filtering.
Blue line is a case with pressure coupling and pressure filtering at Nx/8.
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Résumé du chapitre 4
Un couplage numérique a été introduit entre un code atmosphérique mod-
élisant les grandes échelles et un modèle HOS résolvant l’évolution et la prop-
agation d’un état de mer. Ce couplage repose sur un échange d’informations
entre les deux codes. Le couplage unilatéral (one-way coupling) est défini par
l’envoi des informations de l’état de mer (élévation de surface libre, ses dérivées
et la vitesse orbitale) du code HOS au code LES, tandis que le couplage bi-
latéral (two-way coupling) est défini par l’échange bilatéral d’informations
entre les deux codes, ce qui signifie pour ce couplage que l’état de mer évolue
sous le forçage par la pression du vent. On néglige les effets de stratification
et de flottabilité. Les flux de quantité de mouvement de sous-maille tiennent
compte des longueurs d’onde non-résolues à l’intérieur de la première maille
au-dessus de la surface de l’eau: ils sont paramétrés à l’aide d’une loi loga-
rithmique basée sur une longueur de rugosité constante.
L’influence de l’état de mer sur l’écoulement atmosphérique a été étudiée
à travers trois cas de couplage unilatéral: un cas de forçage du vent au-dessus
de petites vagues, un cas de houle se propageant dans une zone de faible vent
et un dernier cas de génération d’un jet de vent induit par la houle. Pour le
premier cas de forçage du vent avec un âge de vague Cp/u∗ < 10, l’influence
de la discrétisation du maillage est étudiée, ainsi que l’influence de la hau-
teur du domaine atmosphérique: l’influence est plus importante sur les profils
de pression et de quantité de mouvement même si les valeurs sont similaires
proche de la surface libre. Cette influence est due au fait que le domaine
atmosphérique est modélisé comme une soufflerie et que des conditions de
gradient de vitesse non-nul sont imposées sur la frontière supérieure plate. La
hauteur n’a presque pas d’impact sur les profils moyens de vent et de traînée
de forme. L’influence du contenu spectral de l’état de mer est aussi étudiée:
un état de mer avec un contenu spectral plus important tend à ralentir de
façon plus significative l’écoulement d’air. Pour le deuxième cas où une houle
monochromatique non-linéaire se propage dans un vent faible (âge de vague
Cp/u∗ = 60), l’influence de la hauteur du domaine sur les profils moyens est
plus frappante que pour le cas précédent. Une accélération plus importante
semble survenir dans la soufflerie la moins haute et cette accélération est cor-
rélée à une contrainte de pression plus importante qui va agir comme une
poussée plus importante sur le vent. En effet, le vent et les vagues échangent
de la quantité de mouvement et de l’énergie à travers la traînée de forme et cet
échange influence directement la croissance de la vague. La notion de forçage
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est ainsi caractérisée par le paramètre de taux de croissance β, qui repose
sur la traînée de forme adimensionnelle due à la pression et à la cambrure de
la vague. La différence majeure entre les deux cas réside dans le signe de ce
coefficient qui est directement basé sur le signe de la traînée de forme à la sur-
face. Dans le cas des jeunes vagues sous-jacentes à un vent fort (âge de vague
Cp/u∗ < 10), les vagues agissent comme une traînée sur le vent et β > 0.
Dans le cas d’une houle rapide se propageant dans une zone de faible vent,
les vagues agissent comme une poussée sur le vent et β < 0. Une autre façon
de représenter ces phénomènes est que le premier cas est considéré comme un
cas de forçage par le vent, alors que le second cas est un cas de forçage par
les vagues.
Un paramètre de taux de croissance négatif n’implique pas la génération
d’un vent induit par la vague. En effet, aucun jet de vent n’est observé
dans l’écoulement atmosphérique pour un âge de vague Cp/u∗ = 60. Un
troisième cas est donc modélisé avec un âge de vague Cp/u∗ = 120 où une
houle monochromatique très rapide se propage dans une zone de très faible
vent. Dans de telles conditions, un jet de vent est observé autour de 50-100
m au-dessus de la surface de l’eau. La présence de ce vent induit par la vague
est corrélée à un flux de quantité de mouvement positif: un transport de
quantité de mouvement ascendant est observé, invalidant les modèles océan-
atmosphère actuels qui n’autorisent que des flux descendants. Cependant,
l’état de mer n’est pas vraiment réaliste pour ce cas avec une amplitude de
12.7 m. Trois états de mer avec des plus petites cambrures sont ensuite con-
sidérées. Pour les plus petits états de mer, aucun jet de vent n’est observé
dans le profil de vent, le vent est même décéléré au-dessus de la vague au
cours du temps. Ce comportement appuie l’influence de la cambrure de la
vague et de l’énergie du spectre de vague sur l’écoulement atmosphérique.
Pour ces cas de petites cambrures, la traînée de forme légèrement positive ne
contrebalance pas suffisamment le flux de quantité de mouvement négatif: le
transfert global reste donc négatif et il n’y a pas de jet de vent dans le profil
de vitesse.
Avec le couplage unilatéral, on signale le fait que l’évolution naturelle du
système vent-vague est déformée car l’état de mer n’évolue pas sous le forçage
de la pression, amenant ainsi une quantité d’énergie quasiment infinie dans le
domaine atmosphérique. Deux cas supplémentaires ont été implémentés afin
d’étudier le couplage bilatéral. Comme aucun modèle de dissipation n’existe
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dans le modèle HOS, l’état de mer ne supporte pas le forçage de la pression. Il
a été décidé de filtrer le signal de pression atmosphérique afin de ne considérer
que le forçage des plus petites composantes spectrales, soit des plus grandes
longueurs d’onde. Ce faisant, on retarde le moment où la dissipation entre
en jeu. Néanmoins, ce procédé n’est pas physique et la paramétrisation de
la dissipation de l’énergie constitue l’élément clé de la compréhension des
interactions du système vent-vagues. Ce sujet fait actuellement l’objet de
nombreuses recherches au LHEEA (Seiffert and Ducrozet, 2016).
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Chapter 4
Wind-wave interactions:
application case studies
This chapter examines the perspectives within that coupling between the at-
mospheric LES code (Sullivan et al., 2014) and the HOS wave model (Ducrozet,
2007) presented in the previous chapter. This coupling is based on a commu-
nication procedure that has been implemented so that the two codes exchange
information as illustrated in Figure 3.5. The atmospheric code needs the sea-
surface elevation h at each time step, so that the mesh in the air domain
evolves in time, and its orbital velocity uorbital as boundary conditions. In
return, the sea state is evolving within the HOS model, propagating and
growing under the wind pressure forcing. Throughout the rest of the doc-
ument, a distinction is drawn within the numerical definition of "coupling".
The one-way coupling is defined as the forcing from the wave model on the
atmospheric model, meaning that the wave information (i.e. the wave ele-
vation and its derivatives and the orbital velocities) is sent from the HOS
code to the LES code without any feedback on the wave model. The two-way
coupling is defined as a physical coupling, meaning that there is an exchange
of information between the two codes and that the sea state will evolve under
the wind pressure forcing.
The chapter is organised in three sections: firstly the one-way coupling is
validated through a comparative case based on laboratory wind waves. Then,
the influence of a sea state on the overlying airflow will be numerically investi-
gated through three cases: wind forcing over young waves, a swell underlying
a light wind and a case of generation of a wave-induced wind. Finally, an
exploratory study will be conducted on the two-way coupling where the at-
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mospheric pressure is sent back to the HOS code so that the sea state evolves
under wind forcing.
4.1 Implementing a one-way coupling
In a first stage, the pressure coupling is not activated. This means that for
small wave ages (i.e. Cp/u∗ < 15 − 20) where the wind forcing prevails,
the sea state will not evolve under the pressure forcing. The first idea is to
compare a one-way coupled simulation with a simulation from the original
code which contains a simplified wave propagation model as stated in the
previous chapter (i.e. the wave is reconstructed using the initial FFTs and
a single phase velocity). A file with tank data has been provided by Peter
Sullivan from the National Center for Atmospheric Research, CO, USA. This
case is compared with a case with a non-linear monochromatic wave and a case
with an irregular sea state: in both cases, the wave propagation is computed
with the HOS code based on similar characteristics as the laboratory wind
wave (i.e. same wavelength, similar wave steepness and same wave age), and
the wave elevation and its orbital velocities are sent to the LES code through
the one-way coupling.
4.1.1 Airflow above a simplified wave model
A first simulation has been computed on the original code: a monochromatic
wave train described by a wavelength λ = 23.2780 cm and a wave steepness
ak ≈ 0.226 is propagated in a wave tank with the speed ratio Cp/u∗ = 1.6.
The LES code initially reads the tank data and FFTs are computed in order
to build the sea state at t > 0. Figure 4.1 shows the wave elevation and the
orbital velocities of the tank data. This corresponds to a case of young waves
propagating under a strongly forced condition with no wave breaking.
This set of data constitutes the information that are needed at the lower
boundary, i.e. the mesh deformation, its vertical speed and the velocity
boundary condition. In the original code, the file with tank data is read
during the initialisation of the simulation and a Fourier transform is per-
formed leading to a memory storage of the Fourier coefficients of the wave
elevation and the horizontal orbital velocity. Each time wave information is
needed, the signal in physical space is reconstructed and advanced in time
using the Fourier coefficients and assuming that the wave moves with uniform
phase speed, here Cp = 0.602861 m.s−1. The vertical orbital velocity is recon-
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Figure 4.1: Data from a tank experiment with no wave breaking. (Top) The wave
elevation (cm) is plotted over the position (cm). The wavelength is 23.2780 cm.
(Bottom) The orbital velocities (m.s−1) are plotted over the position (cm).
structed using the free-surface condition imposing that no flux normal to the
surface crosses the free surface. As a one-dimension wave field is considered,
Equation 3.44 becomes:
worbital = ht + hx × uorbital. (4.1)
Figure 4.2 illustrates the influence of the reconstruction of the vertical orbital
velocity worbital so that the free-surface condition is satisfied.
Now that the wave field has been introduced, the numerical model of the air
domain is detailed. Governing equations have been presented in the previous
chapter. The main assumption of the model is that the air domain represents
a wind tunnel with neutral atmosphere, meaning that no buoyancy effects are
taken into consideration. Moreover, a wall-type boundary condition is consid-
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Figure 4.2: Influence of the free-surface condition on the vertical orbital velocity
worbital. Black line is the initial wave field data set and red line represents the
reconstructed vertical orbital velocity at t > 0.
ered at the top of the domain, where a no-flux boundary condition is imple-
mented. The complete set of spatially filtered LES equations 3.38 is solved in
computational coordinates (ξ, η, ζ) under a time-dependent surface-following
mapping (3.33). The size of the air domain is (Lx, Ly, Lz) = (4λ, 4λ, 1λ), λ
being the wavelength of the wave field, here λ = 0.23278 m. The discreti-
sation of the domain uses (Nx, Ny, Nz) = (256, 256, 128) grid points. The
horizontal grid spacing is thus ∆ξ = ∆η = 0.0156λ = 3.64× 10−3 m and the
first vertical level is located 0.0065λ = 1.51× 10−3 m above the free surface.
The vertical grid distribution is non-uniform and is generated by a smooth
algebraic stretching: the spacing ratio between two adjacent grid points is
∆ζi+1/∆ζi ≈ 1.0028. As specified in the previous chapter, the subgrid-scale
model parametrises the small eddies in the turbulent flow. The filter length
scale ∆ is computed from the averaging volume ∆3 = (3/2)2(∆ξ∆η∆ζ/J )
with J the Jacobian of the mapping transformation (3.33) and the factor
3/2 accounting for dealiasing. Therefore, the resolution near the surface is
fine leading to a reduced reliance on the SGS model. Concerning the unre-
solved surface waves, they are simply modelled by a fixed surface roughness
z0 = 1 × 10−4 m. The bulk aerodynamic formula (i.e. Monin-Obukhov sim-
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ilarity theory) is applied point by point along the wavy boundary with the
surface roughness in order to compute the surface momentum as described in
the previous chapter. The initial wind forcing is applied by the external pres-
sure gradient ∂P/∂x (3.26) that yields a surface stress τsurface = (∂P/∂x)λ
and a surface friction velocity u∗ = |τsurface|1/2. Here the ratio between the
wind and the wave field is initially imposed with the wave age Cp/u∗ = 1.6
which is a strongly forced condition. These wind-wave settings are typical for
dominant wind waves in laboratory conditions. It can also represent small-
scale waves in the open ocean.
Figure 4.3: Instantaneous contours in a x − z plane of dimensionless horizontal
velocity (top) and pressure (bottom) for a LES simulation of a strongly forced
condition with wave tank data. The laboratory wave has a wavelength λ = 0.23 m
and a steepness ak = 0.226 and the wind-wave speed ratio is defined by the wave
age Cp/u∗ = 1.6.
The results of the LES simulation are presented in Figure 4.3. Coherent
patterns are observed in the horizontal velocity and pressure fields. The veloc-
ity field shows a cat’s eye pattern on the lee side of the wave crest. A detailed
view of the lee side is illustrated in Figure 4.4 and the streamlines clearly
show a closed pattern. The pressure plot shows that the maximum pressure
is located downwind the wave trough, which contributes to the air-water mo-
mentum flux in the way that the high pressure acts on the positive wave slope
and pushes the wave in the direction of the wave propagation. Hara and Sul-
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livan (2015) conducted similar numerical simulations and their results show
that the enhanced wave-induced stress very close to the free surface reduces
the turbulent stress, which is correlated with a reduction in the TKE viscous
dissipation rate. They demonstrated that this weakening of turbulence in the
vicinity of the water surface is related to the modification of the mean wind
profile and the increase of the equivalent surface roughness.
Figure 4.4: Detailed view of the cat’s eye pattern in the horizontal velocity field.
This case represents the modelling of strongly forced conditions (i.e. the
wave age is Cp/u∗ = 1.6) where a strong wind overlies really small waves
generated in a laboratory tank (wavelength λ = 0.23278 m and wave steepness
ak = 0.226). A similar case where an Airy wave with a wavelength λ = 23.278
cm underlies a strong wind with Cp/u∗ = 1.6 is also conducted. The main
difference lies in the wave steepness, ak = 0.2, in order to get a comparative
element for the following cases that will treat waves with a wave steepness
of 0.2. The cat’s eye pattern is also present in the trough of the Airy wave.
Instantaneous plots can be found in Appendix A. This Airy case conducted
with the original code constitutes a basis for comparison with the two other
one-way coupled cases that will be presented in the next section.
4.1.2 Airflow over non-linear monochromatic and irregular waves
After the implementation of the coupling between the HOS wave model and
the LES atmospheric code, the validation of the numerical developments
is needed: to this end, wind-wave conditions similar to the previous Airy
wave are tested. The propagation of monochromatic and irregular sea states
is modelled with the HOS wave model. Compared to the original code,
HOS solves for the complete non-linear free surface boundary conditions.
HOS method will model either non-linear monochromatic waves using the
Rienecker&Fenton initialisation or an irregular sea state based on a JON-
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SWAP spectrum. In order to make qualitative comparisons, the character-
istics of the sea states are similar to the previous case: sea states of small
waves are considered with a wavelength λ = 0.23278 m (λp for the irregular
sea state) and a wave steepness ak = 0.2. For the irregular sea state, the
wave spectrum is defined by the significant wave height and the peak pe-
riod (Hs, Tp) where Hs can be related to the amplitude of the corresponding
monochromatic wave, a, by the following relationship:
Hs = 4
√
E ≈ 4
√
1
2a
2. (4.2)
The energy spectrum of the monochromatic wave being discrete with one
main energy peak at k = 2π/λ, it is difficult to compare it with the continu-
ous energy spectrum of the irregular sea state where the energy is distributed
over a spectral domain. In order to have a reference point between the two
sea states, a large peak enhancement factor γ of the JONSWAP spectrum (cf
Equation 3.19) is considered. This factor is related to the concentration of en-
ergy around the peak of the spectrum. For example, a JONSWAP spectrum
with γ = 3.3 will concentrate 49% of the total energy around the peak in a
range of [0.75kp; 1.25kp] whereas a JONSWAP spectrum with γ = 10.0 will
concentrate 58% of the total energy in the same range. We thus considered a
sea state defined by Hs = 0.02 m, Tp = 0.39 s and γ = 10.0.
The airflow is modelled under the same considerations as the previous sim-
ulation: a wind tunnel of neutral atmosphere has a dimension of (4λ, 4λ, 1λ)
and is discretised with (256, 256, 128) grid points. The first vertical point is
located 0.0065λ = 1.51×10−3 m above the free surface. The mesh follows the
free surface elevation with the mapping transformation (3.33). The vertical
grid distribution is non-uniform and is generated by the same stretching with
a ratio of 1.0028. In the vicinity of the free surface, a wave is thus horizontally
discretised by 64 points and 9−10 cells are vertically distributed between the
trough and the crest of the wave. The same ratio between wind and wave
velocities is imposed with the wave age Cp/u∗ = 1.6.
Figure 4.5 shows the wave elevation and orbital velocities for the different
sea states. It illustrates the different features specific to each wave input:
the non-linear regular wave (green line) has steeper crests and flatter troughs
compared to the Airy wave (red line) with the same wave steepness ak = 0.2.
Concerning the irregular sea state, results have to be cautiously considered.
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Figure 4.5: Distribution of wave elevation (top) and orbital velocities (bottom) along
the x dimension of the domain for various wave fields.
Indeed, the solution of the HOS method for the (Hs = 0.02m, Tp = 0.39s) sea
state is not reliable, because the breaking limit seems to be exceeded for this
sea state. In order to overcome this limit, the high frequencies of the tail of
the spectrum are not taken into account anymore: the cut-off wavenumber
kmax is decreased from 64 to 8 (i.e. kmax = 32kp decreased to kmax = 2kp),
which means that fewer non-linearities will be solved. It is clearly an ideal
case but the idea is to qualitatively compare similar sea states with similar
wave elevation. The only uncompromising aspect must be the validity of the
free-surface condition (cf Equation 3.44) for each sea state, so that no flux
normal to the lower boundary crosses the free surface. As specified in the
previous section, the vertical orbital velocity is reconstructed so that the free-
surface boundary condition is satisfied for the Airy wave case.
Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7 display the instantaneous contours of the hori-
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zontal velocity and pressure fields in a x−z plane for the cases of a non-linear
monochromatic wave and an irregular wave coupled to the airflow simulation.
In both cases, the cat’s eye pattern on the lee side of the wave crests can
be observed in the velocity field. For the irregular sea state in Figure 4.7, it
does not occur where the crest is quite flat: typically, no sheltering effect is
observed after the second crest, around x/λ = 1.5. Another phenomenon can
also be related to this surface "flatness" between x/λ = 0.86 and x/λ = 3.4:
the airflow seems to be less accelerated above this part of the surface com-
pared to the other cases. Actually, it can be noted that, instantaneously,
the acceleration of the wind occurs closer to the free surface above the first
cat’s eye pattern. In the pressure field, the maximum pressure is also located
downwind the wave trough, even if this coherent pattern has a smaller am-
plitude for the irregular wave sea state where crests and troughs are quite flat.
Figure 4.6: Instantaneous contours in a x − z plane of dimensionless horizontal
velocity (top) and pressure (bottom) for a one-way coupled simulation of a non-
linear monochromatic wave underlying a strong airflow. The non-linear regular
wave has a wavelength λ = 0.23 m and a steepness ak = 0.2 and the wind-wave
speed ratio is defined by the wave age Cp/u∗ = 1.6.
All these considerations have been made on instantaneous plots. Spatial
averages are computed by area averaging over ξ − η surfaces because of hori-
zontal periodicity. Figure 4.8 illustrates the temporal evolution of the friction
velocity and the vertical flux of horizontal momentum at the first cell above
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Figure 4.7: Instantaneous contours in a x − z plane of dimensionless horizontal
velocity (top) and pressure (bottom) for a one-way coupled simulation of an irregular
wave underlying a strong airflow. The irregular wave has a wavelength λ = 0.23 m
and a steepness ak = 0.2 and the wind-wave speed ratio is defined by the wave age
Cp/u∗ = 1.6.
the free surface for the four different cases. Time evolution is globally the
same in the three cases: after a period of stabilisation after the initialisation,
the plots converge around a mean value, which seems to be the same for the
cases with the non-linear regular wave and irregular waves. The case where
an Airy wave is imposed at the lower boundary of the air domain (red plot)
seems to have a slightly bigger friction velocity at the first cell above the free
surface which is correlated to the slightly bigger momentum flux (in ampli-
tude) at the free surface.
The spatial averages allow to compute statistics down to the free surface,
especially between and below the wave crests. These resulting vertical pro-
files are further averaged in time (Sullivan et al., 2014). The airflow is then
averaged over 50 wave periods from the moment the quantities converge (i.e.
the boundary layer is quasi stationary). Figure 4.9 shows the vertical profile
of the average wind speed and the average pressure for the four simulations.
A slightly larger wind velocity is observed in the case with the Airy wave (red
plot). Concerning the vertical profile of the pressure, for the one-way coupled
case with the irregular wave (blue plot), the magnitude of the pressure is big-
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Figure 4.8: Time evolution of the friction velocity (left) and the vertical flux of
horizontal momentum (right) at the first cell above the free surface for various
wave fields.
ger around ζ = 0.025 m compared to the other cases. This can be related to
the vertical extension of the negative pressure above the large wave crest in
Figure 4.7, which seems to be larger in this case than in the other three cases.
Figure 4.9: Vertical profiles of average wind speed (left) and pressure (right) for
various wave fields.
Figure 4.10 shows the vertical profile of the average vertical flux of hor-
izontal momentum and the average form drag for the four simulations. On
the left plot, the momentum flux is decomposed into the resolved part and
the subgrid-scale part. The high contribution of the SGS part can be noticed
near the free surface due to the bulk aerodynamic formula which computes
the surface stress and the effect of the unresolved surface waves. However,
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the fine resolution of the mesh leads to a reduced reliance on the SGS model.
This contribution of the SGS model to the total momentum flux decreases
with height. The behaviour is quite the same in the four simulations. The
values at the free surface, lying between −0.09 and −0.1 kg.m−1.s2, can be
aligned to the values of the u-momentum fluxes at the free surface in Figure
4.8. The pressure stress (i.e. p∂h/∂x) is also similar in the four cases: the
behaviour of the pressure above the highest crest/trough in the irregular wave
case may be smoothed by the rest of the free surface where the x-derivative
of the wave elevation is smaller. The negative form drag and momentum flux
contribute to a downward momentum flux: the waves impart drag on the
winds. It is coherent with the wind-wave conditions that have been imposed,
i.e. strongly forced conditions.
Figure 4.10: Vertical profiles of average vertical flux of horizontal momentum (left)
and form drag (right) for various wave fields.
In conclusion, the numerical implementation of the coupling between the
LES atmospheric code and the sea state propagation code has been validated
by comparing four cases with similar sea state and airflow characteristics. A
wave field with a wavelength λ = 0.23278 m (i.e. a phase velocity Cp = 0.603
m.s−1) is considered in both cases and underlies an airflow with the exact
same wave age Cp/u∗ = 1.6. A first case with a wave field extracted from
tank data (with a wave steepness ak ≈ 0.226) has been running with the
original atmospheric code. A second case with an Airy wave (i.e. linear
regular wave) with a wave steepness similar to the first case, ak = 0.2, has
also been run with the original atmospheric code. In the two other cases,
the coupling has been activated with the HOS code. HOS solves for a non-
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linear regular wave of wave steepness ak = 0.2 with the Rienecker&Fenton
initialisation method, and for an irregular sea state. This irregular sea state
appears to be quite unrealistic since HOS resolution only takes into account
the lower frequencies of the wave spectrum, but it has been retained in order
to make comparisons and validations. Despite small deviations, instantaneous
contours in a x−z plane of the velocity and the pressure, temporal evolutions
and vertical profiles of average quantities show the same patterns in the four
simulations. The validation is also strengthened by some numerical markers:
time steps and pressure errors are similar regarding the order of magnitude
(between 3×10−4 and 2×10−4 for the time steps and 1.5×10−10 and 5×10−11
for the pressure error) and the maximum of the velocity divergence is even
smaller in the coupled cases (5×10−20 for non-coupled simulation and 4×10−23
for coupled simulations). Now that the implementation of the coupling has
been tested against previous test cases and validated, further simulations
can be conducted in order to investigate the applications of this LES-HOS
coupling.
4.2 Numerical investigation of the impact of a sea state
on the overlying airflow
A more suitable description of the MABL requires to go beyond the statistical
formalism normally used in the modelling of the ocean-atmosphere interac-
tions both as regards in meteorology and in climate science (Chen et al. (2015),
Fan et al. (2012)). A better description of the processes related to the momen-
tum flux exchanges requires a specific description of the airflows evolution at
their own time and spatial scales. Moreover, the outstanding questions within
the simple description of the wind-wave coupling are numerous, e.g. the ver-
tical extension of the MABL directly impacted by the underlying waves, the
role of the wave, the correlation between winds and waves for various sea
states... The single mechanism of wave growth under wind forcing is a point
of considerable discussion.
The wave effects are commonly thought to be confined within a small re-
gion above the water surface and are usually considered as an aerodynamic
roughness length. However, field observations and numerical modelling have
shown that the atmospheric surface layer can be strongly disturbed by waves,
especially waves generated non-locally. One of the crucial differences for an
airflow over waves compared to a flow over a usual rough surface is the dy-
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namic motion of the sea surface. Under wind forcing, wind and wave exchange
momentum and energy mainly through form drag (Sullivan and McWilliams,
2010), so the knowledge of this quantity is of importance because it directly
influences wave growth (Belcher and Hunt, 1998). The growth rate parameter
β is related to the wind forcing through:
β = 2Fp
(ak)2
, (4.3)
where Fp is the dimensionless form drag, or form stress, per unit area due to
the pressure p∗:
Fp =
1
λ
∫ λ
0
p∗
∂h
∂x
dx. (4.4)
For an irregular sea state, Yang et al. (2013) define a growth rate parameter
related to the wave mode k with:
β (k) = 2Fp (k)
(a(k)k)2
.
Throughout the rest of the chapter, the resolved form stress (i.e., the drag or
thrust) of the underlying wave is expressed in the wave-following coordinates
system through the mapping transformation (3.33):
p∗comp
ζx
J
= −p∗physzξ. (4.5)
Thus, in accordance with the mapping transformation between the physical
space coordinates and the computational curvilinear coordinates, a negative
form drag means that the surface form stress acts as a drag on the surface
winds, and vice versa, a positive form drag will act as a thrust on the surface
winds.
Sullivan et al. (2000) among others demonstrated that the wave-induced
momentum flux shows a strong dependence on the wave age Cp/u∗. Hence var-
ious wind-wave configurations have been investigated and are further detailed:
cases with strongly forced wave conditions, cases with a swell propagating in
light wind and cases of generation of a wave-induced wind.
4.2.1 Wind forcing over young waves
Firstly, various wind-wave configurations have been investigated within the
framework of a strong wind overlying young waves. Table 4.1 presents the
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four cases that have been implemented. Three wave ages are considered:
Cp/u∗ = 1.6, 5 and 10 which are smaller than the wind-wave equilibrium
Cp/u∗ ≈ 15 − 20. For the largest wave age, two wave steepness have been
tested, ak = 0.2 and 0.16, in order to investigate the influence of the wave
steepness of the wind-wave interactions.
Case
WA1
Case
WA5
Case
WA10
(a)
Case
WA10
(b)
W
in
d-
w
av
e
ra
tio wave age
Cp/u∗
1.6 5 10 10
W
av
e
pa
ra
m
et
er
s wavelength λ (m) 0.23 0.70 2.78 2.78
amplitude a (m) 0.007 0.022 0.088 0.071
steepness ak 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.16
phase velocity Cp (m.s−1) 0.60 1.04 2.08 2.08
W
in
d
pa
ra
m
et
er
s
initial friction velocity u∗
(m.s−1)
0.38 0.21 0.21 0.21
U10m calculated from log law
(m.s−1)
11.0 6.0 6.0 6.0
Table 4.1: Characteristics of the wave field and the initial wind imposed for various
cases with young waves propagating in strong wind conditions.
A study similar to the study presented in the previous section has been
conducted. Appendix A lists the instantaneous contours in a x−z plane of u,
w and p∗ for cases WA1, WA5 and WA10 (a). The cat’s eye pattern that has
been observed in the previous section for case WA1 is still present for case
WA5 but has a smaller magnitude and spatial extension. When the wave age
increases, this sheltering effect occurring on the lee side of the wave crests
tends to disappear: indeed this pattern is not observed in the velocity field of
case WA10.
In the literature, β is often parametrised as a function of wave age Cp/u∗.
This dependence is illustrated in Figure 4.11. β increases, reaches its maximal
value around Cp/u∗ = 5 and then decreases as Cp/u∗ increases further. At
small Cp/u∗, our results fall in the middle of various theoretical predictions.
Miles and Janssen theories are based on the critical-layer theory in which the
air is assumed to be inviscid and the turbulence is only considered to provide
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Figure 4.11: Dependence of wave growth rate parameter β on wave age Cp/u∗.
Values predicted by theories are identified by lines. Results from previous numerical
studies are indicated by symbols and current results are indicated by coloured
symbols.
a mean shear profile. The growth rate is due to the resonant interaction be-
tween the wave-induced pressure fluctuations and the free surface waves in
the critical layer. Cohen and Belcher (1999) considered more details of the
wind turbulence structure through their rapid distortion theory. The non-
separated sheltering mechanism complements Miles’ theory for the growth
of slow waves (Cp/u∗ < 11) and they introduced the concept of damping of
fast waves under wind forcing (Cp/u∗ > 20). Our coupled LES-HOS results
agree well with the one-way coupled HOS-LES results of Yang et al. (2013),
where cases CU6 and CU10 correspond to different parameters of JONSWAP
spectra (i.e., Cp/u∗ = 6 and 10). But they are quite far from the DNS re-
sults of Sullivan et al. (2000) and Yang and Shen (2010) who obtain values
superior to 30 for small wave ages. Nevertheless, it should be noted that
Sullivan et al. (2000) studied monochromatic waves of small wave steepness
ak << 0.1. The influence of the wave steepness can be observed in our re-
sults at wave age Cp/u∗ = 10 where β is about 30% larger for case WA10 (b)
(ak = 0.16) compared to case WA10 (a) (ak = 0.2). This trend has also been
observed by Yang and Shen (2010): they developed DNS of a stress-driven
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turbulent Couette flow over waving surfaces, such as Airy and Stokes waves
with and without wind-induced surface drift, as well as stationary wavy wall
and vertically waving walls for comparison. They considered two wave steep-
ness values, ak = 0.1 and 0.25, and three wave ages, Cp/u∗ = 2, 14 and 25.
Turbulent flow structure was found to be strongly dependent on wave age.
For slow waves (Cp/u∗ = 2), the geometric effect of the wave on turbulence
dominates, whereas for intermediate and fast waves (Cp/u∗ = 14 and 25),
the kinematic effect of the wave on turbulence dominates over the geometric
effect. Their analysis showed that the wind-induced growth rate parameter
of slow waves decreases as the wave steepness increases: the wave tends to
influence distributions of turbulent quantities and the larger ak the further
the influence extends into the bulk flow.
Stokes wave
(ak = 0.16)
Stokes wave
(ak = 0.2)
Cp/u∗ Fp β Fp β
1.6 - - −0.44 22
5 - - −0.48 24
10 −0.41 32 −0.46 23
Airy wave
(ak = 0.1)
Stokes wave
(ak = 0.25)
Cp/u∗ Fp β Fp β
2 −0.161 32 −0.540 17.27
14 −0.005 1 0.0001 −0.004
Table 4.2: Form drag and wave growth parameter for various underlying waves
(our current results (left) are compared to DNS results from Yang and Shen (2010)
(right)). Note that the DNS results from Yang and Shen (2010) are expressed in
the wave-following coordinates system (4.5).
The numerical simulations by Yang and Shen (2010) provide some points
of comparison for our set of simulations. Table 4.2 shows the dimensionless
form drag and the wave growth rate parameter for our four cases in compar-
ison with DNS results by Yang and Shen (2010). A negative form stress acts
as a drag on the surface winds, which is the case for the results of Yang and
Shen (2010). Case WA1 lies in their results, but cases WA10 (a) and (b) seem
far from their values, since they obtained a reverse in the sign of the form
drag, meaning that their waves act as a thrust on the surface winds. In our
case, even if the wave age is smaller (Cp/u∗ = 10), the trend does not seem
to lead to a reverse sign so quickly.
While looking at the instantaneous pressure contours of the one-coupled
simulation with wave age Cp/u∗ = 10 in Figure 4.12, bumps can be observed
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at the top of the domain, below the upper boundary. A convergence study is
thus needed in order to quantify the influence of the height of the domain on
the airflow near the surface.
4.2.1.1 Convergence study on the mesh and the height of the air domain
When increasing the wave age, the ratio between irrotational motions and
turbulence is changing. As formerly mentioned, successive bumps of positive
and negative magnitude are observed in the pressure field in Figure 4.12, be-
low the upper boundary, in the case of a non-linear monochromatic wave of
wavelength λ = 2.78 m and steepness ak = 0.2 underlying an airflow charac-
terised by a wave age Cp/u∗ = 10.
Figure 4.12: Instantaneous contours in a x − z plane of dimensionless pressure
for a one-way coupled simulation of a non-linear monochromatic wave underlying
a strong airflow. The non-linear regular wave has a wavelength λ = 2.78 m and
a steepness ak = 0.2 and the wind-wave speed ratio is defined by the wave age
Cp/u∗ = 10.
These bumps are the consequence of the incompressible assumption and
the zero-gradient boundary conditions of the domain. Any pressure distur-
bance at the free surface will immediately be seen throughout the domain.
Due to the remeshing process, the geometric conservation law must be satis-
fied by the numerical discretisation so that the entire scheme is conservative
as stated in Equation 3.37:
∂
∂t
( 1
J
)
= −∂zt
∂ζ
. (4.6)
Having a fine mesh and small time steps, the Jacobian is approximately
1 especially at the upper boundary and its time derivative is thus 0 approx-
imately. The time derivative of the grid speed zt is then constant in the ζ
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direction (i.e. the vertical direction). The grid speed is imposed at the lower
boundary in order to get a "no normal flux" condition at the free surface and is
set to the time derivative of the free surface elevation, ht. Thus, at the upper
boundary, as the top is flat, the imposed "no flux normal to the boundary
"condition implies Wf = w = zt 6= 0 when a moving wavy surface is consid-
ered. The pressure bumps are negligible when dealing with small waves but,
when increasing the wave amplitude, these bumps prevail over the amplitude
of the bumps developing above the free surface. The fix would be to have no
remeshing (i.e., a stationary wave at the bottom of the domain) or to have a
wavy top boundary. However, these modifications of the code (Sullivan et al.,
2014) are out of the scope of this thesis: the influence of the pressure bumps
is maintained far enough from the zone of interest by increasing the height
of the domain, so that they do not interfere with the turbulent structures
developing near the free surface. A convergence study on the influence of the
height of the computational domain is thus needed.
Dimensions Discretisation Height of first cell Stretching
factor
Case WA10
(i)
4λ× 2λ× 1λ 256× 128× 80 5× 10−3 1.02
Case WA10
(ii)
4λ× 2λ× 1λ 256× 128× 113 5× 10−3 1.009
Case WA10
(iii)
4λ× 2λ× 2λ 256× 128× 110 5× 10−3 1.02
Case WA10
(iv)
4λ× 2λ× 2λ 256× 128× 167 5× 10−3 1.009
Case WA10
(v)
4λ× 2λ× 5λ 256× 128× 152 5× 10−3 1.02
Case WA10
(vi)
4λ× 2λ× 5λ 256× 128× 253 5× 10−3 1.009
Table 4.3: Characteristics of the different meshes for the convergence study on the
influence of the height of the air domain.
Six meshes have been compared in order to study the influence of the
height of the domain, and the influence of the vertical stretching. Three
heights are tested, 1λ (previous case), 2λ and 5λ, combined with two ver-
tical stretching factors, 1.02 and 1.009. The vertical stretching factor 1.009
corresponds to the spacing ratio tested in Sullivan et al. (2014), but this ver-
tical discretisation leads to heavy meshes, hence the desire of decreasing this
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factor. The following wind-wave configuration is implemented: a non-linear
monochromatic wave characterised by a wavelength λ = 2.78 m and a wave
steepness ak = 0.2 propagates in a horizontal domain of dimension 4λ × 2λ
discretised by 256 × 128 grid points. Periodicity is implemented in x− and
y−directions. The first cell is located at 5× 10−3λ above the free surface for
all the cases. The propagation of the wave is solved at each time step by the
HOS model and quantities such as wave elevation, orbital velocities and time
derivative of the elevation are sent back to the air simulation through the
one-way coupling. The air is considered as neutral and the lower and upper
boundaries satisfy the "no flux normal to the boundary" condition. The speed
ratio between the airflow and the wave is imposed through the initial wave
age Cp/u∗initial = 10, which mimics soft forced conditions compared to the
previous cases with Cp/u∗ = 1.6. Details about the mesh are found in Table
4.3.
Figure 4.13 illustrates the temporal evolution of the dimensionless friction
velocity u∗/u∗initial for the six aforementioned cases. It can be noticed that,
after a time period of approximately 20 − 25 dimensionless time units, the
friction velocity seems to converge for all cases. Statistics are obtained by a
combination of space and time averages in order to increase the efficiency of
these averaging operations. Spatial averages are conducted over ξ−η surfaces
since the domain is horizontally periodic. The resulting vertical profiles (e.g.
Figure 4.14) are then averaged in time: time averaging is taken over a time
period when the boundary layer is quasi stationary. An average of the quanti-
ties is then computed from t = 20 until the end of each simulation in order to
get statistics. Note that case WA10 (iii) has not been run long enough (until
t = 22), so the results should be treated with caution.
Statistics are computed on the vertical profile of the wind speed, the pres-
sure, the momentum flux and the pressure stress. The influence of the height
of the air domain is nearly negligible on the vertical profile of the horizontal
velocity (Figure 4.14). Small differences occur at the top of each box, but near
the free surface, for ζ < 2 m, the results agree very well with each other. The
green dashed curve (case WA10 (iii)) is slightly different but this is certainly
due to the fact that the statistics were run on a time period of 2 compared to
50 at least for the other cases. Concerning the pressure, the height of the box
has a significant impact on the vertical profile. This is due to the fact that
the boundary conditions on the pressure are gradient conditions at the top of
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Figure 4.13: Temporal evolution of the dimensionless friction velocity at the first cell
above the free surface for a same sea state and various heights and vertical stretching
of the mesh of the air domain. The non-linear regular wave has a wavelength
λ = 2.78 m and a steepness ak = 0.2 and the wind-wave speed ratio is defined by
the wave age Cp/u∗ = 10.
the domain. But the maximum value (in magnitude) in the vertical profile
occurs at the same height for all the cases and the value is similar for cases
WA10 (iii) to WA10 (vi).
Figure 4.15 shows the vertical profiles of the average vertical flux of hori-
zontal momentum (resolved and SGS contributions) and pressure drag. The
vertical profile of the u-momentum flux corresponds to the expected momen-
tum profile for a turbulent planetary boundary layer over a rough surface
(Sullivan et al., 2008): it is negative with positive vertical divergence. Once
again, the significant influence of the height on the momentum flux is ob-
served, even if the values in the vicinity of the free surface are similar. The
signature of the pressure stress shows the same tendency: at the wavy sur-
face, the waves impart a negative drag on the wind of the same order. In
other words, there is, as expected, a significant momentum transfer from the
atmosphere to the ocean. The vertical profile of the pressure drag is in fairly
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Figure 4.14: Vertical profiles of average dimensionless wind speed (left) and pressure
(right). The non-linear regular wave has a wavelength λ = 2.78 m and a steepness
ak = 0.2 and the wind-wave speed ratio is defined by the wave age Cp/u∗ = 10.
good agreement for all the cases.
Figure 4.15: Vertical profiles of average dimensionless vertical flux of horizontal
momentum (left) and pressure drag (right). The non-linear regular wave has a
wavelength λ = 2.78 m and a steepness ak = 0.2 and the wind-wave speed ratio is
defined by the wave age Cp/u∗ = 10.
In conclusion, the height of the domain has a significant impact on the
pressure and the momentum flux profiles, even if the values in the vicinity of
the free surface are quite similar. This influence is due to the fact that the air
domain is modelled as a wind channel and gradient conditions are imposed
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at the flat upper boundary. However, the height has nearly no impact on the
wind and the pressure drag profiles.
4.2.1.2 Influence of the wave spectrum content
At the beginning of this section, the comparative study of cases WA10 (a)
and (b) showed that the wave steepness has an impact on the wind-induced
growth rate parameter for waves with same wavelength (λ = 2.78 m) and
wave age (Cp/u∗ = 10). This section sets out to take a practical look at the
influence of the wave spectrum content on the overlying airflow.
The same case with a wave age Cp/u∗ = 10 is considered here. It represents
a case where the wind slightly forces the sea state. Two parameters have been
tested:
1. the sea state type, i.e. non-linear regular waves are compared to irregular
sea states,
2. the distribution of the energy in the wave spectrum, i.e. simulations
with similar total wave energy are compared to simulations with similar
wave energy at the peak.
A specific wave steepness is introduced, Askp, with As the amplitude re-
lated to the total energy in the wave spectrum. For a regular sea state, As = a,
whereas for an irregular sea state, As = Hs2√2 .
Definition of the total linearised energy
The peak energy is the energy at the peak of the wave spectrum, i.e. 12a(kp)
2/∆k,
and the total energy represents the sum of the energy at each wavenumber ki.
∆k is related to the spatial discretisation of the domain of the sea state. Here,
the concept of total energy defined as∑i 12 a(ki)2∆k is based on the linearisation of
the energy. Indeed, if a linear monochromatic wave is considered, the ampli-
tude spectrum is composed of one single peak. Due to the non-linear nature
of surface water waves, free waves interact among themselves: a non-linear
monochromatic wave will have an amplitude spectrum composed of one major
peak, i.e. the free wave, and secondary peaks, i.e. the bound waves resulting
from the wave-wave interactions among free waves. The same remark stands
for an irregular sea state: if non-linearities are solved, the spectrum is com-
posed of free waves and bound waves. Eventually, all the sea states will be
solved with an order of non-linearities M = 3 and will have the same spatial
discretisation leading to ∆k = 0.56 m−1.
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Wave type Steepness
Askp
Energy at the
peak
Total linearised
energy
Case 1
(red symbols)
regular 0.2 3.74× 10−3 3.78× 10−3
Case 2
(orange symbols)
irregular
(γ = 3.3)
0.2 1.57 × 10−3 3.90× 10−3
Case 3
(green symbols)
irregular
(γ = 10.0)
0.2 2.46× 10−3 3.90× 10−3
Case 4
(grey symbols)
irregular
(γ = 10.0)
0.249 3.8× 10−3 6.06× 10−3
Case 5
(blue symbols)
regular 0.16 2.46× 10−3 2.47 × 10−3
Table 4.4: Characteristics of the different wave fields depending on the composition
of the wave spectrum.
Description of the sea states
Five sea states have been implemented. Table 4.4 shows the wave charac-
teristics of the different sea states considered in this study. The reference
case, case 1, represents the non-linear regular wave presented in the previous
section. Case 2 is an irregular sea state (i.e. a JONSWAP spectrum with
γ = 3.3) with the same wave steepness as case 1: the total energy is approx-
imately the same as case 1, but since it represents an irregular case with a
continuous distribution of the energy over various wavelengths kx, the energy
at the peak is smaller. Case 3 is the same case as case 2 but the concentration
of energy around the peak of the spectrum is larger (γ = 10.0 instead of 3.3
for case 2). The total linearised energy is thus the same as case 2 but with a
bigger component at the peak. Case 4 also represents an irregular sea state
and the energy at the peak is of the same order as the energy at the peak in
case 1. This leads to a modification of the wave steepness, Askp = 0.249, and
to a larger total energy. The last case, case 5, represents a non-linear regular
wave whose energy at the peak is the same as case 3: the wave steepness of
this wave is thus smaller, Askp = ak = 0.16. It is important to note that
all the wave simulations, especially for the irregular sea states, are based on
the same discretisation of the spectral space: indeed the initialisation of the
JONSWAP spectrum is based on a imposed energy density of the wavefield
(i.e., Hs ≈ 4
√
E) and the wavefield spectrum is initially constructed by a su-
perposition of linear components based on the spectral discretisation kx which
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is related to the discretisation of the physical domain.
Figure 4.16 illustrates the linearised wave energy spectrum for each case
previously described. The peaks of the wave spectra are located at kp =
2π/λp, with λp = 2.78 m for all the simulations.
Figure 4.16: Linearised energy spectrum for five sea states with wavelength λp =
2.78 m and wave age Cp/u∗ = 10. The vertical dashed line is the value of kp =
2π/λp.
Description of the airflow simulation
Concerning the airflow simulations, we consider a computational domain of
dimensions 4λ × 2λ × 1λ with the wavelength of the sea state λ = 2.78 m.
The domain is discretised using 256× 128× 113 grid points with the first cell
located at 1.4 × 10−2 m above the free surface. The horizontal grid spacing
is ∆ξ = ∆η = 4.3 × 10−2 m and the spacing ratio between two vertical cells
is 1.009. This discretisation leads to a vertical distribution of approximately
6 cells between the trough and the crest of the wave. The unresolved surface
waves are modelled by a fixed surface roughness z0 = 2 × 10−4 m. The air
domain is represented by a wind tunnel where the air is considered as neutral
(i.e., no buoyancy effect) and there is no net flow across the lower and upper
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boundaries. The speed ratio between wind and wave velocities is initially
imposed with the wave age Cp/u∗ = 10.
Temporal evolution of the friction velocity and the growth rate pa-
rameter
Figure 4.17 shows the temporal evolution of the friction velocity at the first
cell centre above the free surface for the five cases previously described. This
first cell centre is located at the same height for all the cases since the mesh
is the same. Three groups can be identified. Case 5 (blue) has the highest
friction velocity (i.e. more wind near the free surface): it is the case with
the smallest wave steepness and the smallest total energy. Cases 1 (red), 2
(orange) and 3 (green) have more or less the same trend. Case 4 (grey) has
the smallest friction velocity (i.e. less wind, or a wind being slowed down): it
is the case with the largest wave steepness and the largest total energy and
energy at the peak.
Figure 4.17: Friction velocity at the first cell for sea states with various spectral
composition. Sea states have the same wavelength λp = 2.78 m and wave age
Cp/u∗ = 10.
Figure 4.18 illustrates the temporal evolution of the wave growth rate
parameter β. One can notice the large fluctuation in the temporal evolution
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of β for irregular sea states compared to regular waves. This is due to the
fact that all the contributions of the wavelengths of the irregular sea states
are taken into account in the computation of the form drag and thus in β.
The wave steepness related to the total energy is used in the calculation of β:
β =
2Fpglobal
(Askp)2
.
Figure 4.18: Temporal evolution of the wave growth rate parameter for various sea
states.
Comparison of global statistics
Statistics are obtained by a combination of space and time averages in order
to increase the efficiency of these average operations. Here the time average
is computed from approximately 250 s until the end of the simulation. Figure
4.19 shows the vertical profiles of the average wind speed. The dashed line
illustrates the initial mean wind, i.e. before the surface waves are introduced
in the domain and after the initialisation of the simulation over a flat lower
boundary during which the initialisation simulation runs until the turbulence
is in near statistical equilibrium. One can notice the low-level jet due to the
heat flux imposed at the surface during the initialisation in order to activate
the turbulence. The three groups previously identified are also present in this
figure: case 5 (blue) with a wind profile that has been less slowed down com-
pared to the initial wind profile, cases 1 (red), 2 (orange) and 3 (green) with
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quite similar results for the two irregular cases (which only differ from each
other with the value of γ in the JONSWAP spectrum), and, finally, case 4
(grey) with a slower wind profile. These results are strengthened by the tem-
poral evolution of the friction velocity at the first cell in Figure 4.17 where
the same trend has been observed. We emphasise the fact that the speed
ratio between wind and wave is the same in all simulations with a wave age
Cp/u∗ = 10. A sea state with a larger spectral content tends to slow down
the wind more notably .
Figure 4.19: Vertical profiles of average wind speed for sea states with various
spectral composition. Sea states have the same wavelength λp = 2.78 m and wave
age Cp/u∗ = 10.
Figure 4.20 shows the vertical profiles of the average vertical flux of hori-
zontal momentum (resolved and SGS contributions) and pressure drag. The
vertical profile of the u-momentum flux is as expected for a turbulent plane-
tary boundary layer over a rough surface (Sullivan et al., 2008): it is negative
with positive vertical divergence. The signature of the pressure stress shows
the same tendency: at the wavy surface, the waves impart a negative drag
on the wind. In other words, there is, as expected, a significant momentum
transfer from the atmosphere to the ocean.
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Figure 4.20: Vertical profiles of average vertical flux of horizontal momentum (left)
and pressure drag (right). Sea states have the same wavelength λp = 2.78 m and
wave age Cp/u∗ = 10.
Comparison of statistics at t = 50, 100 and 200 Tp
In order to observe the temporal evolution of the quantities, statistics have
been computed over 20 wave periods at different time instants (50, 100 and
200 Tp). Figure 4.21 shows the temporal evolution of the average wave growth
rate parameter and form drag at the free surface. As previously specified, the
form drag is negative at the free surface, meaning that the wind is thrusting
the wave, or the wave is dragging the wind: the behaviour is as expected
since the imposed condition is a forced condition with an initial wave age
Cp/u∗ = 10. The three groups are also identified in the pressure drag plot:
case 5 (blue) is the less energetic wave with a smaller steepness (and thus a
smaller amplitude) and has the smallest form drag in magnitude at the free
surface, whereas case 4 (grey) is the most energetic wave and has the largest
form drag. In between are cases 1 (red), 2 (orange) and 3 (green) with a similar
total wave energy. Over time, the form drag decreases in magnitude for all
the cases, but the trend is more significant for case 4. This time evolution
for the form drag is linked to the time evolution of the wave growth: β > 0
for all cases, we consider a situation of wave growth. This wave growth is
hypothetical since the coupling of the pressure from the air simulation to the
HOS model is not activated: instead of observing physically a wave growth,
the wave field parameters remain constant. The same trend is observed on
the time evolution of the wave growth rate parameter: it decreases over time,
and a larger spectral content leads to a smaller wave growth and vice versa.
The influence of the spectral content near the peak is more noticeable as case
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2, which has the same total energy but a smaller distribution of energy at the
peak than case 3, feels a larger wave growth.
Figure 4.21: Temporal evolution of the mean wave growth rate parameter (left)
and pressure drag at free surface (right). The temporal axis is expressed in terms
of number of wave periods. Sea states have the same wavelength λp = 2.78 m and
wave age Cp/u∗ = 10.
Another way to look at the wave growth rate parameter is illustrated in
Figure 4.22. β is plotted over the effective wave age with the friction velocity
at the first cell averaged over the time period. The decrease in β is correlated
with the increase of the effective wave age. The same trend is observed: the
less energetic case, case 5 (blue), has a wave growth rate β ≈ 40 at t = 50 Tp
which is related to a small wave age Cp/u∗ = 11.5, whereas the most energetic
case, case 4 (grey), has a growth rate close to 20 at t = 200 Tp for a wave
age Cp/u∗ = 16. Moreover, it can be noticed that the temporal evolution
of the wave age is larger when irregular sea states are considered compared
to regular waves. This is due to the fact that the growth rate parameter is
calculated using the global form drag for the cases with irregular sea states,
i.e. we consider β and not β(k).
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Figure 4.22: Wave growth rate parameter over wave age calculated with the mean
friction velocity over specified time periods.
4.2.2 Swell underlying a light wind
Turbulent flow is found to be strongly dependent on wave age. For a small
wave age, the geometric effect of the surface wave on turbulence dominates.
Yang and Shen (2010) demonstrated that for intermediate wave Cp/u∗ = 14
and fast wave Cp/u∗ = 25, the kinematic effect of the surface wave on turbu-
lence dominates the geometric effect. In Table 4.2, the form drag at the free
surface reverses sign and the wave growth rate parameter β becomes negative:
the form stress begins acting as a thrust on the surface wind. Indeed, field
observations and numerical modelling have shown that the atmospheric sur-
face layer can be strongly disturbed by waves, especially nonlocally generated
waves (i.e. swell). Air-sea interactions in the swell regime have been men-
tioned in the first chapter. One can remember the most striking effect of the
swell on the MABL, the presence of a low-level wave driven wind jet above the
water surface. This wave-driven wind is correlated to an upward transport
of momentum from water to air, corresponding to a negative drag coefficient
CD. Often considered as an exotic case, the upward momentum transfer is
now associated with the swell regime correlated to a light-wind-speed regime
(Grachev and Fairall (2001), Högström et al. (2013)).
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Within this framework, a case with one-way coupled simulation between
LES and HOS is investigated. The wave age is initially set to 60, and we
consider a non-linear monochromatic wave, the characteristics of which are
detailed in Table 4.5. As a reminder, the wind-wave equilibrium corresponds
to a wave age Cp/u∗ ≈ 15 − 20. The air domain is still modelled as a wind
channel where the air is considered to be neutral (i.e. no buoyancy effects).
The mesh follows the free surface elevation given by the HOS code through the
mapping transformation (3.33) and a non-uniform vertical grid distribution.
The HOS model gives the free surface elevation and its orbital velocity at each
time step, and special care is taken so that the lower boundary condition of
the air domain satisfies a "no flux normal to the boundary" condition. More
information about the mesh is given in the next section as a mesh convergence
study is carried out.
Three studies have been carried out on:
– the influence of the initialisation of the air simulation,
– the influence of the spatial discretisation in horizontal and vertical di-
rections,
– the influence of the height of the domain.
Indeed, in the previous case with a wave λ = 2.78, ak = 0.2 and Cp/u∗ =
10, pressure bumps have been observed below the upper boundary. These
bumps are the consequence of the incompressible assumption and the zero-
gradient boundary conditions. Hence, a higher domain is considered in this
case, where an upward transfer momentum from the waves to the airflow is
expected. The starting point for the height of the domain is set to 5λ.
4.2.2.1 Influence of the initialisation
Firstly, the influence of the initialisation of the air simulation is investigated.
We consider a box of dimensions 4λ×2λ×5λ discretised by 256×128×80 grid
points. The first cell is located at 5.2 × 10−3λ m and the vertical stretching
factor is 1.05. With this discretisation, there are approximately 12 cells from
the wave trough to the wave crest. The initialisation procedure is activated
on the same mesh and domain as for the wind-wave simulation, but on a flat
bottom. A constant heat flux is imposed at the bottom of the domain, and
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the temperature and buoyancy effects are activated during this initialisation.
Two parameters have been identified to play with: the value of the heat flux
(here, set to 30 K.m.s−1) and the height of the boundary layer inversion. The
top of the MABL, zi, is marked by a steep stable gradient in the potential
temperature. When considering a box of 1λ-height with 128 vertical points, zi
was set to z(100), i.e. z(0.8Nz). Here, since a box of 5λ-height is considered,
a first case with zi located at approximately 4λ is implemented. This case is
compared to a second one where zi is located around 0.8λ: the inversion layer
is located at the same height as if we had a case with a 1λ-height box.
Figure 4.23 shows the initial instantaneous contours of the dimensionless
horizontal velocity, just after the initialisation procedure and before the intro-
duction of the wave through the ramp into the domain. The turbulence is in
near statistical equilibrium at the end of the initialisation. Here we note that
Case
WA60
W
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tio wave age
Cp/u∗
60
W
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s wavelength λ (m) 100.0
amplitude a (m) 3.18
steepness ak 0.2
phase velocity Cp (m.s−1) 12.5
W
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d
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m
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er
s
initial friction velocity u∗
(m.s−1)
0.21
U10m calculated from log law
(m.s−1)
6.0
Table 4.5: Characteristics of the wave field and the initial wind imposed for a case
of a swell propagating in light wind conditions (Cp/u∗ = 60).
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Figure 4.23: Initial instantaneous contours in a xz plane of dimensionless horizontal
velocity for a one-way coupled simulation with a wave age Cp/u∗ = 60. The air
domain has been initialised with a configuration where zi is located at 0.8λ (left)
and 4λ (right).
the layer near the free surface seems to be more turbulent and seems to extend
higher in the domain for the case where zi is located at 4λ, whereas zi being
located closer to the surface (0.8λ) seems to compress the turbulence near the
surface. Since we consider neutral conditions thereafter, we initially want to
get rid of the effects due to a too low inversion boundary layer. Hence, we
would like to choose the case where the inversion layer is as high as possible
in the initialisation run so that it does not influence the wind near the free
surface.
Statistics are computed at different times over 100 wave periods in order
to observe the temporal evolution of quantities such as wind speed, pressure,
momentum flux and pressure stress and to evaluate the influence of the ini-
tialisation on this temporal evolution. Statistics are computed at successive
time periods and not on a whole simulated time because this case of wave age
Cp/u∗ is expected to represent a case of a wave forcing the airflow. Indeed
the wave age is larger than the equilibrium range values (15 − 20). As the
pressure coupling from the air to the ocean simulation is not activated, the
sea state does not evolve with the pressure at the interface. The wave brings
a continuous amount of energy to the wind and the wind-wave equilibrium
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may take a long time to occur. Hence, the statistics are computed over 100
wave periods at t = 500 Tp, 1000 Tp and 1500 Tp. The time evolutions of
the dimensionless mean horizontal velocity, pressure, u-momentum flux and
pressure stress are plotted in Figure 4.24.
Figure 4.24: Time evolution of the vertical profiles of the average wind speed
(top left), pressure (top right), u-momentum flux (bottom left) and pressure stress
(bottom right) for two initialisations of a wind-wave simulation with wave age
Cp/u∗ = 60.
The comparison of the profiles of velocity, pressure and pressure stress
shows that the value of zi does not have a real impact on the vertical profile.
The impact is more significant for the vertical profile of the momentum flux.
Its evolution is quite fluctuating, but it seems to converge for the profile at
t = 1500 Tp. We notice that the momentum flux is still negative, whereas
the pressure stress reverses sign at the free surface (i.e., becomes positive
compared to previous cases with smaller wave ages). The profile becomes
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negative around ζ/λ = 4 × 10−2 and reverses sign again around ζ/λ = 0.4
and has its maximum value around ζ/λ = 0.75. Nevertheless, if the pressure
stress and the momentum flux are added, it is not sufficient to get a positive
total flux, and thus a positive upward transfer of momentum. To conclude
on the influence of the initialisation, the height of the inversion layer has an
impact until a time period equivalent to 1500 wave periods, but no upward
momentum transfer is observed in any case.
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4.2.2.2 Influence of the spatial discretisation
The study is carried out on the same case, i.e. a wave of wavelength λ = 100
m, wave steepness ak = 0.2 propagating in an air domain with a wave age
Cp/u∗ = 60. The air domain is modelled as a wind channel, with (4λ, 2λ, 5λ)
dimensions, and the air is considered as neutral. The study focuses on the
spatial discretisation, in x− and y−directions and in z−direction. The aspect
ratio at the free surface is set to ∆x/∆z0 = 3 which is considered a reasonable
number. Firstly, we impose the spatial discretisation in the horizontal direc-
tions as a power of 2 since spatial derivatives in the (ξ, η) computational co-
ordinates are estimated using pseudospectral approximations based on FFT.
Three discretisations are chosen, Nx = 128, 256 and 512, corresponding to a
first vertical cell ∆z0 = 1.04× 10−2λ m (i.e. 6 vertical grid points from wave
trough to wave crest), 5.2 × 10−3λ m (i.e. 12 vertical grid points from wave
trough to wave crest) and 2.6 × 10−3λ m (i.e. 24 vertical grid points from
wave trough to wave crest) respectively. Three vertical stretching factors are
tested: 1.08, 1.05 and 1.02.
Number of points
per wave height
Nx Ny Nz Stretching
factor
WA60 (a) 6 128 64 67 1.05
WA60 (b) 12 256 128 57 1.08
WA60 (c) 12 256 128 80 1.05
WA60 (d) 12 256 128 152 1.02
WA60 (e) 24 512 256 94 1.05
Table 4.6: Spatial discretisation of a wind-wave simulation with wave age Cp/u∗ =
60 for a mesh convergence study.
Statistics are computed over 100 wave periods at t = 500 Tp and 1000
Tp. The time evolutions of the dimensionless mean horizontal velocity, pres-
sure, u-momentum flux and pressure stress are plotted in Figure 4.25. The
case with the smallest horizontal discretisation (i.e. Nx = 128), WA60 (a),
is illustrated by red lines, cases with Nx = 256 are depicted by lines with
shades of green, and the case with Nx = 512, WA60 (e), is illustrated by blue
lines. Solid and dashed lines correspond respectively to statistics computed
at t = 500 Tp and 1000 Tp.
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Figure 4.25: Time evolution of the vertical profiles of the average wind speed (top
left), pressure (top right), u-momentum flux (bottom left) and pressure stress (bot-
tom right) for various mesh discretisation for a wind-wave simulation with wave
age Cp/u∗ = 60.
First of all, we notice that the horizontal discretisation has an impact on
each quantity. For the velocity profile, small deviations are observed with the
wind being slowed down or less accelerated around ζ/λ = 0.6 for case WA60
(e) at t = 500 Tp. But the wind profile in this highly discretised case then
tends to be similar to other cases at t = 1000 Tp. For the pressure profile,
the horizontal discretisation has an influence on the maximum value around
ζ/λ = 0.2, with the smallest discretisation leading to a larger value whereas
this maximum value tends to decrease and to converge for the other cases
with Nx = 256 and 512. For the u-momentum flux, it is difficult to observe
any trend in the profile. The only observation that can be made is about the
height from which the profile tends to zero: the finer the horizontal discreti-
sation is, the smaller is the height where the momentum flux tends to zero.
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Over time, this height tends to become higher. Moreover, for all cases, the
momentum flux is negative, corresponding to a downward transfer from the
atmosphere to the ocean. A small jet is observed in the momentum flux profile
near the wavy surface (the maximum value is still negative but this may lead
to a wind jet over time or if the wave age increases), but for case WA60 (e),
this maximum value is quite smaller compared to the other cases. Concern-
ing the pressure stress, the time evolution is quasi-constant. Moreover, the
influence of the horizontal discretisation is quite striking: a minimum value
is observed close to the wavy surface (at the same height where a maximum
value in the momentum flux profile has been observed), this value decreases
while the horizontal discretisation increases. The same trend is observed for
the maximum value around ζ/λ = 0.6: this maximum tends to decrease in
amplitude while the horizontal discretisation increases. Thus, from a profile
where positive values are observed in the vicinity of the free surface, then
negative values around ζ/λ = 0.6 acting as a drag on the wind, and finally
positive values acting as a thrust on the wind, the increase in the horizontal
discretisation leads to a positive profile with very small variations over height
for case WA60 (e). Moreover, the form drag at the free surface is quite smaller
for case WA60 (e) compared to the other cases.
The influence of the vertical discretisation on the averaged profiles, except
for the momentum flux profile, is quasi negligible compared to the influence
of the horizontal discretisation. In conclusion, for the meshes with Nx = 128
and 256 with different vertical stretching factors, an influence is observed on
the profiles. However, for the simulation with Nx = 512, even if the "physical"
quantities such as the pressure and velocity seem to converge, the behaviour
of the pressure drag and the u-momentum flux is quite different near the free
surface. A smaller pressure drag is also noticed at the free surface. This
specific case needs further investigations and will be set aside in this study.
4.2.2.3 Influence of the height of the domain
Two cases with the same horizontal discretisation, size of the first cell and ver-
tical stretching factor, but with different vertical heights are compared. The
first case is the case WA60 (c) with a box of dimensions (4λ, 2λ, 5λ) discre-
tised by 256×128×80 grid points and a first cell size value ∆z0 = 5.2×10−3λ
m and a stretching factor of 1.05. The second case has a box of dimensions
(4λ, 2λ, 10λ) discretised by 256×128×94 grid points and a first cell size value
∆z0 = 5.2× 10−3λ m and a stretching factor of 1.05.
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In order to evaluate the influence of the height, statistics are computed
at successive time periods, t = 500 Tp, 1000 Tp, 1500 Tp and 2000 Tp over
100 wave periods for each time period. Figure 4.26 shows the evolution in
time of the vertical profile of mean velocity, pressure, momentum flux and
pressure stress. These quantities are dimensionless, by using the mean fric-
tion velocity at the first cell corresponding to each time period. A global
acceleration of the wind can be noticed for both cases, despite the fact that
the wind first decelerates between t = 500 Tp and 1000 Tp for the case with a
5λ-height. Globally, the wind is stronger when the height of the air domain
is smaller. Concerning the pressure and pressure stress profiles, evolutions in
time of these values are not really significant. We note that the maximum
value close to the free surface is smaller for the 5λ-high case, which corre-
spond to a smaller drag close to the surface, whereas around ζ ≈ 0.75 − 1λ,
the pressure is more negative, which means that the pressure stress acts as a
thrust with a larger value on the wind when considering the 5λ-high case. But
minimum and maximum values are globally reached at the same heights in
both cases. Concerning the profile of the momentum flux, the time evolution
of this quantity is quite disparate in both cases. It can be noted that, de-
spite different heights, the flux is negative and becomes zero around the same
height ζ ≈ 4−5λ in both cases. The flux is globally larger for the 5λ-high case.
Thus, a larger acceleration of the airflow overlying a non-linear monochro-
matic wave with a wave age Cp/u∗ = 60 seems to occur for the smallest wind
tunnel. This acceleration is correlated to a larger pressure stress which acts
as a larger thrust on the wind.
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Figure 4.26: Time evolution of the vertical profiles of the average wind speed (top
left), pressure (top right), u-momentum flux (bottom left) and pressure stress (bot-
tom right) for two heights of the air domain for a wind-wave simulation with wave
age Cp/u∗ = 60.
4.2.3 Wave-induced wind
The previous case with a wave age Cp/u∗ = 60 tends to show that the wave
starts to act as a thrust on the wind, but the total momentum flux does not
reverse sign and there is no generation of wind jet in the wind vertical profile.
Further analysis has subsequently been undertaken by extending the wave age
to Cp/u∗ = 120. The corresponding wave has a wavelength value λ = 400
m, a wave period T ≈ 16 s and a wave steepness ak = 0.2. Note that this
case was firstly considered as an exploratory case study. Indeed, such a wave
would have an amplitude a = 12.7 m which is quite enormous and does not
represent a realistic sea state. We chose to model this sea state as a non-linear
monochromatic wave: this would not be unrealistic for such a swell to have
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a prevailing frequency in its spectrum and a quite unidirectional direction of
propagation.
Once again, the air domain is modelled by a computational box of dimen-
sions (4λ, 2λ, 5λ) discretised by 256× 128× 80 grid points. The first vertical
cell is located 5.2× 10−3λ above the free surface. This corresponds to a verti-
cal distribution of 12 points from the wave trough to the wave crest. The air
is considered as neutral, and no flow across the upper and lower boundaries
is imposed.
Figure 4.27: Instantaneous contours in a x− z plane of the horizontal wind speed
overlying a fast wave (λ = 400 m, ak = 0.2 and Cp/u∗ = 120).
Figure 4.27 illustrates the instantaneous contours in a x − z plane of the
horizontal velocity of the airflow. The image clearly shows an acceleration
in the wind speed above the wave troughs until ζ = 200 m. Instantaneous
contours of dimensionless horizontal and vertical velocities and pressure are
listed in Appendix A. Compared to the case with wave age Cp/u∗ = 60, the
airflow is clearly accelerated above the wave troughs. The location of the
minimum and the maximum of the vertical velocity is similar to the case
with wave age 60, and the amplitude is larger. A similar observation can be
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made on the pressure field. The pressure field amplitude is quite significant
and pressure bumps of non-negligible amplitude are observed below the top
boundary. This must have an impact as mentioned in the previous section,
but no quantification has been carried out since this case is quite an unreal-
istic case. This case is compared to more realistic wave fields.
Figure 4.28: Estimated linear attenuation coefficient as a function of the initial
significant wave height and peak wavelength taken 4000 km from the storm centre
for a variety of peak swell periods (colours) (Ardhuin et al., 2009).
Figure 4.28 illustrates the swell dissipation for 22 events (Ardhuin et al.,
2009). The estimated linear attenuation coefficient µ (cf Equation 2.8) is
plotted over the initial significant slope Hs/λp, taken 4000 km from the storm
centre, for a variety of peak swell periods. For a wave of period T ≈ 16 s
(green circles), the maximum significant slope is Hs/λp ≈ 0.0075 − 0.01. In
our case where we consider a non-linear monochromatic wave with the upper
range of the maximum significant slope: this corresponds to a wave steepness
ak = 0.022. Two intermediates cases are considered, ak = 0.044 and ak = 0.1.
The characteristics of these cases are detailed in Table 4.7.
Statistics are computed for different time periods (100 Tp, 500 Tp, 1000
Tp and 1500 Tp when the simulation was long enough to compute statistics)
over 100 wave periods. Figure 4.29 illustrates the time evolution of the mean
vertical profile of horizontal velocity, pressure, momentum flux and form drag.
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Case
WA120
(i)
Case
WA120
(ii)
Case
WA120
(iii)
Case
WA120
(iv)
W
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tio wave age
Cp/u∗
120 120 120 120
W
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er
s wavelength λ (m) 400.0 400.0 400.0 400.0
amplitude a (m) 12.7 6.4 2.8 1.4
steepness ak 0.2 0.1 0.0444 0.022
phase velocity Cp (m.s−1) 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0
W
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er
s
initial friction velocity u∗
(m.s−1)
0.21 0.21 0.21 0.21
U10m calculated from log law
(m.s−1)
6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0
Table 4.7: Characteristics of the wave field and the initial wind imposed for cases
of a swell propagating in very light wind conditions (Cp/u∗ = 120).
A wind jet is observed for the cases WA120 (i) and (ii): its amplitude is
larger for WA120 (i) and located around ζ ≈ 40 m whereas it is slightly higher
for WA120 (ii) with ζ ≈ 60 m. Over time, this wind jet increases in magni-
tude and in vertical extension, and its maximum value moves up: compared
to cases with smaller wave steepness, the vertical profile of the wind speed
deviates on the lowest 260 m of the MABL at t = 100 Tp, 600 m at t = 500
Tp and 850 m at t = 1000 Tp. The ratio of the maximum velocity of the wind
jet over the wind speed at the top of the domain Umax/Utop becomes larger
than 1 for case WA120 (i) at t = 500 Tp and stabilises around 1.08− 1.09 for
statistics around 1000 and 1500 Tp. This wind speed ratio does not exceed 1
for case WA120 (ii), even if it reaches 0.97 at t = 1000 Tp. The wind jet is not
observed for the more realistic cases WA120 (iii) and (iv). Their wind profiles
have the same trend at t = 500 Tp, but the wind profile is more decelerated
over time for the case WA120 (iv) with the smallest wave steepness. For the
pressure profile, the same trend as the trend in the wind profiles is observed
with a larger amplitude for the case with the largest wave steepness. The
pressure profile is positive over height for cases WA120 (i), (ii) and (iii) at
t = 100 Tp, but negative for case WA120 (iv) with the smallest wave steep-
ness. The maximum is reached just below the wind jets observed previously.
The amplitude of this maximum decreases over time and the profiles become
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Figure 4.29: Time evolution of the vertical profiles of the average wind speed (top
left), pressure (top right), u-momentum flux (bottom left) and pressure stress (bot-
tom right) for fast sea states with various wave steepness underlying very light wind
conditions. The initial wave age is Cp/u∗ = 120.
negative around ζ = 300 for cases WA120 (i) and (ii) and around ζ = 120 m
for case WA120 (iii).
Concerning the form drag profiles and momentum flux profiles, the trend
is similar for cases WA120(i) and (ii) even if the amplitude is larger for case
WA120(i): the pressure stress is always positive over height and decreases
slightly over time. The momentum flux has a positive maximum value for
case WA120 (i) (slighlty positive for case WA120 (ii)), and over time, this
maximum increases in magnitude and in vertical extension as for the wind
jet observed in the wind profile. We recall that a positive flux-value means
an upward momentum transfer. This upward transfer is reinforced by the
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positive form drag. For the cases with smaller wave steepness, cases WA120
(iii) and (iv), the momentum flux remains negative over time. But the waves
create a contribution in the transfer process as a result of the correlation of
wind pressure and wave slope which competes with the turbulence-supported
stress. The total momentum flux (i.e. the sum of the turbulent momentum
flux and the form drag) is plotted in Figure 4.30: the presence of the wind jet
is correlated to the positive sign of the total momentum flux, meaning that
an upward momentum transfer occurs in the wind-wave system. For cases
WA120 (iii) and (iv), the slightly positive form drag is not strong enough
to counteract the negative turbulent momentum flux, the overall momentum
transfer remains negative and no wind jet is present in the velocity profile.
Figure 4.30: Time evolution of the vertical profiles of the average total momentum
flux for fast sea states with various wave steepness underlying very light wind
conditions. The initial wave age is Cp/u∗ = 120.
Contrary to the previous cases where a young wave was propagating under
strong wind conditions, the wave growth rate parameter, which is calculated
from the dimensionless form drag at the free surface, is negative as illustrated
in Figure 4.31. The form drag at the free surface is positive which means that
the pressure stress acts as a thrust on the overlying airflow in all the cases,
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and its magnitude is directly correlated to the wave steepness (and thus to the
wave energy spectrum). Concerning the time evolution of the wave growth
rate parameter, two trends are observed as mentioned previously: the cases
with a large wave steepness (cases WA120 (i) and (ii)) have a negative wave
growth rate parameter β which tends to decrease in magnitude over time,
whereas for the two other cases, β tends to increase quite slightly in magni-
tude.
Figure 4.31: Temporal evolution of the wave growth rate parameter (left) and form
drag at the free surface (right) with very light wind conditions overlying fast waves
with various wave steepness.
As mentioned at the beginning of this section, β can be plotted over the
effective wave age Cp/u∗ with the mean friction velocity at the first cell av-
eraged over the time period. Firstly, we can notice that the variation in β
is large for the cases with large wave steepness (cases WA120 (i) and (ii))
whereas the variation in the updated wave age is small. The opposite trend
occurs for the small wave steepness (cases WA120 (iii) and (iv)). Comparing
these cases to the cases with the small wave ages detailed at the beginning
of the section (WA1, WA5, WA10), we note that the cases with larger wave
steepness (WA120 (i) and (ii)) have an opposite trend: β increases over time
(becomes less negative) while Cp/u∗ decreases (a first increase is observed for
case WA120 (ii) but then it decreases). This seems rather evident to have
opposite trends since the two groups of cases are located before and after the
wind-wave equilibrium state which is around Cp/u∗ ≈ 15−20: the wind-wave
system will tend to this equilibrium state by increasing its actual wave age
for cases WA1, 5 and 10 (i.e. decreasing the wind speed above the wave since
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the wave does not evolve under the wind pressure forcing) and decreasing its
actual wave age for cases WA120 (i.e. increasing the wind speed above the
wave, which is observed through the occurrence of the wind jet). For the
cases with smaller wave steepness (cases WA120 (iii) and (iv)), β tends to
slightly decrease with time which is correlated to an increase in the effective
wave age (i.e. a decrease in the wind speed above the wave): indeed, no wind
jet has been observed in the wind speed profile for these two cases, the wind
is decelerated above the wave over time. This behaviour supports the study
that has been carried out on the influence of the wave steepness (therefore
the energy of the wave spectrum) on the overlying airflow for an initial wave
age Cp/u∗ = 10.
We emphasize the fact that the natural evolution of the system is distorted:
the sea state does not evolve under the wind pressure forcing and brings an
infinite amount of energy into the air domain. Moreover, the influence of the
stratification of the atmosphere is not considered here, whereas the biblio-
graphical study showed that such a light-wind-speed regime correlated to a
swell regime occurs when the MABL is generally unstable (i.e. convective).
Upward momentum fluxes have been reported during the field campaigns with
smaller sea states: Drennan et al. (1999) observed an upward momentum flux
for Hs = 1.11 − 1.45 m and Grachev and Fairall (2001) reported a value
of Hs ≈ 0.5 m during the SCOPE experiment. The difference in Hs values
may be due to the fact that SCOPE data correspond to open ocean swells,
whereas Drennan et al. (1999) values reflect waves in an enclosed lake. Cases
WA120 (iii) and (iv) are characterised by larger amplitudes than those for
which upward momentum fluxes have been observed in the aforementioned
experiments, and no upward transfers have been observed in the computa-
tions.
The coupling between an atmospheric LES code and a pseudo-spectral
code solving for the sea state propagation has been implemented and various
cases have been tested with the activated information exchange from the HOS
code to the LES code (i.e., the wave elevation, its orbital velocity and its time
and spatial derivatives): cases where young waves propagate into strongly
forced wind conditions and cases where a swell propagates into light and very
light wind conditions. Very strong sea states have shown the existence of wind
jet above the free surface. All the simulations have been carried out consid-
ering that the sea state does not evolve under the wind pressure forcing. We
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Figure 4.32: Wave growth rate parameter over wave age calculated with the mean
friction velocity over specified time periods. The initial wave age is Cp/u∗ = 120.
now introduce two cases where the pressure forcing is activated during the
coupling.
4.3 Exploratory study on the two-way coupling
The evolution of a sea state is mainly affected by non-linear wave interactions,
wind forcing and dissipation from wave breaking. Their parametrisation is for
instance a current bottleneck in state-of-the-art phase averaged global wave
models. In order to have a better description with finely resolved spatial and
temporal details of the wave field and the overlying airflow, i.e. a deterministic
description, the wave phases need to be solved. Liu et al. (2010) introduced a
coupling between a HOS method and a DNS for wind turbulence in a phase-
resolved context. They investigated broadband waves to gain insight into
wind forcing for phase-resolved wave field simulation. They found that for
long wave components, the wave growth parameter can be approximated by
the value of the corresponding monochromatic waves, whereas for short waves,
stochastic modelling for wind input is called for. They mentioned that their
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wave breaking dissipation model was still at an early age of development and
that more work in the modelling would be needed. Chalikov and Rainchik
(2011) developed a coupled numerical modelling of wind and waves based on a
RANS wave boundary-layer (WBL) model and their non-stationary conformal
wave model. They introduced an algorithm of the breaking parametrisation
based on smoothing of the interface: it is designed to prevent the development
of the breaking instability by highly selective high-frequency smoothing of the
interface. They showed that the wind profile in the lowest part of the WBL
deviates considerably from the logarithmic form. They also investigated the
dependence of the drag coefficient CD on the wind speed and on the wave
spectrum shape.
In our current coupling, the pressure coupling is introduced after 100 000
iterations (at t ≈ 80λ/u∗ s) during which the HOS code sends the wave in-
formation to the LES without evolving under the pressure forcing. From this
time (it = 100 000), the atmospheric pressure signal interpolated at the free
surface is sent to the HOS code using the procedure outlined in the previ-
ous chapter: during inner iterations due to the RK scheme, HOS does not
update its solution, and at the end of the three RK stages, HOS evolves by
updating its solution and taking into account the pressure term into its own
equations. The pressure acts as a forcing (actually, as a thrust or a drag de-
pending on the speed ratio between wind and wave) on the sea state through
the form drag that has been previously defined in Equation 4.4. Along with
the surface pressure, the tangential stress is responsible for the formation of
a stress layer in the MABL, however this shear stress cannot be assimilated
in the wave model due to the hypothesis of potential flow for the water. As
mentioned in the previous chapter, the HOS code does not take into account
any dissipation model, whereas the pressure forcing brings energy into the
wave system. Without introducing any dissipation in the system, the HOS
code crashes immediately after taking into account the pressure forcing: the
pressure forcing introduces energy at high frequencies in the wave spectrum as
shown by the green line in Figure 3.11. This energy input at high frequencies
is not counterbalanced in the HOS model due to the lack of dissipation such
as wave breaking, viscosity... There is ongoing research about this thematics
in LHEEA laboratory (Seiffert and Ducrozet, 2016). As a workaround, it has
been decided to filter the atmospheric pressure signal. This filtering is an
alternative to the energy dissipation as specified in the previous chapter: we
only consider the growth of "not-so-steep" waves. Note that in-depth tests
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need to be carried out on this filtering since the parametrisation of the energy
dissipation constitutes the whole key of the understanding of the interactions
in the coupled wind-wave system. This thematics has been identified as out
of scope of this thesis and will be expanded in further works.
Two cases have been implemented. The first one corresponds to the first
case presented in the previous section with a non-linear monochromatic wave
of wavelength λ = 0.23 m and a wave steepness ak = 0.2 and an initial
wave age Cp/u∗ = 1.6. This case corresponds to a case where a very young
monochromatic wave propagates into strongly forced wind conditions: this is
an idealised case with a sea state representing by a discrete spectrum with
a major peak and secondary peaks. The second case represents a case close
to the wind-wave equilibrium with wave age Cp/u∗ = 15. Characteristics are
detailed in Table 4.8.
Case
WA1
Case
WA15
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1.6 15
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s wavelength λ (m) 0.23 20.0
amplitude a (m) 0.007 0.31
steepness ak 0.2 0.2
phase velocity Cp (m.s−1) 0.6 5.6
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initial friction velocity u∗
(m.s−1)
0.28 0.37
U10m calculated from log law
(m.s−1)
11.0 10.7
Table 4.8: Characteristics of the wave field and the initial wind imposed for cases
where the atmospheric pressure forcing on the sea state is activated (Cp/u∗ = 1.6
and 15).
Figure 4.33 illustrates the time evolution of the wave spectrum and the
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corresponding free surface elevation for case WA1 (i.e. strongly forced wind
conditions). The graphs on the left represent the sea state when the pres-
sure forcing starts whereas the graphs on the right represent the sea state
at t = 17 Tp (i.e. t ≈ 6.6 s) after the numerical activation of the pressure
forcing. Although the pressure signal has been numerically filtered at high
frequencies, a transfer of energy is observed in the tail of the wave spectrum.
Energy is also observed at low frequencies, around the peaks of higher order
of non-linearities, and especially on the left of the principal peak with the
presence of a peak. With this filtered pressure signal, the growth acts on the
first free components of the spectrum that create harmonics. But the non-
physical dissipation makes the evolution of the wave spectrum hard to analyse.
Figure 4.33: Wave spectrum over wavenumber (top) and the corresponding wave el-
evation over position(bottom) for a wind-wave coupled simulation with a non-linear
monochromatic wave underlying an airflow with an initial speed ratio Cp/u∗ = 1.6.
Graphs on the left represent the sea state when the pressure forcing is just acti-
vated and graphs on the right show the evolution of the sea state at t = 17 Tp after
the activation of the pressure forcing, just before the crash. Dashed lines mark
the amplitude of the wave elevation and the spectral peak at the time when the
pressure coupling is activated.
A second case with a wind-wave simulation close to the wind-wave equi-
librium is investigated. Three time periods are observed in Figure 4.34, when
the pressure coupling has just been activated (top graphs), at t = 45 Tp and,
just before the crash, at t = 90 Tp (i.e. t ≈ 322 s). Firstly, we note that
it takes a longer time for the simulation to crash compared to the previous
case. Secondly, the wave spectrum slightly evolves between the initial time
and t = 45 Tp where the amplitude of the principal peak is slightly bigger
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resulting in a slightly larger wave amplitude. This must be due to the fact
that this specific case corresponds to a case where wind and waves are close
to the equilibrium, so the pressure wind forcing, i.e. the wind input, does not
prevail in the HOS equation. But the simulation ends up crashing at t = 90
Tp. The same conclusion as in the previous case can be made: the numerical
filtering of the pressure signal induces a forcing of the lowest frequencies in
the wave spectrum, but this is non-physical and it is hard to evaluate if the
evolution of the energy distribution is due to an energy transfer from the wind
input, non-linear interactions or simply numerical instabilities.
This analysis indicates that the dissipation is essential into the coupled
model. A first attempt has been introduced by filtering the high frequencies of
the atmospheric pressure signal, limiting by this means the forcing on the low
frequencies of the wave spectrum. But the physical dissipation of the energy
into the sea state becomes a key to the coupling. Wave energy is dissipated
through wave breaking, and in the generation of currents and turbulence:
the parametrisation of local dissipation through wave breaking is an ongoing
research topic at LHEEA (Seiffert and Ducrozet, 2016). Global dissipation
can also be introduced through the linearisation of dissipation terms derived
from the parametrisation of spectral models (Perignon et al., 2011).
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Figure 4.34: Wave spectrum over wavenumber and the corresponding wave elevation
over position for a wind-wave coupled simulation with a non-linear monochromatic
wave underlying an airflow with an initial speed ratio Cp/u∗ = 15. Graphs at the
top represent the sea state when the pressure forcing is just activated, graphs on
the left show the evolution of the sea state at t = 45 Tp after the activation of the
pressure forcing and on the left at t = 90 Tp, just before the crash. Dashed lines
mark the amplitude of the wave elevation and the spectral peak at the time when
the pressure coupling is activated.
4.4 Conclusion
A numerical coupling has been introduced between an LES atmospheric code
(Sullivan et al., 2014) and a HOS wave model that solves the evolution and
propagation of a sea state. This numerical coupling is based on an exchange
of information between the two codes. The one-way coupling has been de-
fined as the wave information (i.e. wave elevation and its derivatives and the
orbital velocities) being sent from the HOS code to the LES code, whereas
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the two-way coupling is defined as an exchange of information between the
two codes (meaning that the sea state evolves under wind pressure forcing).
The numerical assumptions are the following: the atmosphere is considered
as a wind tunnel with no atmospheric stratification (i.e. neutral air). The
SGS momentum fluxes accounting for the unresolved wavelengths at the first
cell above the water surface are parametrised using a logarithmic law based
on a fixed roughness length.
The influence of the sea state on the overlying airflow has been numer-
ically investigated through three one-way coupled cases: wind forcing over
young waves, a swell underlying a light wind and a case of generation of a
wave-induced wind jet. For the first case of a wind forcing over young waves
with wave age Cp/u∗ < 10, the influence of the mesh discretisation is studied,
as well as the influence of the height of the air domain: the influence is larger
on the pressure and momentum flux profiles even if the values in the vicinity
of the free surface are quite similar. The influence is due to the fact that the
air domain is modelled as a wind channel and gradient conditions are imposed
at the flat upper boundary. The height has nearly no impact on the mean
wind and pressure drag profiles. The vertical discretisation has a negligible
impact considering that the first cell satisfies ∆x/∆z ≈ 3. The influence of
the spectral content of the sea state (monochromatic vs. irregular sea states)
is also investigated: a sea state with a larger spectral content tends to more
notably slow down the airflow. For the second case where a monochromatic
non-linear swell underlies a light wind (wave age Cp/u∗ = 60), the influence
of the height on the mean profiles is more striking than the previous case. A
larger acceleration of the airflow seems to occur for the smallest wind tunnel
and this acceleration is correlated to a larger pressure stress which acts as a
larger thrust on the wind. Indeed, wind and wave exchange momentum and
energy mainly through form drag and this exchange directly influences the
wave growth. The notion of forcing is thus characterised by a coefficient β,
the wave growth rate parameter, which is related to the dimensionless form
drag per unit area due to the pressure and the wave steepness. A major differ-
ence between the two cases lies in the sign of the wave growth rate parameter
which is directly related to the sign of the form drag at the free surface. For
the case of young waves underlying a strong wind (i.e. Cp/u∗ < 10), the waves
act as a drag on the wind and β > 0. For the case of a fast swell underlying
a light wind, the waves act as a thrust on the wind and β < 0. A different
way to look at this is that the first case can be considered as a wind forcing
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whereas the second case is a wave forcing. If the two-way coupling were active
(i.e. the pressure forcing active in the HOS wave model), the young waves
would grow whereas the swell would "decrease".
A negative growth rate parameter does not imply the generation of a wave-
induced wind. Indeed, no wind jet is observed in the airflow for the case with
a wave age Cp/u∗ = 60. Hence, a third case has been investigated with a
wave age Cp/u∗ = 120 where a fast monochromatic swell propagates in a very
light airflow. Under these conditions, a wind jet is observed around 50− 100
m above the wavy surface. The presence of this wave-induced wind is corre-
lated to a positive momentum flux: an upward transport of momentum from
water to air is observed, invalidating the current ocean-atmosphere models
that only allow the momentum transfer to be directed from the atmosphere
to the ocean. However, the sea state is not really realistic for this case with
an amplitude of 12.7 m. Three waves with smaller wave steepness are then
considered. For the smallest sea states, no wind jet has been observed in the
wind speed profile, the wind is decelerated above the wavy surface over time.
This behaviour supports the influence of the wave steepness and the energy
of the wave spectrum on the overlying airflow. For cases with small wave
steepness, the slightly positive form drag is not strong enough to counteract
the negative momentum flux in the tested conditions: the overall momentum
transfer remains negative and no wind jet is thus observed in the velocity
profile.
With the one-way coupling, we emphasize the fact that the natural evolu-
tion of the wind-wave system is distorted since the sea state does not evolve
under the wind pressure forcing, hence it brings a quasi constant amount of
energy into the air domain. Two additional cases are implemented in order
to investigate the two-way coupling. As no dissipation model exists in the
HOS wave model, the HOS code crashes instantly under the wind pressure
forcing. As a workaround, the atmospheric pressure signal is filtered, which
acts as a mitigation of the forcing, restricted to the main components (i.e. the
most stable components in the spectrum). The parametrisation of the energy
dissipation constitutes the whole key of the understanding of the interactions
in the coupled wind-wave system: further work needs to be expanded on this
thematics. For now, two cases are investigated. On one hand, a small wave
age where young waves are forced by a strong wind is tested. The HOS code
crashes at 17 Tp after the activation of the pressure forcing. Energy appears
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in the tail of the wave spectrum and at low frequencies, but the non-physical
dissipation makes the evolution of the wave spectrum hard to analyse. On
the other hand, a wind-wave simulation close to the wind-wave equilibrium is
investigated. The HOS code crashes at 90 Tp after the activation of the pres-
sure forcing. This may be due to the fact that the pressure forcing does not
prevail in the HOS equation. These two simulations are obviously preliminary
studies that have been conducted on this subject. In-depth tests will need to
be carried out once the dissipation model will be available in the HOS model.
The next chapter is a small chapter of pre-conclusion that will question
the use of the parametric laws in the international governing standards based
on the comparisons of the mean velocity profiles derived from the previous
LES-HOS simulations.
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Résumé du chapitre 5
L’objectif de ce chapitre de pré-conclusion est de situer les études numériques
développées au cours de cette thèse dans le contexte des normes régissant
l’industrie de l’éolien offshore. En effet, ces normes et directives interna-
tionales reposent sur des méthodologies qui ont été mises en place pour l’éolien
terrestre, avec notamment l’utilisation de la loi logarithmique pour prédire le
profil de vent. Néanmoins, ce profil issu de la loi logarithmique n’est valide que
dans la couche de surface dans des conditions de stratification atmosphérique
neutres, ce qui est rarement le cas au-dessus de l’océan. De plus, des cam-
pagnes d’observations en mer et des simulations numériques ont révélé que les
effets des vagues, notamment la rugosité de la surface de la mer qui n’est pas
fixe, sont un facteur majeur perturbant l’écoulement atmosphérique au-dessus
de l’océan.
Ainsi, quatre profils moyens de vent provenant des précédentes simula-
tions vont être comparés à différents profils issus de la loi logarithmique. On
rappelle que le domaine atmosphérique est modélisé par un écoulement d’air
neutre dans des conditions de soufflerie. Les cas sélectionnés sont caractérisés
par des âges de vague Cp/u∗ = 1 et 10 (i.e. cas de forçages du vent), 60 (i.e.
houle rapide se propageant dans une zone de vent faible) et 120 (i.e. généra-
tion d’un jet de vent induit par la houle). Pour les cas de petits âges de vague,
la loi log ne représente pas le profil de vent issu de la CFD et surestiment la
vitesse du vent près de la surface libre. Pour les deux autres cas, la loi log a
tendance à sous-estimer le profil de vent issu de la CFD et elle ne prédit pas
du tout le jet de vent qui apparaît autour de 100 m.
Une dernière comparaison est réalisée à partir du coefficient de traînée CD
et de la vitesse prise à la hauteur de référence U10. Le choix de cette vitesse de
référence a un impact sur les propriétés qualitatives et quantitatives de CD,
et on note que la hauteur 10 m se trouve dans la zone d’influence de la vague.
De nombreuses études ont montré que le coefficient de traînée pouvait subir
une variation non négligeable due à la stabilité de l’atmosphère et à l’état de
mer. Deux valeurs de CD, correspondant aux valeurs extrêmes trouvées dans
la littérature, ont été choisies. On remarque que la valeur du coefficient de
traînée a un impact non négligeable sur le profil issu de la loi log, mais il ne
représente toujours pas le jet de vent. L’influence du choix de la hauteur de
référence sur la dynamique de la couche limite atmosphérique marine demeure
assez vague, et malgré des efforts considérables, l’éparpillement des données
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expérimentales est assez significatif de la difficulté à paramétrer de façon
correcte le coefficient de traînée CD.
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Chapter 5
Why the logarithmic wind
profile should be cautiously
considered in offshore wind
energy?
This pre-conclusive chapter aims to place into perspective the logarithmic
wind profile commonly used to predict the vertical wind profile in the govern-
ing standards. Indeed, the governing standards and international guidelines
for the offshore wind industry rely on standards and methodologies that have
been first addressed to the onshore wind industry (see details of IEC 61400
in Chapter 1). Chapter 1 illustrated that the waves interact with the wind
and affects its profile. Moreover, the logarithmic wind profile is only valid in
the surface layer under neutral atmospheric stratification. Field experiments
and numerical simulations have revealed that atmospheric stability and wave
effects, including the dynamic sea surface roughness, are two major factors
affecting flow over ocean.
Chapter 3 introduced the numerical coupling that has been implemented
between an atmospheric LES code (Sullivan et al., 2014) and a high-order
spectral (HOS) potential code solving the sea state propagation. The CFD
code developed by Sullivan et al. (2014) has tremendous applications, but
requires large computational resources. With the aim of simplification and in
order to provide a first tool to study the coupling between those two codes,
a neutral atmosphere has been considered: considering independently the at-
mospheric stratification and wave effects constitutes a first step in the under-
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standing of the ocean-atmosphere interactions. Another point that has been
discussed in Chapters 3 and 4 is that the two-way coupling is not directly
usable as the dissipation model in the HOS code is still a work-in-progress in
the LHEEA laboratory. A workaround on the atmospheric pressure filtering
has shown some potential, any further investigation has been limited.
Four cases have been selected among the simulations that have been car-
ried out and detailed in Chapter 4. All these simulations refer to cases where
a neutral airflow in a wind tunnel modelled by the LES code is forced by
a non-linear monochromatic wave solved by the HOS code. Table 5.1 sum-
marises the wave and airflow properties. Cases WA1 and 10 represent young
waves in strongly forced wind conditions, whereas cases WA60 and 120 depict
swell underlying light wind conditions, with the formation of a wave-induced
wind jet in case WA120. The swell in this particular case has a wave steepness
ak = 0.1 leading to an amplitude a = 6.4 m which is more realistic than the
case WA120 (i) in the previous chapter with its amplitude a = 12.7 m.
For cases WA1 and 10, statistics are computed over a time period from
20λ/u∗ s to 100λ/u∗ s, whereas for cases WA60 and 120 for which the wind
conditions are light and the wave has a strong impact on the wind profile,
statistics are computed over 100 wave periods around t = 500 Tp. From these
statistics, wind profiles are indicated by black lines in Figure 5.1. Red lines
illustrate the log law plotted from the surface friction velocity computed with
the LES-HOS simulation.
As a reminder, the logarithmic law is (red lines in Figure 5.1):
U(z) = u∗
κ
ln
(
z
z0
)
. (5.1)
The wind estimation computed with this surface friction velocity show two
trends: for cases with small wave ages (WA1 and 10), the log law does not
represent the CFD wind profile and overestimates the wind speed near the
wavy surface, whereas for larger wave ages, the log law tends to underestimate
the CFD wind profile. For case WA120, the log law has a general shape which
is very close to the CFD wind profile but is not able to capture the wind jet
around 100 m. We note that for a better comparison, the log profile should
be calculated from global quantities such as the friction velocity calculated
from a constant-flux layer and roughness length computed from the Charnock
relation (Equation 1.22). But in the previous chapter, the vertical profiles of
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Case
WA1
Case
WA10
Case
WA60
Case
WA120
W
in
d-
w
av
e
ra
tio wave age
Cp/u∗
1.6 10 60 120
W
av
e
pa
ra
m
et
er
s wavelength λ (m) 0.23 2.78 100.0 400.0
amplitude a (m) 0.007 0.088 3.18 6.4
steepness ak 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1
phase velocity Cp (m.s−1) 0.6 2.08 12.5 25.0
W
in
d
pa
ra
m
et
er
s
initial friction velocity u∗
(m.s−1)
0.28 0.21 0.21 0.21
U10m calculated from log law
(m.s−1)
11.0 6.0 6.0 6.0
Table 5.1: Characteristics of the wave field and the initial wind imposed for various
wave ages (Cp/u∗ = 1.6, 10, 60 and 120).
momentum flux showed that, for some cases it seems to exist a constant-flux
layer really close to the surface, but the values of the fluxes are quite fluctu-
ating. Longer simulations with longer statistics should be computed in order
to get proper values. Sullivan et al. (2014) demonstrated that the total flux is
approximately constant in the marine surface layer but individual flux com-
ponents vary markedly with wave age.
The surface friction velocity is a dimensionless quantity which is not mea-
sured directly from a wind gauge on a mast for example. Other wind profiles
have been reconstructed from the wind speed measured at a certain height in
our numerical simulations. In all the simulations, except for case WA1, the
wind profile computed from the numerical simulation does not look like a log
profile: near the free surface a disturbed zone is observed due to the presence
of the wave. The height for the comparison has been chosen to be out of this
disturbed zone (note that it seems easy to locate this zone of disturbance since
we can observe the whole wind profile, which is not the case if the measure
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Figure 5.1: Wind profile and various corresponding log laws for cases WA1 (top
left), WA10 (top right), WA60 (middle) and WA120 (bottom).
was obtained from a wind gauge located at a fixed height, independent of the
underlying sea state). The wind speed has been measured at 0.2 m above the
mean water level for case WA1, 10 m for case WA10, 400 m for case WA60
and 1000 m for case WA120. These heights of reference, which are established
as reference by our own criteria, are various and depend on the wind-wave
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properties imposed in the numerical simulations. Green lines in Figure 5.1
are the wind profiles computed from the log law and a measured value of the
wind speed at a reference height. The log law is reconstructed so that its
formula satisfies (green lines in Figure 5.1):
U (zref) =
u∗unknown
κ
ln
(
zref
z0
)
. (5.2)
For all cases, black and green lines match at the height identified as the
reference height (0.2 m for WA1, 10 m for WA10, 400 m for WA60 and 1000 m
for WA120). Moreover, this log law computed from a measured wind speed at
a reference height seems to be in better agreement than the log law computed
from the surface friction velocity (red line), except for case WA10 where the
wind profile seems to be decelerated compared to log law profiles. For the case
with the smallest wave age Cp/u∗ = 1.6, the log law profile is in accordance
with the profile from the CFD. For larger wave ages, the log law fits very well
with the top of the wind profile but misses the wind jet in case WA120 and
its signs in case WA60.
Eventually, a last comparison is made with another way of writing the log
law based on the wind speed at 10 m and the drag coefficient CD (orange
lines in Figure 5.1):
U (z) =
√
CDU10
κ
ln
(
z
z0
)
. (5.3)
The reference height 10 m is a reference in many publications (see Chapter 1).
Here, the value of the wind speed at 10 m, U10, is measured from the CFD.
The choice of the reference wind speed has an impact on the quantitative and
qualitative properties of CD. For a fixed wind speed at 10 m height, Donelan
(1982) found that the drag coefficient may vary by a factor 2 depending on
the sea state. Based on the work of Kara et al. (2007) on the wind stress
drag coefficient over the ocean, CD ≥ 1.5× 10−3 is prevalent over North Pa-
cific and North Atlantic, whereas due to the air stability, an increase of more
than 20% can be observed compared to neutral situations. Here two values
for the drag coefficient are chosen, CD = 1.5 × 10−3 and CD = 2.0 × 10−3
which represent the quite high range of the observed drag coefficients. The
idea is to illustrate the impact of the CD value on the log profile. Solid and
dashed orange lines in Figure 5.1 show the influence of the drag coefficient
on the wind profile for the cases WA60 and 120. First of all, we can notice
the large discrepancy between the dashed and solid lines: a small deviation
in the drag coefficient leads to a quite different wind profile. Moreover, these
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wind profiles are based on a log law. This log law is supposed to be valid
under neutral atmospheric conditions inside the surface layer and it is based
on a fixed roughness length over a fixed surface. Therefore the wind jet can
not be predicted with this empirical law. Last but not least, our CD values
were chosen based on the literature. However, for case WA120, it has been
shown in the previous chapter that the wave acts as a thrust on the airflow, so
we expect a negative drag coefficient. Figure 1.9 shows that the majority of
the values of the drag coefficient are lower than the standard TOGA COARE
parametrisation in case of wave ages and that for light winds with an un-
derlying fast-moving swell, CD can be negative. The dynamic understanding
of the reference height in the MABL is rather vague and despite enormous
efforts, the scatter of experimental data is very significant and a consistent
parametrisation for CD10 has not been established yet.
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The ocean-atmosphere system is a complex system governed by numerous in-
teractions and the assessment of the offshore wind resource must be put into
consideration within the whole coupled system. The offshore environment
addresses very specific problems: two major factors have been identified in
the literature as key drivers in ocean-atmosphere interactions. Indeed, the
atmospheric stratification due to the large heat capacity of the ocean (Krist-
jansson et al., 2011) and the wave-induced effects (especially the dynamic
roughness of the oceanic surface) have an impact on the marine atmospheric
boundary layer. Ocean waves are often considered to act as a drag on the
surface wind, which is related to a downward momentum transferred from
the atmosphere into the waves. IEC 61400-3 standard, Wind Turbines Part
3: Design Requirements for Offshore Wind Turbines, relies on parametric re-
lationships of the wind profile and the surface roughness that are commonly
used for the onshore wind industry. However, field experiments and numeri-
cal modelling have observed upward momentum transfers causing the surface
wind to accelerate under light-wind-speed regimes correlated to a fast-swell
regime. The existence of low-level wave-driven winds is the evidence that
the marine atmospheric boundary layer is influenced by the dynamic oceanic
surface. According to Semedo et al. (2011), the presence of swell-dominated
sea states is higher than 70% almost everywhere in the global oceans, and
the light-wind-speed regime occurs about 16 % of the time in the equatorial
west Pacific Ocean (Grachev and Fairall, 2001). Despite numerous studies,
our current understanding of the mechanisms governing the wind-wave inter-
actions remains quite incomplete, and, under specific conditions, sparse field
observations contradict the usual theoretical, empirical and stochastic models.
The present PhD work is part of the overall framework of ocean-atmosphere
interactions and is based on a multidisciplinary approach that includes hy-
drodynamics, atmospheric sciences and computing science.
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In this PhD thesis, numerical tools have been developed in order to study
the coupling between an atmospheric airflow and a sea state. The biblio-
graphical study in Chapter 1 has shown that the aforementioned atmospheric
stratification and waves have an impact on the marine atmospheric bound-
ary layer. However, the work has focused on the wave effects: considering
independently these effects constitutes a first step in the understanding of the
ocean-atmosphere interactions. A preliminary study lies in the intention of
developing an effective and evolving tool that would be able to address an
increasing complexity of the representation of a part of the ocean-atmosphere
physics. A RANS computational model developed in the LHEEA laboratory,
ICARE, has been modified to investigate the swell dissipation by induced at-
mospheric shear stress in the case of no mean wind. The properties of the
flow under stationary conditions have been studied within a periodic domain
along the wave direction. The study has shown a dependence on the Reynolds
number of this wave-induced airflow. The computed shear work has revealed
a small deviation compared to the Dore analytical expression under lami-
nar conditions, but a transitional state appears, leading to a fully turbulent
boundary layer where the shear work increases. A parametrisation of this
increase has been expressed through the viscous dissipation coefficient calcu-
lated from the mean work of the shear stress over a wavelength. For the most
turbulent case, the increase reaches less than 3.5µDore which corresponds to a
e-folding decay (1/µ) of the order of 20 000 km for an oceanic swell. This is
way smaller than the observed dissipation of about 56µDore from Ardhuin et
al. (2009). Both the effect of the mean wind or thermal and roughness effects
have been neglected in the model. Therefore, to date, other mechanisms in-
volved in the swell dissipation still remain to be investigated.
Considering a proper atmospheric circulation and its actual interaction
with the swell remains a challenge within the current computational tools. A
focus on wind-wave interactions was proposed with the development of a de-
terministic numerical model for the study of the coupling between an airflow
and the underlying sea state. To this end, a collaboration has been initiated
with Peter Sullivan from the National Center for Atmospheric Research in
order to couple his atmospheric LES code with a spectral code (i.e. HOS
model) that solves the non-linear evolution of a sea states developed in the
LHEEA laboratory. The numerical coupling is based on an exchange of in-
formation between the two codes: the HOS code forces the lower boundary
of the air domain in the LES code with the wave information (i.e. wave ele-
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vation, its derivatives and the orbital velocities). In return, the atmospheric
pressure at the free surface can be sent to the HOS code leading to a two-way
coupling between the two codes. The major assumption of this work concerns
the atmospheric stratification: the air domain has been modelled as a wind
tunnel with no atmospheric stratification (i.e. neutral air). Moreover, the
SGS momentum fluxes accounting for the unresolved wavelengths at the first
cell above the water surface are parametrised using a logarithmic law based
on a fixed roughness length.
The influence of the sea states on the overlying airflow has been numeri-
cally investigated through three one-way coupled cases (i.e. the sea state does
not evolve under wind pressure forcing as the atmospheric pressure is not ex-
changed): wind forcing over young waves, a swell underlying a light wind and
a case of generation of a wave-induced wind jet. Different numerical features
have been examined, such as the influence of the mesh discretisation, the
height of the air domain and the initialisation of the LES simulation. The no-
tion of forcing is characterised by the wave growth rate parameter,β, which is
related to the dimensionless form drag per unit area due to the pressure at the
water surface and the wave steepness. For the case of young waves underlying
a strong wind, the waves acts as a drag on the wind and β > 0. For the case
of a fast swell underlying a light wind, the waves act as a thrust on the wind
and β < 0. However, a negative growth rate parameter does not imply the
generation of a wave-induced wind. The presence of a wave-induced wind is
correlated to a positive momentum flux: an upward transport of momentum
from water to air is observed for a case where the speed ratio Cp/u∗ measuring
the force balance between the waves and the wind is very high (here, a wave
age Cp/u∗ = 120 has been tested with a wave characterised by λ = 400 m
and a = 12.7 or 6.4 m), whereas the wind-wave equilibrium is around 15-20).
However, for more realistic sea states (λ = 400 m and a = 2.8 or 1.4 m), the
slightly positive form drag was not strong enough to counteract the negative
momentum flux: no wind jet has been observed. This behaviour supports the
fact that it is not only the wave age that characterises the wind-wave inter-
actions, but the wave steepness and the energy content of the wave spectrum
have also an influence on the overlying airflow.
This work aimed at placing into perspective the logarithmic wind profile
commonly used to predict the vertical wind profile in the governing standards.
One should recall that this log profile is only valid in the surface layer under
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neutral stratification. Here, the air has been considered as neutral, but the
numerical simulations have shown that the common reference height (i.e. 10
m) often lies within the disturbed MABL. A set of numerical wind-wave con-
figurations have illustrated that the log law profile is in accordance with the
CFD profile for small wave age, but for larger wave ages, the log law profile
tends to overestimate the wind speed in the first 10 m above the water surface.
But the most striking effect occurring during a light-wind regime correlated
to a fast-swell regime, the wave-driven wind jet, invalidates the use of such a
law for up to 300− 500 m above the water surface. It has also been demon-
strated that the influence of the parametrisation of the drag coefficient CD is
non negligible on the wind profile, supporting the evidence that a consistent
parametrisation for CD10 has not been established yet despite enormous ef-
forts.
We emphasise that the natural evolution of the wind-wave system has
been distorted in the aforementioned simulations since the sea state has not
evolved under the wind pressure forcing, hence it brought an infinite amount
of energy into the air domain. Two additional cases have been implemented
in order to investigate the wind-wave coupling. Along with the surface pres-
sure, the tangential stress is responsible for the formation of a stress layer
in the MABL, however this stress can not be assimilated in the wave model
due to the hypothesis of potential flow for the water. Nevertheless, the HOS
calculation crashed instantly when the pressure forcing brought energy into
the wave energy balance at high frequencies, since this energy input was not
counterbalanced in the HOS model due to the lack of dissipation such as wave
breaking, viscosity... This question goes well beyond the content of this thesis
and there is still active research and discussions on this topic in the oceano-
graphic and hydrodynamics communities. As a workaround, the atmospheric
pressure signal has been filtered at high frequencies, preventing the steepest
waves to grow: this filtering acts as a mitigation of the forcing, restricted to
the main components. However, in-depth tests will need to be carried out on
this filtering as the parametrisation of the energy dissipation constitutes the
whole key of the understanding of the interactions in the coupled wind-wave
system.
The outlook for this PhD thesis lies in the addition of an increasing com-
plexity of the representation of a part of the ocean-atmosphere physics into
the numerical coupled model. Indeed, the major assumption of neutral air
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does not stand under very-light wind regimes to which the unstable atmo-
spheric stratification seems to be correlated. The wave-induced wind jet may
disturb the wind measurements at a mast for example and may not represent
the wind resource above. Moreover, the Coriolis forces appear to be impor-
tant under stable conditions, affecting the wind direction with height. An
other challenge lies in the boundary conditions that are needed at the sur-
face: the wall function modelling can not be departed, but in this PhD work,
the roughness length has been considered as constant in the calculation of
the surface fluxes. This procedure does not take into account the dynamic
presence of any wavelets. Yang et al. (2013) proposed a dynamic modelling
of a sea-surface roughness. Finally, more wind-wave configurations should be
tested as most of the aforementioned cases were characterised by winds fol-
lowing a non-linear monochromatic sea state, especially irregular sea states
and wind-wave misalignment.
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Appendix A
Airflow over various waves in
various wind conditions
Figure A.1: Instantaneous contours in a x − z plane of dimensionless horizontal
velocity (top), vertical velocity (middle) and pressure (bottom) for a LES simulation
of a strongly forced condition with wave tank data. The initial wave age is Cp/u∗ =
1.6.
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Figure A.2: Instantaneous contours in a x − z plane of dimensionless horizontal
velocity (top), vertical velocity (middle) and pressure (bottom) for a LES simulation
of a strongly forced condition with an Airy wave. The initial wave age is Cp/u∗ =
1.6.
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Figure A.3: Instantaneous contours in a x− z plane of dimensionless horizontal ve-
locity (top), vertical velocity (middle) and pressure (bottom) for a one-way coupled
simulation of a non-linear monochromatic wave underlying a strong airflow. The
initial wave age is Cp/u∗ = 1.6.
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Figure A.4: Instantaneous contours in a x− z plane of dimensionless horizontal ve-
locity (top), vertical velocity (middle) and pressure (bottom) for a one-way coupled
simulation of an irregular wave underlying a strong airflow. The initial wave age is
Cp/u∗ = 1.6.
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Figure A.5: Instantaneous contours in a x− z plane of dimensionless horizontal ve-
locity (top), vertical velocity (middle) and pressure (bottom) for a one-way coupled
simulation of a non-linear monochromatic wave underlying an airflow. The initial
wave age is Cp/u∗ = 5.
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Figure A.6: Instantaneous contours in a x− z plane of dimensionless horizontal ve-
locity (top), vertical velocity (middle) and pressure (bottom) for a one-way coupled
simulation of a non-linear monochromatic wave underlying an airflow. The initial
wave age is Cp/u∗ = 10.
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Figure A.7: Instantaneous contours in a x − z plane of dimensionless horizontal
velocity (top), vertical velocity (middle) and pressure (bottom) for a one-way cou-
pled simulation of a non-linear monochromatic wave underlying a light airflow. The
initial wave age is Cp/u∗ = 60.
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Figure A.8: Instantaneous contours in a x− z plane of dimensionless horizontal ve-
locity (top), vertical velocity (middle) and pressure (bottom) for a one-way coupled
simulation of a non-linear monochromatic wave underlying a very light airflow. The
initial wave age is Cp/u∗ = 120.
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Développement d’un modèle de simulation déterministe pour l’étude 
du couplage entre un écoulement atmosphérique et un état de mer. 
 
Development of a deterministic numerical model for the study of the 
coupling between an atmospheric flow and a sea state. 
 
 
 
 
 
Résumé 
 
La physique de la couche limite atmosphérique en 
domaine océanique est principalement régie par les 
processus couplés liés au vent, à l’état de mer local, et à 
des effets de flottabilité. Leur compréhension reste 
néanmoins parcellaire et leurs descriptions théoriques et 
stochastiques sont pour le moins lacunaires, lorsqu’elles 
ne sont tout simplement pas mises à mal par les rares 
observations. 
 
Dans un contexte d’exploitation croissante de la 
ressource éolienne offshore, la mise en place de 
méthodes numériques visant à une description plus fine 
des propriétés turbulentes de cette couche limite sera 
une étape déterminante dans la réduction des coûts et 
l’optimisation des structures pour des rendements de 
récupération d’énergie améliorés. Ainsi, un outil 
numérique a été mis en place afin d’étudier le couplage 
entre un écoulement atmosphérique et l’état de mer. Un 
code Large-Eddy Simulation massivement parallèle pour 
la simulation des écoulements atmosphériques 
incompressibles développé par P. Sullivan au National 
Center for Atmospheric Research est couplé à un code 
spectral d’états de mer non-linéaires développé au 
Laboratoire de recherche en Hydrodynamique, 
Energétique et Environnement Atmosphérique. 
 
De nombreuses configurations de vents et d’états de mer 
sont modélisées. On montre que les lois semi-
empiriques souvent utilisées pour représenter la 
distribution verticale de la vitesse moyenne du vent sont 
une bonne approximation dans les situations où un petit 
état de mer est soumis à un fort vent. Néanmoins, dans 
le cas de houles très rapides se propageant dans des 
zones de faible vent, la création d’un jet de vent par la 
houle invalide ces lois semi-empiriques. 
 
Mots-clés 
Mécanique des fluides, Hydrodynamique, Couche limite 
atmosphérique marine, Interactions vent-vague, Jet de 
vent induit par la vague, Large-eddy simulation, Méthode 
High-order spectral, Couplage. 
Abstract 
 
Modelling the dynamic coupling of ocean-atmosphere 
systems requires a fundamental and quantitative 
understanding of the mechanisms governing the wind-
wave interactions: despite numerous studies, our current 
understanding remains quite incomplete and, in certain 
conditions, sparse field observations contradict the usual 
theoretical and stochastic models. 
 
Within the context of a growing exploitation of the 
offshore wind energy and the development of metocean 
models, a fine description of this resource is a key issue. 
Field experiments and numerical modelling have 
revealed that atmospheric stability and wave effects, 
including the dynamic sea surface roughness, are two 
major factors affecting the wind field over oceans. A 
numerical tool has been implemented in order to study 
the coupling between an atmospheric flow and the sea 
state. A massively parallel large-eddy simulation 
developed by P. Sullivan at the National Center for 
Atmospheric Research is then coupled to a High-Order 
Spectral wave model developed at the Hydrodynamics, 
Energetics & Atmospheric Environment Laboratory in 
Ecole Centrale de Nantes. 
 
Numerous configurations of wind and sea states are 
investigated. It appears that, under strongly forced wind 
conditions above a small sea state, the semi-empirical 
laws referred to as standards in the international 
guidelines are a good approximation for the vertical 
profile of the mean wind speed. However, for light winds 
overlying fast-moving swell, the presence of a wave-
induced wind jet is observed, invalidating the use of such 
logarithmic laws. 
 
Key Words 
Fluid mechanics, Hydrodynamics, Marine atmospheric 
boundary layer, Wind-wave interactions, Wave-induced 
wind jet, Large-eddy simulation, High-order spectral 
wave model, Coupling. 
